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The first in a new range of novels of eldritch
adventure from the wildly popular Arkham
Horror – an international thief of esoteric
artifacts stumbles onto a nightmarish cult in
1920s New England

It is the height of the Roaring Twenties – a fresh
enthusiasm for the arts, science, and exploration of the
past have opened doors to a wider world, and beyond...
A dark shadow grows in the city of Arkham. Alien
entities known as Ancient Ones lurk in the emptiness
beyond space and time, writhing at the thresholds
between worlds. Occult rituals must be stopped and
alien creatures destroyed; before the Ancient Ones
make our world their ruined dominion. Only a handful
of investigators stand against the horrors threatening to
tear this world apart. Will they prevail?

PROLOGUE
The Shadow
It slept.
And in sleeping, it dreamed. These dreams were not true
dreams, however, but rather flashes of memory. Moments in
time, crystallized and left suspended in the blackness of its
consciousness. As it slept, it analyzed every facet of these
fossilized moments.
It saw again the offered sacrifice, and felt the old hunger.
Heard the chanting of the faithful – a sound it had not heard
in years.
It was the last in this place. It knew this, though it did not
know how. It understood little about the world or itself. It had
not been created to understand, but to serve. To watch and
stand sentry through the long eons of geological waxing and
waning.
The one who had created it had slumbered in the deepest
of deeps; lightless places, where the welcoming dark stretched
forever. It had been born in the dark, and found comfort in it.
There was too much light above.
7
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But the creator was gone now, as were the others like it. It
did not know where, for it had not been allowed to follow.
It had been left to patrol the long emptiness, and watch the
dark for intruders. It did not know why, only that it must. So,
it had prowled the dark, ensuring that the deeps remained
sacrosanct. Inviolate.
Then had come the chants. The prayers. Tiny sounds,
filtering down from great heights. It had been drawn upwards,
ever upwards, through abyssal canyons and red-lit caverns.
Through the tumbled cities of those who’d once inhabited the
depths and made obeisance to the creator, until something
had put them to flight.
It did not perceive their absence, save as a vague hollow in
its awareness. They had been there, and now they were not.
Soon, it might well have forgotten that they had ever been at
all. But then it had heard the chanting. The old words, calling
it up out of the comforting dark, into the hateful light. It
remembered again, and wondered.
Curiosity had compelled it more than any respect for the
old rites. It had no understanding of the rituals of the ones
above. They did not bind it, for it could not be bound, save
by the will of the creator – or those of equal stature. Or so it
had thought at the time. But it remembered the ancient days
when those chants had preceded sacrifice.
So it climbed up and up, until it reached the tumbled cities,
and that which was built above. Another city, larger than those
below, and built by another race. It did not concern itself with
the differences between such folk. Those of the lower deeps
had been cold-blooded and wise. These were warm-blooded
and so noisy.
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It recalled an earlier time when these frail warmbloods had
descended into the lowest depths. How they had screeched at
the sight of it writhing in pain, pierced through by the horrid
light they had carried with them. It had harried them up and
up, as far as it dared go, chasing them back to their realm.
Then it had returned to the safety of the dark, there to lick its
wounds.
They had hurt it, though they had not realized it. And it had
hurt them in return. But now, they were calling to it, as they
had once done in time out of mind. Up it crawled, stretching
itself higher and thinner, trembling at the dim radiance that
infested these heights. But eager… oh so eager. The higher it
climbed, the more eager it became.
It had been so long since it had tasted a sacrifice. Not since
the days of the creator. It recalled now when the creator had
departed. Not long after the warmbloods had descended into
the dark with their stinging lights. They had come to find the
creator, whom they worshipped, and in finding him, and his
servants, had grown afraid.
It did not understand fear, save in the most basic fashion. It
feared light, because light caused pain. But the creator did not
cause pain. So why then had they been afraid? Such questions
slipped its mind almost as suddenly as they’d arrived. It had
no use for the answers, at any rate.
When it reached the city of the upper depths, it heard again
the warmbloods’ song of fear. Light sliced the dark, as shrill
sounds split the silence. It avoided both, climbing higher still.
And there, perilously close to the sky of stone, it found them,
clad in the raiment of those who worshipped the creator. The
servants of mighty Tsathoggua, the Sleeper of N’kai.

10
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The sacrifice knelt at the edge of a cliff, clad in iron, marked
with the sacred sigils. The warmblood struggled and made the
fear-noises as it approached, but it was overcome by hunger
and ignored this warning. Never before had the sacrifices
shown fear. That this one did should have sent it fleeing back
to the safety of the depths.
But it was hungry. Very hungry. Thus, it persisted. It slipped
about the sacrifice, and inundated it with gentle grace, as was
tradition. It filled the dark places of the struggling warmblood,
slipping into its flesh and tenderly devouring the soft things
within. So distracted was it by its feast that it did not notice
as the adherents erected a cage of light about it. When it
realized its peril, it had no place to hide save in the meat-husk
of the sacrifice – even as they had intended. It burrowed in,
retreating as the bars of light closed about it.
The adherents – the false adherents – spoke words it did
not know, but understood nonetheless. Words of binding.
Mnemonic chains to seal it away in the shriveled husk of the
traitor-sacrifice. It made itself smaller and smaller, folding
itself again and again, trying to escape the reverberations of
those words and the light that grew ever closer. But it could
not make itself small enough.
In the end, it huddled in the hollow belly of the husk,
compacted to the size of a seed. The husk shook as it was
removed from the place of sacrifice and taken elsewhere.
Someplace dark, but stifling. Someplace forgotten.
It remembered all of this, reliving it over and over again
in its long isolation. Trapped, it could do nothing else. Every
time, it thought things might turn out differently. But they
never did. It kept trying and failing. Trying and failing.
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Eventually, it went insane. The seed sprouted, stretching,
filling, trying to burst the bonds of withered meat that held
it. But the chains refused to break. It could taste the marks
the betrayers had carved into the husk. They stung worse
than light. Sigils of binding older than the world itself, and
too strong for a mere servitor to break.
Finally, exhausted, it slept.
It slumbered until something woke it. The rattle of shifting
rock. Muffled voices – voices unlike those of its captors, its
betrayers.
Then, it was free and rising into the hateful light. It squirmed
down deep into the hidden places of its prison, where the
light could not reach.
And it waited.

CHAPTER ONE
Arkham
Rain streaked the glass. Alessandra Zorzi inhaled softly,
tasting a tickle in the back of her throat from the cigarette.
Her tablemate droned on, something about insurance. His
voice, accompanied by the rhythmic clatter of the train, was
dangerously soothing.
She exhaled a plume of smoke. “Fascinating,” she
murmured. She stubbed the cigarette out on her plate,
smearing ashes through the remains of a subpar hollandaise.
“But if you will excuse me, my stop is coming up.”
He stopped mid-sentence, a look of surprise – and not
a little consternation – on his round face. He wasn’t bad
looking, if a touch too American for her tastes, with closecropped hair the color of ripe wheat and eyes like faded dollar
bills. His suit was off the peg, but clean and brushed. He set
his coffee down and gave a wan smile. “Of course. Sorry about
talking your ear off.”
Alessandra tugged on an earlobe. “Never fear. Still firmly
attached, Mr…?”
12
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“Whitlock. Abner Whitlock.”
“Of course.” She turned to leave the dining car and he
coughed.
“Didn’t catch your name,” he said, hopefully.
She pretended not to hear him. A touch brusque, perhaps,
but Abner Whitlock wasn’t the sort of man to waste an alias
on. In her experience, that sort was few and far between.
He didn’t call out after her, thankfully. Or try to stop her.
Sometimes men couldn’t take no for an answer. That often led
to awkwardness. One reason among many she kept a loaded
British Bulldog in her clutch.
The rain thudded against the roof of the carriage as she
made her way to the sleeper car. It had been raining since
New York. An inauspicious start, if one believed in omens.
Alessandra didn’t, and anyway, she liked the rain. It reminded
her of home. Of the stinging bite of the Adriatic and the soft
sway of a gondola as it navigated the narrow canals.
Of course, with those memories came the realization that
she hadn’t been home in years. She had been away from La
Serenissima for longer than she had ever lived there, but it was
lodged in her mind. The canals and bridges were an inviolate
part of her mental map. Wherever she went, whatever she did,
it was always there.
She was still thinking of Venice when she entered her
compartment. It was small, but more importantly, it was
private. Thus, when she saw the face – pale and wild,
staring – she reacted on instinct. She had the pistol cocked
a moment before the discarded clutch hit the floor. It took
only a moment for her to realize it was her reflection in the
compartment window, distorted by the lights in the passage.
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She stepped inside, kicking the clutch out of the way,
and shut the door. Leaning against it, she fought down the
sudden knot of adrenaline. If a porter had happened along,
or worse, one of her fellow passengers, she would have had
some explaining to do. “Lucky little lioness,” she murmured.
Her grandfather’s favorite term of endearment. It had stuck
with her when most of his lessons had flown right out of her
head.
She uncocked the pistol and tossed it on the bed. Fingers
trembling, she retrieved her clutch and the pack of cigarettes.
The pack was decorated with scenes of exotic delight, but
something about the way the dancers leered at one another
repulsed her in a vague and inexplicable fashion. She
extricated one and stuffed it between her lips, not caring that
she bent it slightly. She lit it and opened the window, suddenly
needing the feel of the wind on her face. It wasn’t a sea breeze,
but it would do.
The damp air snatched the smoke from the cigarette’s
tip, and she blinked away errant raindrops. The clouds were
like a spill of ink, and the sun was in hiding. She smoked her
cigarette down to the nub and flicked it away into the rain.
She closed her eyes, holding the last drag in her lungs for a
moment before releasing it slowly.
A knock at the door. She’d already reclaimed her pistol and
taken aim when she realized it was probably just the attendant
coming to tell her Arkham was the next station. She lowered
the weapon. “Yes?”
A muffled reply. She hesitated. “Thank you,” she said,
erring on the side of caution. She heard the creak of someone
moving down the corridor and relaxed slightly. She shoved
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her pistol back into her clutch, wanting it out of sight and out
of mind.
Marrakesh had left her jittery. She’d come close to being
caught – closer than she liked. There was always a certain
element of risk in her line of work, but having the French
authorities pounding on the door to her hotel room at three
in the morning was cutting it close, even for her. She supposed
the esteemed Comte d’Erlette was still upset about the loss of
his books.
As they’d busted down the door, she’d gone out the window.
It wasn’t the first time she’d done so, nor was it likely the last.
The life of a gentlewoman thief was not for the faint of heart
or the weak of limb. She had learned early that circumstances
were to be endured, not controlled. One could not plan for
everything, though one could easily go mad trying.
She began the laborious process of packing. Her suitcases
were mostly for show. There was nothing in them she would
be broken-hearted about losing. Indeed, she’d abandoned
more than one wardrobe in her career. Clothes were just
things, and things could be replaced. Often with nicer things,
depending on the state of one’s bank account.
Right now, hers was in worse shape than she liked to admit
in mixed company. It was an expensive sort of life. That was
why she’d accepted her latest client’s offer. The theft of a few
precious artifacts from a museum exhibition was easy money
as far as she was concerned. All it cost was time, and she had
plenty of that at the moment.
There were worse ways to live. She could have been
married, after all. While she quite enjoyed a good party, she
could think of no darker hell than the same face staring at her
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across the table every morning.
Her sisters had chosen marriage. They’d always been more
upstanding sorts, with a keen appreciation for the largesse
stability brought. On days like today, she couldn’t say that
they’d been wrong. When it came time to retire, she might
have to find her own doddering old Milanese dinosaur to
woo, wed, bed and bury. Possibly not in that order.
Of course, if the honorable comte ever caught up with
her, she might not live that long. French aristocrats had
distressingly long memories, and d’Erlette had deep pockets
to go with them. That was why she’d decided to up stakes for
the States for a year or three. Long enough for her picture
to stop circulating through the cafes and souks of her usual
haunts. Besides which, America was supposed to be a Land
of Opportunity. And if there was one thing Alessandra Zorzi
liked, it was opportunity.
The train was starting to slow. She left her luggage for
the porters and shrugged into her coat and hat. She took a
moment to study herself in the en suite’s mirror. Tall and dark,
with sharp features, wearing a cloche hat, short tubular dress,
earrings hanging like fuchsias. Her stole was last year’s fur,
but she doubted anyone in Arkham, Massachusetts, would be
able to tell. She retrieved her clutch and gave it a fond pat.
Another knock at the door. This time, she didn’t give in to
the impulse to go for her pistol. “Coming,” she said, plastering
a smile on her face. She stepped past the attendant with a nod,
pressing a discreet gratuity into his hands. He beamed at her
and tipped his cap. She wasn’t so flush with funds that she
could afford generosity, but she considered tips to porters,
pages and housemaids a necessary business expense – it often
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kept them from remembering her clearly when the police
came around asking awkward questions.
Outside the compartment windows, the station was
visible. Bathed in a watery, orange glow, it was singularly
unprepossessing – a crumbling castle from another time
and place, looming over the dark, serpentine length of the
Miskatonic. Further adding to this impression were the two
great towers of stone standing sentry over the parallel tracks.
Alessandra could imagine cauldrons of boiling oil being
tipped over the parapets onto the invading barbarian hordes
from Boston, Providence and Kingsport.
The train gave a shiver and slid to a halt. She fell into line
with the other passengers and paused at the door only to
adjust her stole. It was warm for autumn, despite the rain.
She joined the rest of the passengers awaiting their luggage.
Zamacona wouldn’t have sent anyone to greet her. From what
little she knew of her new client, he was as much a stranger
here as she was.
Not that she knew much about him at all. She didn’t even
know how he’d managed to contact her – none of her usual
connections had admitted to passing her name along. In her
line, word of mouth was better than a business card. But most
former clients were smart enough to ask permission before
allowing a newcomer into their ranks.
The name was unusual – Asturian, she thought. Or maybe
Galician. Regardless, she doubted it was his real one. Her
clients almost always employed aliases, unless they were
particularly foolish – or simply didn’t care. Frankly, so long as
his money was good, he could call himself whatever he liked.
Railroad bulls prowled the platform, trying hard not to
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look like undercover security men. She tensed, watching the
nearest of them out of the corner of her eye. She’d been forced
to flee through more than one train station in her time. If they
were here for her, she intended to give them a run for their
money. But none of them so much as glanced her way.
“Fancy meeting you here.”
She turned. Abner Whitlock smiled genially at her. He
had his raincoat over one arm, and his hat in hand. A heavy
carpetbag rested beside his foot. “I meant to ask earlier…
you wouldn’t happen to be in town for the special exhibition,
would you?”
“And why would you think that?” she asked, suddenly alert.
“No reason. It’s why I’m here. My company is underwriting
it.” He grinned. “It sounds interesting, if nothing else. Imagine:
an American mummy! Who’d have ever thought of such a
thing?” He paused. “I’m sorry again, by the way.”
“For what?”
“Boring you to tears over breakfast. It was rude of me to
monopolize the conversation that way. I didn’t even ask your
name.”
“No, you didn’t.”
He looked at her expectantly, his smile open and inviting.
Whitlock, she suspected, was a man used to getting what
he wanted. Though just what it was he wanted, she couldn’t
say. There was some threat there, but it wasn’t the obvious
one. Looking at him standing there, smiling, she had a brief
impulse to stick her pistol into his belly and pull the trigger
until she heard a click. Instead, she smiled prettily and turned
away.
She heard him grunt under his breath. Not an obscenity,
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not even a word – more like a dog’s chuff of surprise. As if
she’d done something utterly unexpected. When she glanced
back, he was gone, vanished into the crowd of departing
passengers. She felt a flicker of relief. Men like Abner Whitlock
were nothing but trouble.
She spied the station porter hovering about the edges of
the crowd. When he noticed her standing beside her stack
of luggage, he limped over. His smile was open and friendly.
“Need a hand with your luggage, ma’am?”
“I would be obliged to you,” Alessandra said, thickening her
accent. “As you can see, it is more than I can fit in my clutch.”
He laughed politely and nodded. “I think we can rectify
that, ma’am. Let me grab a dolly, and we’ll get you situated. Is
someone meeting you?”
She hesitated. The question might be innocent. Then again,
it might be anything but. “I will require transportation if it is
available.”
“Another thing we’re happy to help with.” He moved briskly
back the way he’d come, but returned a few moments later
pushing a squeaky-wheeled dolly. Despite his limp he moved
quickly, and loaded up her luggage without difficulty.
“Thank you…” she began.
“Washington, ma’am, Bill Washington. And it’s all part of
the service here at Northside Station. I…” He paused, his
smile faltering as he turned. She turned with him, but saw
nothing but the rain falling at the edge of the platform.
“What is it?”
His smile snapped back into focus. “Not a thing, ma’am.
Thought I heard something, is all. To tell the truth, this old
station has a bit of a rat problem.” He pushed her luggage
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out of the station. A handful of taxi cabs waited along the
sidewalk. Bill paused, as if looking for one in particular. He
smiled and started towards one standing a bit away from the
others.
He banged on the roof when he reached it. “Wake up,
Pepper. You’ve got a fare.”
There was a muffled yelp, as if someone had been startled.
Then a gawky figure climbed out of the cab. “I wasn’t sleeping,”
the cabbie said.
“Sure you weren’t, Pepper,” Bill said. “This lady needs a cab.
You’re it.”
The cabbie – Pepper – stuck out his chin and squared off
with the much taller porter. He was young – far younger
than he was attempting to appear, she thought. He had thin,
boyish features, without a hint of facial hair and a spatter of
freckles across his nose and cheeks. He wore a battered flat
cap, and loose clothes. “Only I say who gets a ride in my cab,
Washington.”
Bill’s smile became pained. “You’re embarrassing me,
Pepper.”
“Golly, wouldn’t want that,” Pepper said. He glanced at
Alessandra and stuck out his hand. Gingerly, she took it.
“Pepper Kelly, pleased to meet you.”
“An unusual name. I am Alessandra. Alessandra Zorzi.”
Pepper whistled. “You want to talk names? I think you got
me beat, lady.” He paused. “You got a funny accent.”
“My apologies.” Alessandra smiled. She preferred honest
rudeness to false bonhomie.
He shrugged and stuffed his hands in his pockets. “It’s not
a problem. Just thought I’d mention it.” Something about the
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way he said it made Alessandra’s instincts twitch. Her eyes
strayed to the line of his jaw, the set of his face – the way he
spoke and moved. Even his handshake. Like pieces of a puzzle.
Alessandra had always had a gift for puzzles. It was what
made her a good thief. Being a thief – as opposed to a stickup artist or a burglar – required the sort of cunning that few
people possessed in abundance. She glanced at Bill, and saw
the porter’s jaw tighten.
Before he could speak, she said, “You know, in Paris, cab
drivers get the door for their passengers.”
The cabbie glanced at her. “We ain’t in Paris.”
“No. Just thought I’d mention it.”
He thought about this for a moment, then laughed and
made to open the trunk of the cab. “You’re all right, sister.
Hurry up and get out of the rain. I’ll help old Bill here with
your luggage.”

CHAPTER TWO
Downtown
“So, you’re what – Spanish?” Pepper asked. “Or Portuguese?
Lots of Portuguese coming to Arkham these days.” He glanced
at her over one narrow shoulder as the cab wound through
the streets of Arkham’s Northside district. It was a crowded
sprawl of factories, warehouses and processing facilities.
The dark length of the Miskatonic was visible between the
widely spaced buildings and the air smelled faintly of fish and
industrial runoff.
“No. Shouldn’t you be watching the road?”
“Only need one eye around here,” he said, and was almost
immediately forced to face front and grab the wheel in both
hands. The cab swerved wildly for a few moments as a produce
truck raced past, horn blaring. “Usually,” he added, lamely.
After a few moments of embarrassed silence, his curiosity
reasserted itself. “France?”
“Morocco, actually.”
“You’re from Morocco?”
“By way of Italy.”
22
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“Morocco’s in Italy?”
Alessandra paused before replying. “No.”
“Huh. Didn’t think so. So where am I taking you anyway?”
She looked out the window. The rain had begun to slacken.
Tenements rose to either side of the street, and clotheslines
stretched over narrow alleyways. So far, her first impressions
of Arkham were not favorable. “The Independence Hotel. Do
you know where that is?”
“If I didn’t, I wouldn’t be much of a cabbie,” Pepper said,
and gave a high-pitched laugh. He glanced at her speculatively.
Alessandra, fully aware of the mercenary calculation taking
place, straightened in her seat. “Lot of fares heading that way
the last few days.”
“Oh?”
Pepper nodded. “Yeah, some big exhibition is happening
over at the museum. Is that why you’re here?”
“You’ll forgive me, but that is my business.”
Pepper laughed. “I’ve heard that before, believe it or not.
Arkham’s that sort of town.”
“Is it? It seems fairly innocuous at first glance.” She glanced
out the window. They’d left the tenements behind. Arkham
was bigger than she’d thought. A city masquerading as a town.
And still growing by the looks of it.
While parts of the city were caught fast by the previous
century, the rest of it was happily embracing modernity.
Revolutionary era brick buildings warred for space with
French Huguenot architecture, and art deco facings peered
out from among the older structures. Arkham, like the old
cities of Europe, lived in a shadow of its past.
“Looks can be deceiving,” Pepper said. He didn’t elaborate
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and something in his tone kept Alessandra from pressing
the issue. Instead, she focused on him. There was something
about him that felt off somehow. Peculiar. As if he were hiding
something.
Traffic was heavy. The narrow streets were full of
automobiles, mostly delivery trucks. Several times Pepper
was forced to aim the cab down sidestreets and blind alleys,
through corridors of wood and brick that seemed altogether
too tight for the vehicle to fit through. He kept up a steady
stream of chatter the entire time, and Alessandra found she
was warming to the cabbie despite herself.
“You keep looking at me,” he said, suddenly.
“Do I?”
“Yeah. I got something on my face or what?”
“No. I apologize. It is just… you are young to be a cab
driver, no?”
“No,” Pepper said, somewhat pugnaciously. Alessandra
realized that she had inadvertently insulted the young man.
“Ah. Again, I am sorry. How long have you been a driver,
may I ask?”
“Why do you want to know?”
“Curiosity.”
Pepper glanced back at her, his eyes narrow slits beneath
the brim of his cap. “You ask a lot of questions.”
“I am new in town. I wish to, how do you say, get the lay of
the land.”
“If you must know, I’m only driving this heap temporarily.”
“Oh?” Alessandra prompted.
“Yeah. I’m really an entrepreneur.” Pepper patted the wheel
fondly. “This cab is my ticket to independent means. Just need
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a few big fares and then…” He trailed off, as if imagining his
bright, shiny future.
“And then?”
He laughed again, but not so loudly or so cheerfully. “We’ll
see. I’m not the sort of person to go counting eggs before
they’re cracked, you know?”
Alessandra frowned. She’d always had a facility for
languages. She was fluent in several, including English,
French and German, and could make herself understood in
half a dozen more. But the American capacity for idioms was
almost more than she could handle. They seemed to have one
– or several – for every occasion.
“There was a guy watching you back there, at the station,”
Pepper said, barreling on before Alessandra could reply. “Tall,
sort of bland. Looked like a government man.”
“Gray suit, blond hair,” Alessandra said.
“That’s the one. Old boyfriend?”
“No.” She frowned, wondering what Whitlock’s interest in
her was. He had been unusually keen to get her name. She
could ordinarily sense when a man was attracted to her, and
she wasn’t getting that feeling from him. It was as if he wanted
something from her. Not a friendly feeling at all.
“Sorry I asked.”
“Apologies are not necessary.” She paused, considering
her next words carefully. She’d finally figured out what was
bothering her about Pepper. “So what is your real name,
then?” The cabbie jolted in his seat as if she’d struck him.
Pepper wasn’t good at hiding his feelings.
“What?” he asked, as if he hadn’t heard. His voice cracked
slightly.
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“The clothes are good. Someone hemmed them properly,
or maybe you just found the right size by luck. The haircut as
well. And you’re either blessed with a boyish figure or you’re
adept at binding yourself.” Alessandra sat back.
“What I can’t figure is why a girl from Boston is driving a
cab in Arkham.”
Pepper pulled over and sat facing forward for long moments.
Traffic passed them by, but she paid no attention. “How’d you
know?” she asked, finally. She’d had nightmares like this off
and on for the past year. Ever since she’d started the charade.
“I told you.”
Pepper took a deep breath and turned in her seat. The
woman met her glare with infuriating equanimity and did not
look away. Pepper considered ordering her out of the cab, but
wasn’t certain she’d go. “Just my clothes, huh?”
Zorzi was silent for a moment. Then she smiled. “You talk
too much. The more you talked, the more your voice slipped.
If you would like some advice, the key to a good disguise is
always simplicity.”
Pepper was silent for several minutes. “I’ll keep it in mind,”
she said, finally.
“What is your name?”
Pepper frowned. “Why should I tell you? Hell, why
shouldn’t I kick you out of this cab right now?”
“Have I offended you somehow?” Zorzi waved aside her
reply. “If so, I can only ask your forgiveness. I did not mean to
startle you. You are a long way from Boston.”
“And you’re a long way from Italy. People travel.”
“Yes. You are avoiding the question.”
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Pepper hesitated. “Philippa. Philippa Kelly.”
“I can see why you changed it.”
Pepper stared at her, jaw set. “Funny. Are you going to tell
anyone?”
“Why would I? It is no concern of mine. I was merely
curious, as I said.”
“Oh well, in that case, all is forgiven,” Pepper said
sarcastically. “You got some nerve, lady, coming into my cab,
asking all sorts of questions.”
“There is no shame in it. I have pretended to be a man
myself, on occasion.”
Pepper looked her up and down. “Yeah, I bet you were real
convincing.”
Zorzi laughed. “What I really want to know is why you
bother?”
Pepper looked away. “It’s complicated.”
“It always is. I assume Mr Washington knows.”
“Why would you say that?”
“Experience and intuition.”
Pepper took a breath. “Yeah. He knows.” Bill Washington
had been a friend of her father’s, back before the war, but
she saw no reason to tell Zorzi that. “He doesn’t say nothing,
though.” She still wasn’t sure why he’d never ratted her out,
but she was grateful nonetheless. Washington was always
careful to make sure she got a few fares every night, and he
kept the other cabbies from stealing her spot in the line.
Maybe he thought he was looking out for her.
“And neither will I. After all, who would I tell?” Zorzi sat
back, the picture of refined contentment. Pepper looked her
up and down again, with just a touch of envy. “Besides, I feel
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that this might be something of an opportunity for both of
us.”
Suspicious now, Pepper said, “Yeah? How so?”
“I am in need of a… well, a native guide, you might say.
Someone I can count on to take me where I need to go, and
not ask too many questions. I think that might be you, if you
are up for it.”
“You trying to muscle me?” Pepper asked, defensively.
“Not in the least. If you say no, I’ll find someone else or do
without. It wouldn’t be the first time.” Zorzi smiled again. “I
can pay, if that is what you are wondering about.”
Pepper frowned. She always needed money, but it seemed
too good to be true. “I’d have to ask my boss…” she began,
doubtfully.
“Say, twice your normal rate?”
Pepper blinked. “Then again, what he doesn’t know won’t
hurt him.” She turned back to the wheel and put the cab into
motion, pulling away from the sidewalk with a tap of her horn
to warn oncoming traffic. Brakes screeched behind them, but
she ignored it. “So, what does a lady like you need a guide for?”
“I am in town on business, you might say. I find it easier to
conduct my affairs when I do not have to consult a map or ask
directions every few moments.”
“I can see where that might be helpful here. It’s easy to
get lost in Arkham, even if you’ve lived here for a few years.”
Pepper shivered slightly, as she said it. She’d often found
herself in the wrong part of town, especially at night. Arkham
played tricks on you, if you weren’t paying attention.
She’d often wondered why her father had wanted to return
here, after her mother, Moira, had died. Patrick Kelly had
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been a big man, loud and friendly. At least before her mother’s
death. After that, he’d become taciturn. It was as if all that he
was had gone into the ground with her. He’d retreated from
the familiar, upped stakes and gone home.
It had been a shock. Arkham was nothing like Boston. And
yet it seemed somehow bigger, as if it contained multitudes.
The streets went on too long, the river was too wide, the
buildings loomed like skyscrapers even though they barely
topped three stories in most places. Even worse were the
tales. It seemed like everyone had at least one.
But she’d gotten used to it quick enough, or as good as. You
never really got used to Arkham, you just adapted. That was
how her father had put it. You adapted. Learned what to look
for – and what not to see.
She’d thought he was getting better, for a while. He was off
the sauce and working. They’d had a nice place for Northside.
Nothing fancy, but four walls and a good view of the river.
Not that she wanted to spend much time looking at the river.
But then had come the war, and off he’d gone. There’d been
a bullet with his name on it waiting for him on the Western
Front. Or so Washington had said. But Bill refused to talk
about it, no matter how much she pressed him. Maybe he
thought he was protecting her, not telling her how her father
had really died. Or maybe he was protecting himself.
Either way, she was counting the days until she had enough
saved to get back to Boston and away from Arkham for good.
She didn’t belong here, and some days it felt like the town
knew it. She glanced back at her fare. Maybe this Zorzi woman
was the answer to her prayers.
Pepper smiled. Things might just be looking up.
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Legendary heroes battle the undead and dark
sorcery, in the first of a rip-roaring new series for
the fan-favorite epic fantasy game, Descent.

When the Baroness of Forthyn’s daughter disappears,
she calls on the legendary orc hero, Durik, to find her.
Durik enlists his old questing partners – the dwarf
alchemist, Ulma Grimstone, and roguish Logan Lashley
– in the hopes of reliving their glory days. Together they
journey to fearstruck Fallowhearth. There, instead of
clues, they uncover necromancy: graveyards emptied
of corpses, with trails of footprints leading into sinister
Blind Muir Forest… But the forest holds more than just
the walking dead: between its boughs lurk treachery,
a sorcerous ally turned to darkness, and a shocking
infestation of giant, murderous monsters.

PROLOGUE
Darkness in the heart of the light, light in the heart of darkness.
The figure in the traveling cloak stood where she had not
been a half-second earlier. The mist that had borne her to
this place retreated, crawling down her body, and away into
nothingness.
She gasped. The night air was cold and clear in her lungs,
snapping her fully awake and banishing the last vestiges of the
mist shroud from her mind. Her heart was racing in her chest.
She felt sick. Was it always like this?
She looked around, noticing her surroundings properly for
the first time. She knew instantly where the mist had taken
her. The bone yard. Graven headstones surrounded her in
neat rows, carved with branches, skulls and the other morbid
icons of the god of death. Just a few months ago, such a place,
wrapped up in the cold dark of night, would have given her
pause. Now, though, there was a thrill to it. From this place
of death, still and silent, good could yet flourish. She had
convinced herself of that.
34
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She drew back her cloak and hefted the heavy book in her
hands. She’d sworn she would return it to its rightful owner.
That was what she was doing tonight. It was why she had
summoned up the hex nebulum, the mist shroud, why she
had used it to slip past the guards, under the gates and through
the town unnoticed. But first she had to know. She had to try.
Just one incantation, and then she would give it back and beg
forgiveness. She found the page, murmuring a simple oculus
spell to enable her to read the words in the darkness.
The Black Invocation.
She hesitated. This moment was irreversible. If she did this,
she knew her life could never be what it once was.
Was she being too hasty? Perhaps. But there was something
wrong in this town, something creeping and scuttling and
crawling, something malignant. Something with no concept
of mercy. She could fight it with this power, though. She
didn’t even have to call upon her guards, upon the townsfolk,
those honest people who would be expected to die for her.
She simply had to raise the bodies of those whose spirits had
long passed on. The evil would be overcome, and all without
a single life lost. Surely that was worth the price she was about
to pay? Surely that was worth giving up her inheritance,
breaking the ancient laws. Distorting nature itself.
Besides, there was no other way she could be with her
teacher. She loved her. It was an emotion she wouldn’t give up,
not now that she really knew what it meant. The life she had
been given wasn’t the one she wanted. She would make a new
one, with her, starting tonight. She would give up her privileged
existence, one she had never cared for, and start anew. Her
teacher would understand. She knew she felt the same way.
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She turned towards the crypt.
It was one of several that dotted the shrine’s graveyard, a
low stone structure with an iron door wrought in the likeness
of rows of exposed bones. The gate was secured with a heavy
padlock. She stepped towards it and raised her hands, her
eyes closed. She felt the night’s cold, drew it within, softly
speaking words she’d carefully memorized. Part prayer, part
incantation, each breath now turning to a frosty billow before
her.
Ice clenched and hardened around the lock, spreading from
her fingers. There was a dull crack as metal froze and warped.
Finally, a splitting sound and the heavy thud of frozen metal
striking dirt. The lock had cracked and broken apart.
She eased the gate open, trying to ignore its rusty protests.
Within, five stone caskets lay undisturbed. The forebearers
of the Fulchard family, interred together. She stepped back
without entering, raising the book, settling it in the crook of
her arm.
What she was doing might be a form of desecration, but
it was necessary. Once she knew she had mastered the Black
Invocation, she would no longer need the book. She could
raise an army and save this town. Then, truly, her teacher
would realize her worth. There was good in even the blackest
of magics. Light in the dark. That was what she’d show
everyone.
She began to speak, her voice low, taking care with each
syllable. The words seemed to shudder and coil across the
page before her. She felt a wind stir around the headstones,
moaning through the small, open crypt. The power of Mortos,
elemental death, rising to greet her.
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But there was something off. It only took her a few lines to
realize it. She faltered. One word, mispronounced. A frown
crossed her face. She paused. Remember what you’ve been
taught, she told herself. Remain calm. One wrong word
doesn’t end the world. A few might.
She began again. And again, a wrong word. Then another.
Panic started to grow inside her, made worse by the fact that
the heavy book seemed to be getting lighter in her hands.
With a rush of horror, she realized that it was starting to
dematerialize. Even as she tried to race through the arcane
lines and bind the magic around her to the words, the pages
began fading, growing incorporeal even as she gripped it.
The locus reditus! She was a fool! When she had first stolen
the book and hidden it in her bed chamber, she had cast a
location binding spell on it, a simple little hex that would
return the book to where she had concealed it. She had feared
that some servant or maid might discover it and take it away.
In her decision to return it to its rightful owner tonight, she’d
completely forgotten to unbind the spell. Now the book was
vanishing right before her eyes.
“No,” she began to murmur, then louder. “No, no, no!”
Her concentration was gone. But it wasn’t too late. She
knew the hex nebulum off by heart. She could still slip back
into the castle, retrieve the book from where it had now
returned, break the binding enchantment and leave. Return
it to her lover. Make amends. As the last of the book vanished
and she found herself clutching nothing but air, she attempted
to marshal her thoughts once more.
But it was too late for that. She knew it the moment she
heard the sound, cold and rasping, from nearby. What was
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done, was done. She had chosen her fate and there would be
no going back now.
From inside the crypt she heard a low, slow scrape –
the grinding of stone on stone, followed by a crack that
reverberated through the suddenly quiet graveyard.
One of the crypt’s coffins had just been opened.

CHAPTER ONE
For years now, Logan Lashley had fervently believed that his
days of trouble were behind him. He had made a promise to
himself – generally the only person he kept promises to – that
the misadventures which had marred his youth would never
be repeated. That was all in the past now, settled, nothing
more than a source of free tavern ale from easily impressed
merchant burgesses and city aldermen. He was retired, and
glad of it.
There had been other promises too, most of them related to
that first one. That he would enjoy his wealth. That he would
never again draw his sword in anger. That he would never risk
his life to save another being, living or near-dead. That he
would finally get over his fear of spiders. That there would be
no more adventures.
Adventures, misadventures. The differences were,
in Logan’s long experience, illdefined. Was his current
situation – attempting to affect an air of outrage as the town
guard took their time over his travel pass – an adventure
or a misadventure? He feared the latter. Ever since he had
39
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awoken three weeks earlier to the clatter of the letter-carrier
outside and discovered that scrap of paper slid beneath his
townhouse’s front door, a sense of foreboding had been
stalking him. That mark, roughly scrawled on a scrap of hide
parchment, always spelled out “trouble.”
The man-at-arms standing by the town gate looked again
from the travel pass to Logan, and back to the pass. He was
typical of this cold, inhospitable corner of Terrinoth, a squinteyed, patchy haired, pox-scarred brute in old chain mail and
a worn leather hauberk. Logan was close enough to smell
his stink – stale sweat and staler alcohol, mixed with the oil
recently applied to his armor and the crude head of the heavy
billhook hefted over his shoulder. The man sniffed, paused to
scratch behind his ear like a dog and finally handed the pass
back to Logan.
“Welcome to Highmont, Master Gelbin,” he grunted,
sounding anything but welcoming. He gestured to the second
guard beside him, and the man released the bridle of Logan’s
horse. He’d been holding onto it as though afraid Logan
was suddenly going to spur the thickset piebald past the
gatehouse and into the town’s alleyways. Imagine that. Logan
Lashley, hero of Sudanya, Master of Sixspan Hall, held under
suspicion! It would have been an outrage, if Logan had been
traveling under his real name and if he had indeed not just
been considering making a break for it.
No need for that, at least not yet. The men-at-arms parted,
and Logan drew his cloak tight against the late morning chill
before easing Ishbel in under the portcullis. Beyond it lay a
narrow dirt street, sloping upwards, thick with townsfolk
going to and from the noonday market stalls. The buildings
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crowded along the way, crooked and jostling. They were dark
timber and pale wattle and daub for the most part, three or
four stories high, many with thickly thatched roofs, a few with
slate. Signs hung above narrow doorways declaring the trades
practiced on the ground floors – a tailor, a cobbler, a dairyseller, a physician.
Compared to the vast cloister streets of Greyhaven or the
great monument city of Archaut it wasn’t much, but Logan
supposed the sight constituted civilization for this part of
Terrinoth. Highmont was the capital of Forthyn, the most
north-easterly of the baronies and the seat of its ruler, Baroness
Adelynn. It was, in Logan’s opinion, like Forthyn in general, a
cold, windy, muddy place, and a damn sight less pleasant than
either his townhouse in Greyhaven or his country estate on
the edge of the Greatwood. It reminded Logan of the sorts of
place he used to frequent in his younger days, which begged
the question why he had come here at all. The slip of paper
weighed heavy in his pocket.
He urged Ishbel up the street, the townsfolk hurriedly
parting before him. For the most part they were strangelooking compared to the people he had grown accustomed to,
living in western Terrinoth. They were shorter, burlier, fond
of thick animal pelts and closecropped hair. Even here, in the
heart of the barony, the influence of the northern clans was
clear. To Logan, Highmont had the air of an outpost on the
edge of the wilderness. Gods only knew what Upper Forthyn
was like.
He passed a cluster of market stalls, catching the scents
of fresh vegetables. Several sellers called out to him, clearly
noticing his wealthy attire, but he ignored them. Past the stalls
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he had to duck beneath a low-hanging tanner’s sign. Ahead,
the turrets and crenellations of Highmont citadel, perched
on the crag that formed the hill-town’s peak, were just visible
over the rooftops. He turned right along a side street after the
tanner’s workshop, easing Ishbel past half a dozen human
tapmen and several Dunwarr dwarfs unloading casks from a
pair of wagons. He didn’t get much further.
The narrow passage was blocked by seven or eight figures,
and more were gathering. They appeared to have spilled out
from the back door of a thatched three-story tavern building.
Logan heard raised voices, rebounding from the hunched
buildings leaning over the street. He eased on Ishbel’s reins.
He’d barely been in Highmont for ten minutes. The last thing
he needed was to get caught up in a tavern scrap that had
spilled out onto the street.
Most of the figures ahead were men-at-arms, clad in mail,
hauberks and sallets and carrying an assortment of polearms.
One, presumably the ringleader, was wearing a tabard bearing
the heraldry of Baroness Adelynn – an azure field emblazoned
with a rampant roc, its golden claws and feathers a contrast to
the stinking drabness of the surrounding street. The man in
the tabard was the one speaking, addressing a figure at the
center of the group.
“You think I’m an idiot? This is obviously a forgery! I should
have you arrested right here and now, filthy adventurer!”
Logan didn’t need to get much closer to make out the
figure Tabard was addressing. He stood a good head taller
than the men surrounding him, a rough hide pelt drawn
round his broad shoulders, those heavy features set in a look
of resignation. A spear was slung over his shoulder, and a
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long, curved dagger was sheathed at his waist. With a flicker
of recognition, Logan realized the figure was an orc.
“I know your kind are dull, but are you deaf as well?”
Tabard was saying, reaching out to push the orc’s shoulder.
The hulking figure held the man’s gaze but didn’t react. Tabard
laughed, and the other men-at-arms joined in. A few of the
tavern’s patrons had stepped out to watch the confrontation,
and the tapmen behind Logan had paused their unloading.
Tabard, clearly relishing his growing audience, held up the
scrap of paper he’d been carrying in one hand and dropped it
into the dirt at the orc’s feet.
“We don’t want your kind around here, adventurer,” he
spat. “Not in Highmont, or in Forthyn. You bring trouble
with you wherever you go. That’s not a reputation Highmont
needs in times like these. We’ll take you to the main gate and
see you on your way. Unless you’ve got other plans?”
The threat was clear, as was the orc’s response, delivered
with a level of clarity in the common tongue that visibly
surprised the guards.
“If I fight, I kill. And I do not wish to kill you.”
For a second everyone was silent. Then Tabard laughed.
The rest joined in as he half turned to address his spectators.
“Well, great Kellos burn out my eyes! Some adventurer
you are! Coward, more like!”
The orc remained silent. Tabard spun back abruptly, raising
his gauntlet to strike. Logan’s voice stopped him before the
blow fell.
“Kruk, by all the gods, what do you think you’re doing?”
The assembly froze and Logan, unnoticed until then, felt
all of the tension packed into the narrow street switch to him.
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Fortuna watch over him, but it was too late to go back now.
He glared at the orc.
“Come here this instant, Kruk,” he snapped, gesturing
angrily. Nobody moved.
“You know this knave, sir?” Tabard asked slowly. Logan
looked at him as though only noticing him for the first time.
“Gods, man, know him? Kruk here is my strong-arm. I
sent him on a simple errand with my travel pass and here he
is, carousing in a tavern. Typical! I do hope he hasn’t been
causing you any trouble, Captain…”
“Kloin,” Tabard said slowly, looking him up and down.
That’s right, Logan thought. Take it all in. The knee-high
riding boots, white doeskin britches, the fur-trimmed
traveling cloak. Logan’s attire might show a few days’ wear
and tear, but the quality was obvious. He was clearly a man of
means and status. Not the sort of visitor worth antagonizing.
Hopefully.
“Well met, Captain Kloin,” he said, maintaining the
practiced, arrogant tone and accent of a west Terrinoth noble.
He had them on the back foot, and he had to keep it that way.
He casually tossed his reins to another of the men-at-arms
and dropped down from Ishbel’s back. Then, lip curled, he
parted the gathering and plucked up the scrap of paper Kloin
had thrown at the orc’s feet. As he bent forward, he made sure
everyone got a glimpse of the bejeweled pommel of his sword
and the fine blue-dyed cloth and silver trim of his tailored
Rhynnian doublet.
“I should have known he would misplace this,” he said as
he stood back up, brandishing the grubby paper in the orc’s
face. “I told you to be careful!”
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The orc remained impassive, gazing stoically back at Logan.
He turned to Kloin.
“My pass, if you wish to see it, though it seems to be
somewhat illegible now, I’m afraid. I’ll have to procure a new
one from the town watchmaster.”
He made a show of the mud-smeared paper, letting the
men-at-arms wonder whether he’d seen Kloin throw the pass
in the dirt earlier. That seemed to do it. Kloin nodded.
“My apologies, sir. We didn’t realize he was your strongarm. We thought he was another vagabond looking to cause
trouble. We’ve had too many of those here lately.”
“An entirely understandable mistake,” Logan said
brusquely. “My thanks for finding him for me, captain.”
As he spoke he made brief eye contact with the orc, before
remounting Ishbel and taking back her reins. He snapped his
fingers, summoning the orc from the midst of the men-atarms.
“Come, Kruk! We’ve wasted enough time as it is. If I am
late for my appointment with the master of the roc hatcheries,
you will be sharing the horse’s feed again for the rest of the
week!”
After a moment’s hesitation, the orc fell in alongside
Ishbel. Logan fished in the heavy-looking purse hanging from
his saddle’s pommel and tossed a silver crown towards Kloin,
which the captain caught deftly.
“A token of my thanks, for your assistance,” Logan said,
touching his spurs to his mount’s flanks. “Rest assured I shall
put in a good word with the baroness when I next sup with her.”
He’d made it a good ten paces, the orc still sticking by his
side, before Kloin answered.
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“Sir?”
Logan fought the urge to dig his spurs in, wondering if he’d
overdone the act. He twisted in the saddle.
“Captain?”
“Be careful,” Kloin said, examining the coin. “These are
troubled times in Forthyn. Some of the good people of
Highmont may not be quite as… accepting of outsiders as I
am. Adventurers aren’t welcome.”
Logan managed to summon up a smile, silently damning
the arrogant, unwelcoming bastard. “Don’t worry, captain.
Neither of us intend to outstay our welcome.”
He said nothing to the orc until they had turned up the next
street and then paused in the shadows of an alleyway. Logan
dismounted, tied the uncomplaining Ishbel to a hitching post
at the alley’s entrance, and paused to check the street beyond
was quiet before turning to the orc looming behind him.
“I believe this is yours,” he said, fishing into his cloak’s
pocket. He drew out his travel pass, then the dirty one he’d
taken off Kloin, and beneath it found the scrap of paper that
had brought him halfway across Terrinoth. On it, written in a
heavy but legible hand, was a short note. Remember Sudreyr.
The White Roc Tavern, Highmont. Beneath it was a signature,
an X bisected by a vertical line – the mark of a pathfinder of
the Broken Plains. Logan held the paper out.
“You came,” the orc grunted, looking down at the note he
had written without taking it.
“And lucky you are, too,” Logan said. “Fighting seven menat-arms all at the same time is a bit much at your age, Durik.”
The orc lunged. Before he could react, Logan found
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himself being crushed in a fearsome bearhug. He wheezed,
accidentally inhaling the orc’s musky armpit, and gave the big
pathfinder a pat on the back.
“Easy there, ‘Kruk,’” he managed. Durik broke the hug and
held Logan at arms’ length, golden eyes surveying him in the
alleyway’s fetid gloom.
“You have grown old, little rogue,” he said. “And you are
still a skinny wretch.”
“That’s skinny, rich wretch to you, pathfinder,” Logan
corrected, returning the unclaimed letter to his pocket.
“I was quite happily enjoying my retirement before your
little message. All this way just for insults. I see you haven’t
changed!”
Durik laughed at the faux outrage and gave Logan a meaty
slap on the shoulder. “And you still talk too fast! It will be just
like old times.”
“That’s what I’m worried about,” Logan said. “Are you
going to tell me just what ‘it’ is? Why did you bring me all the
way out here? And how did you find me in the first place?”
“How did Pathfinder Durik, chief scout of the Guk’gor
tribe and first master of the Wilderness, find you?” Durik
echoed, bearing his tusks in a grin. Logan pouted.
“Then at least tell me I haven’t traveled all this way just to
swap old stories, O great pathfinder? Actually, no. Please tell
me that’s exactly what I’ve traveled all this way for, and that
there won’t be any sort of harebrained adventure that’s finally
going to finish us both off?”
“It’s a job,” Durik answered.
“I rather feared it would be.”
“If you feared, you would not be here, little rogue.”
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“What does it involve?”
“I will show you. Get back on your horse.”
Logan huffed but did as the orc suggested, untying Ishbel
as Durik fondled the horse’s muzzle and fed her an apple he
produced from a tusker-pelt satchel. Ishbel crunched noisily
as Logan clambered into the saddle.
“If we get accosted by any more pea-skull men-at-arms, let
me do the talking,” he said. “How you even managed to gain
entry to a town like this is beyond me.”
“The plains and forest and mountains are my domain,”
Durik said, making way so Logan could walk Ishbel into the
street. “But even in a town like this, it is easier to travel unseen
than you might think. Make for the castle.”
“The castle,” Logan repeated in surprise. “You couldn’t even
lay low in a tavern by the east gate without being hounded
by a pack of guards. How far do you think you’ll get up the
esplanade?”
“I have a letter,” Durik said.
“The one that oaf of a captain assumed was a forgery? The
one that’s now crumpled and caked with mud? How did you
get a travel pass within the walls anyway? The town watch
doesn’t exactly seem welcoming to humans, let alone an old
Broken Plain nomad with more scars than teeth.”
“I was summoned here,” the orc replied simply.
“You were summoned to Forthyn?” Logan asked, his
voice colored by his surprise. They were climbing the street
once more, passing a small yard where a set of wheelwright’s
apprentices were hammering iron strakes. Logan had to force
himself to keep his voice down.
“Who summoned you?” he demanded.
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“Baroness Adelynn.”
“The ruler of one of the twelve baronies of Forthyn
summoned you, a Broken Plains orc, express to her citadel?”
“She summoned a master tracker and a hero of the lost city
of Sudanya,” Durik corrected.
“Well no wonder those men-at-arms thought the letter was
a forgery. Kellos’s flames, what have I gotten myself into?”
Durik said nothing, walking alongside Ishbel. A sudden
thought occurred to Logan, one that caused an unexpected
mixture of both worry and hope.
“Is Dezra here?” he asked. “Or Ulma?”
“I sent the same letter to all of you,” Durik said. “The little
alchemist responded first. She arrived here three days ago and
left yesterday to Upper Forthyn. She is traveling ahead of us.”
“For the love of all the gods, what is there for us in
Upper Forthyn? It’s the only place I can image that’s more
inhospitable than here. And what about Dezra?”
“The sorceress has not responded,” Durik said. “I fear my
letter did not find her.”
“Not such a mighty tracker after all, then?” Logan asked.
Durik said nothing.
To the left of them the street had opened up into a square
of leveled ground, set before the arching windows and
impressive clock tower of what Logan took to be Highmont’s
main guildhall. The space was occupied by the afternoon
market, an artificial town in miniature – open-sided wagons
and portable stalls formed little streets and alleyways,
bedecked in pelts and rugs, dashed through with colorful silks
and exotic embroidery. The air was pungent with the smells
of fresh meat and fish, spices and manure, and filled with the
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chatter of hagglers, the cries of sellers and the lowing of cattle
from the livestock pens. It was, Logan considered, the perfect
spectacle of a noisy, smelly, dirty provincial town.
They were forced to make way for a fresh herd of tuskers
being driven down the street, the undersides of their shaggy
red pelts matted with muck, their breath steaming in the cold
sunlight. They were being chivvied along by a pair of northern
clansmen, both youths, their foreheads marked with blue
woad. They brandished sticks at the beasts and shouted at
them in a language Logan didn’t understand. He saw the trio
of town guardsman standing by the entrance to the square
eyeing the boys darkly, and was abruptly thankful of their
presence – if Highmont’s men-at-arms were considering their
dislike for the northern clans they were at least too busy to be
doing the same towards the likes of Durik. Logan set Ishbel
back on the street after the herd had passed by, grimacing
at how their hooves had churned the dirt and dung into a
quagmire.
The upper slopes of the town lay ahead. Highmont sat
upon a steep hill that gave the town its name – the high
mont, or mound. The streets closest to the wall that circled
the hill’s base were, typically, the poorest. The higher a
traveler climbed, the wealthier the neighborhoods he found
himself in. Here, in the shadow of the pinnacle crag that bore
the town’s citadel, the houses were wider and more regular,
with slate roofs and exterior wall carvings decorated with
rocs and drakes or hunting hounds and deer. A few were
even built from stone. The crowds were thinner, and Logan
noted a more genteel style of dress – nothing to match his
own quality, of course, but garb more befitting the denizens
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of one of the baronial capitals of Terrinoth. A few passersby even nodded to him, though they gave Durik a wide
birth. For the most part, orcs in Lower Forthyn served as
bodyguards, enforcers and hired muscle. That at least gave
them a believable dynamic to work with. The last thing he
needed was word getting out that Durik the Pathfinder had
been spotted abroad in Forthyn with a handsome old human
rogue.
Logan had almost started to relax, flashing a smile at
two young women snatching wide-eyed glances at the orc.
Then he spotted the castle esplanade ahead. It was a cleared,
cobbled space leading up the citadel’s crag, a mustering point
or kill zone depending on the needs of the town’s garrison.
To the right of it stood a squat tower, the guardhouse and
headquarters of the town watch. Ahead and above, the citadel
itself loomed, sheer gray walls above a sheer gray rock face,
flanked by circular towers and overhung with machicolations
and wooden hoardings. The heraldic pennants of Highmont,
Forthyn and the town’s guilds and burgesses fluttered from
its ramparts, while a silk banner bearing the personal arms
of Baroness Adelynn blazed in the autumnal sunlight above
the keep that crowned the crag. The gatehouse at the end
of the esplanade had its drawbridge lowered over a sheer
chasm carved into the approaching slope, and its portcullis
was raised. There were, however, rather a lot of men-at-arms
and watchmen between them and the open gateway. Logan
gulped.
“My travel pass doesn’t extend to the damned citadel,” he
muttered to Durik. “How are we supposed to get in there with
only your ruined piece of paper?”
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“I thought you would talk us in,” Durik said, as though it
was the most obvious thing in the world.
“For the love of Fortuna,” Logan snapped. “You’re the one
who received a personal summons from the baroness, not
me! I’m just a very wealthy, very retired gentleman of fortune.
I don’t even know what I’m doing here… Ah, captain!”
The last words were uttered to a man-at-arms who had just
stepped out of the guardhouse as they passed by. It was Kloin.
He was wearing a smile that looked decidedly unfriendly.
“Well met again, Lord Durik,” he said, falling in alongside
as they carried on up the esplanade. “It is Durik, is it not?
That’s the name I seem to recall from your pass. You said you
gave it to the orc, but it does belong to you, doesn’t it? That’s
what you said?”
The captain carried on before Logan could conjure a
response, his arrogant tone forcing the rogue to wrestle with
the urge to lash out at him. “Funny name though, if you don’t
mind me saying, sir. Sounds a little bit… orcish to me. If you
don’t mind me saying.”
Logan tried to mask his fear with a glare, fishing in his
cloak pocket for the pass, pretending to fumble it while he
made sure the dirt had fully obscured Durik’s name. He’d
been regretting traveling under a false identity since reaching
Highmont – several rather rampant parties of debt collectors
on the road east had made the ruse a necessity. Now it had
become over-complicated.
“It’s Dur-Roc, captain,” he said imperiously. “You should
remember a name like that. My mother is second cousin to
your baroness. Not that you’d be able to read the name now,
thanks to your earlier clumsiness.”
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He waved the ruined paper in Kloin’s face. The captain was
still smiling.
“My mistake, sir. It’s strange though. Downright unusual.
I got back to the wardroom just a few moments ago. It just
so happened that the last shift from the town gate had also
recently returned. A few of the lads said there was a gentleman
who’d just arrived at the town, a curious sort of fellow. His
pass said his name was Gelbin. Not from around here either.
West Terrinoth type. Wealthy, but not born to it, apparently.
A bit vulgar, you know the sort. Almost rogue-like. Come to
think of it, the description sounded a lot like you, sir.”
The drawbridge was barely a dozen paces away, the
portcullis-fanged maw of the gatehouse over it. Kloin put his
hand on Ishbel’s bridle, bringing her to a stop. A trio of menat-arms, heavily armored in plate mail and carrying maces,
began to approach from the gate’s archway.
“This is an outrage,” Logan began to say, deciding his only
hope was to push the “furious nobleman” trick. Kloin spoke
through him.
“I don’t think your name is Durik,” he said. “That may be
your orc friend’s name, but it’s not yours. As a matter of fact, I
don’t think it’s Gelbin either.”
“Trouble, captain?” one of the armored men-at-arms
asked as he approached. Kloin’s smile broadened and he held
Logan’s gaze as he answered.
“I hope so.”
“Listen, captain,” Logan said, dropping the act and leaning
over in his saddle, almost conspiratorial. He lowered his voice.
“You’re on the brink of making a very unfortunate mistake.
Unfortunate for you, that is. Not me. Let us pass and we’ll
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forget both this little incident and the one back down in the
town.”
“I like being intimidated even less than I like being tricked,”
Kloin replied, his smile disappearing like a spring frost. “I
don’t know who you are, or what you hope to achieve by
talking your way into the citadel, but I fully intend to find out.
Probably as slowly and as painfully as possible.”
He turned to the men-at-arms who had approached and
pointed at Logan.
“Seize them both!”
Logan’s hand dropped to the hilt of his sword, and Durik
made to draw his dagger, tusks bared. That was as far as
anyone got before an angry shout cut the air.
“Kloin!”
Logan saw the captain close his eyes in a look of pure
frustration, struggling to contain his own relief as the man
turned towards the citadel’s open gate. There, flanked by
several more men-at-arms, stood an aged woman. She was
tall and gaunt, draped in the furs of a thick tusker pelt, the
garment drawn over what looked like several layers of thin,
gossamer silk. Her hair was silver-gray like her clothing, and
she wore it long, hanging down almost to her waist. Her
features were severe, haughty, with an air of nobility. Logan
suspected that in her youth she had been both very beautiful
and very used to having her every word obeyed. He had no
doubt that the latter was still the case.
“What are you doing, Captain Kloin?” she demanded in
a firm voice, striding out from the gatehouse’s shadow and
across the drawbridge.
“Lady Damhán!” Kloin exclaimed, forcing a smile. “I
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thought you were attending the noon guild council?”
“You make it sound as though you didn’t expect to see me,
Kloin,” the woman said. “Or that you wish you hadn’t. Why
have you waylaid the baroness’s guests?”
“I didn’t realize they were the baroness’s guests,” Kloin said,
his expression closing up. It was clear where this was going.
Logan couldn’t quite keep the smile off his face.
“Did you not show him the pass I gave you?” the woman
demanded of Durik. She had reached them across the
drawbridge, and, despite her apparent frailty, looked the orc
in the eye as she spoke. She was almost as tall as he was.
“The captain struggled to believe we are who we say we
are,” Logan said, glancing sideways at the helpless Kloin. The
woman turned her gaze on him, and it was all he could do to
hold it.
“It is difficult to judge just how great a transgression that
is, given that I don’t know who you are myself,” she said.
“Though the evidence points towards Logan Lashley, former
rogue, now master of Sixspan Hall. Am I correct?”
“At your service, my lady,” Logan responded, inclining
his head while wondering just what had given him away. He
needed to have a word with Durik about sharing his identity
too readily with his employers. The last thing he needed was
one of those damned debt collectors picking up his trail
again.
“My name is Lady Damhán,” the woman said. “And if you
are quite done being harassed by the captain here, we have a
council meeting to interrupt.”
Without another word, Damhán turned and strode back
across the drawbridge. Logan glanced at Durik, who shrugged.
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“Logan Lashley,” Kloin said, his voice incredulous. “The
Logan Lashley of Sixspan Hall? One of the Borderland Four?”
“If you want to hear some of my adventure stories, captain,
you now know where to find me,” Logan said, patting Kloin
on the helmet before spurring Ishbel forward across the
drawbridge. Durik followed him.
“I’ll see you again, Logan,” Kloin called out after him, his
voice dark. Logan didn’t turn, but made an obscene gesture
over his shoulder. The gatehouse’s shadows swallowed him
up.

CHAPTER TWO
Durik paused inside the citadel’s gatehouse while Logan
dismounted. The castle’s courtyard was a small square of
packed dirt, sloping upwards to the pinnacle rock that bore
the central keep. To the right stood a row of wooden stalls –
stables and livestock pens, Durik assumed. To the left was a
log barracks cut from Forthyn pine, set against the inside of
the curtain wall.
A boy from the castle’s stables took Logan’s horse. Durik
waited for Logan to fix his cloak, while Lady Damhán watched.
“I take it Pathfinder Durik has told you why you are here,
Master Lashley?” she asked.
“No, actually,” Logan responded, refastening the cloak’s
expensive-looking clasp. “No one’s told me anything, more’s
the pity!”
“I thought it would be best coming from the one who
sought me out in the first place,” Durik said.
“That may be,” Lady Damhán replied, seeming to ponder
the orc’s words for a moment before turning on her heel and
striding towards the keep.
57
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“Come,” she called back to them. “Now that your
companion has arrived, pathfinder, the baroness will want to
see you both in person.”
“Didn’t that horrid captain say she was sitting in council?”
Logan asked, hurrying to catch up.
“He did, and she is,” Damhán responded without slowing
her pace. “And I should be with her. But her instructions were
clear. I was to remain vigilant for your arrival and inform her
immediately, council session or not. We have been waiting for
you for some time, Master Lashley.”
“I won’t deny ‘master’ has a fine ring to it, but please, call
me Logan,” he said, giving her a winning smile. Damhán
didn’t respond.
Durik followed behind them both, up the short, steep path
to the keep’s doorway, wondering as he went if he had done
the right thing. Sending letters to Logan, Ulma and Dezra
had been a gamble. The task he had been hired for called for
speed – delaying over two weeks hadn’t pleased the baroness.
But Durik had made the inclusion of his old friends a nonnegotiable clause of his employment, and thankfully Lady
Damhán had spoken in favor of the idea of including them. It
seemed that if Baroness Adelynn was willing to purchase the
services of the most renowned orc pathfinder in Terrinoth,
she was also happy to have the entire Borderland Four
working for her. She had already told Durik she would spare
nothing for this task.
Damhán led them into the entrance hall of Highmont’s
keep, a chilly, towering stone space whose upper limits were
crisscrossed by spars and a timber walkway. A pair of servants
hurried past with baskets full of dirty linen. Damhán carried
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on to a wooden staircase at the hall’s far end and up to a
second level. This one had a timber floor covered with pelt
rugs, daylight shafting in through a trio of arrow slits in the
outer wall. There was a door opposite the stairway, and a fire
burned low in a large hearth set across the room, the carved
stone roc above it blackened by centuries of smoke.
“Wait here,” Lady Damhán ordered. She opened the far
door, and Durik caught a snatch of conversation before it
thudded shut behind her.
“Well, she’s a charmer,” Logan said, moving to stand by the
fire.
“She is the reason we are here,” Durik responded. “The
Lady Damhán was the one who recommended my skills to
the baroness.”
“And who recommended mine?” Logan asked.
“I did. Lady Damhán agreed.”
“Does that mean the baroness didn’t?”
“I think we’re about to find out.”
Logan grunted and looked down with a rueful expression
at his mud-splattered boots Unnoticed, Durik smiled. He
may be silver-haired now, a little thinner and a little more
stooped, but Logan Lashley was still the same rogue the orc
had known during his adventures across Terrinoth. Those
days in Sudanya, in the sunbaked ruins and the dark, creeping,
infested tunnels beneath, had bound them, entwined the
strands of their fate into a single, strong cord. Durik had
known he would come as soon as the letter reached him. Even
so, privately he rejoiced at seeing him again. It had been years,
and each one had felt longer than the last.
He moved to stand by Logan in front of the fireplace, still
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smiling to himself – the physical differences between the
two of them had only become more pronounced with age.
Logan was the image of self-made Terrinoth wealth, while
Durik looked every inch the Broken Plains tracker, still broad
and thickly muscled, his thighs and upper arms ringed with
Guk’gor knot tattoos, shoulders draped in pelts and feather
fetishes. He wondered if Logan had noticed the more subtle
changes the years had brought on – his charcoal-gray skin was
paler and leatherier, and his topknot had turned snowy white.
Then there were the scars. Those, at least, he was proud of.
“We make for unlikely friends, little rogue,” he said. Logan
looked up at him and narrowed his eyes.
“Don’t get maudlin on me, pathfinder. This place is
depressing enough as it is.”
“You have grown soft.”
“Everyone is soft compared to you,” Logan responded, his
gaze turning to the dying embers before him. He suddenly
looked very old. Durik felt a pang of regret. Perhaps it had
been wrong to summon him here, to drag him away from his
own hearth and home, the place he had earned with gold won
all those years ago. Durik suppressed the sudden guilt. He
could not do this alone. There were some wildernesses even
too vast for him to track, and that was without considering
the manmade obstacles he expected to face in the coming
days. Orcs were rarely welcome in the region they would be
traveling to.
“How is Ulma?” Logan asked abruptly, as though reading
his thoughts. “I know we didn’t part on the best of terms, but
did she really have to go all the way to Upper Forthyn rather
than meet me here?”
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“I told you, she arrived before you,” Durik said. “My letter
found her just across the border, in Dhernas.”
“Still conducting all sorts of ridiculous experiments, I
imagine? I’m truly shocked that she hasn’t blown herself to
pieces yet.”
“She… has not changed a great deal. The baroness
requested that she begin investigating while I waited for you.
She has gone on ahead.”
“Investigating what?” Logan demanded. Before Durik
could speak, he heard the sound of a raised voice from beyond
the door Lady Damhán had passed through. The words were
indistinct, but clearly angry. They both exchanged a glance.
“Sounds like the gray lady is pissing someone off,” Logan
muttered.
“Lady Damhán is a good ally,” Durik said. “Without her
counsel none of us would be here.”
“I’m not sure that’s a good thing, Durik,” Logan said.
Seconds later the door swung open. A guard in the baroness’s
livery stepped outside and stood to attention as a stream of
figures exited past him. There were about a dozen of them,
all aging men, a few of them portly. They were well dressed
in padded, embroidered shirts or doublets trimmed with fur,
feathered bonnets and chaperons decorating their heads.
Logan offered those that glanced his way a bow, while Durik
watched them impassively. Their looks were vehement.
“I’m guessing those are the burgesses,” Logan hissed to
Durik as the last of them began to descend the stairwell.
“They seem… unhappy,” Durik responded.
“They are unhappy because I have just curtailed their
weekly council hearing with the baroness,” Lady Damhán
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said, standing in the doorway like a gray specter guarding her
ancestral home.
“You may enter,” she went on, beckoning them inside.
Logan glanced up at Durik before following him through the
door. The guard closed it behind them.
The chamber beyond was clearly built to impress. A vaulted
ceiling soared over a long wooden table flanked by highbacked chairs, carved in the likeness of rampant rocs. The
walls were hung with tapestries depicting scenes of hunting
and battle alongside instances of Forthyn’s history that Durik
didn’t recognize – an elf and a human being wed beneath a
half moon, a dragon struck down by a golden-haired archer,
a crooked tower sat high amidst mountain peaks. Daylight
shone into the chamber from its far end, where blue drapes
half hid what looked like a balcony jutting out from the keep’s
north face. Durik had been in the chamber once before,
when he had first met with Baroness Adelynn. He glanced
sideways at Logan. The old rogue didn’t seem taken by his
new surrounds – his eyes were on the two figures standing at
the opposite end of the table.
One was an obese, bearded man clad in a short red
jacket that bulged around his ample gut. He wore a goldembroidered cape over his left shoulder and had a small, fur
bonnet perched on the side of his head. He was speaking to
the second figure, a woman, as tall and stately as Damhán,
clad in a rich brown and gold suircoat and skirts that trailed
to the floor. About her shoulders was a heavy mantle of white
roc feathers that shone brilliantly in the light streaming
between the drapes behind her. Her hair, piled up around her
head, was the color of hazelnut dashed through with streaks
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of white, while her features were pale, full-lipped and strong.
There was a sword at her hip. She turned gray eyes on Logan
and Durik as Lady Damhán announced them.
Durik bowed, and Logan hurried to do likewise – clearly the
rogue had already worked out who he was being addressed to.
“The Baroness Adelynn,” Lady Damhán declared.
“Welcome to my halls once again, Pathfinder Durik,” the
baroness said. Her voice was clear and firm. Like Damhán’s,
it seemed well accustomed to command. Durik merely
nodded.
“And a new welcome to you, Logan Lashley of Sixspan
Hall,” Adelynn continued. “I understand you have only
recently arrived in Highmont? I hope the town and the citadel
are both to your liking?”
“A fine break from the travails of the western baronies, my
lady,” Logan said, offering another bow, this time accompanied
by a smile. “I am at your service.”
“Then I count myself fortunate indeed,” Adelynn said. “No
doubt you are weary from your travels. Food and lodgings
will be provided for you immediately.”
“And they will both be very welcome,” Logan said. “Though,
if I may, I crave to speak of more pressing matters first.”
“You refer to the reason for your being here,” Adelynn said.
“Is it true you came all this way on just a few words from the
pathfinder?”
“A few words from a trusted friend,” Logan said. “I would
travel beyond the Sea of Smoke for Durik. We have saved
each another’s lives on more occasions than I could count.”
Durik tried not to roll his eyes and set about mentally
totaling up how often he’d been saved by Logan. Once. Twice
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if he counted the incident with the Uthuk Y’llan in the Thalian
Glades. Logan was still speaking.
“I won’t deny it though, my lady, the question of just what
secretive summons brought me here has been weighing
heavily on my mind.”
Adelynn nodded. “If you do not yet know what it is then
I can only assume the rumors have yet to reach west of the
Shadow Peaks,” she said. “That, at least, is a comfort to me.”
“The rumors, my lady?”
Adelynn glanced at Lady Damhán, then spoke once more
to Logan and Durik.
“Come with me.” She turned, and, accompanied by the fat,
red-clad man, strode out onto the balcony. Durik, Logan and
Damhán followed, Durik having to duck through the blue
drapes. He realized immediately that the space beyond was
less of a balcony, and more of an eyrie.
A large, semi-circular stone platform jutted from the upper
north face of Highmont keep, soaring out over the crag the
tower was perched upon. Below, the streets of the town sloped
away, row after row of rooftops and smoking chimney stacks
interspersed with the grander building of the golden dome of
the Temple of Kellos. They all gave way in turn to the outer
wall, where banners of blue and golden silk fluttered, and
beyond it, to the green and brown patchwork quilt of fields
and forests that formed central Forthyn. In the far distance,
hazed to a dark smudge, stood the southern edge of Blind
Muir Forest.
The wind hit the group as they stepped out, snatching
at cloaks and hair and ruffling Baroness Adelynn’s feather
mantle. Only Durik didn’t draw his pelt closer, inhaling deeply
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as he savored the chill. Up here the air was clear and free –
Durik hated the stale interior of any building, hated anything
that confined him and kept him from the wilderness he called
home. The two weeks he’d spent waiting for Logan had been
difficult, but up here he could almost taste the freedom.
“You know what this space is for?” Adelynn asked Logan.
“I could guess, my lady,” he replied. “It has been many years
since I last saw the creature your barony is famed for.”
“I suspect that wait will end today,” the baroness said,
stepping to the edge of the platform. Durik noticed there
were things scattered across the stone underfoot – splinters
of broken bone. He knelt and picked one up, examining it. A
slender rabbit rib, gouged by claws. Or, more accurately, talons.
“You recognize the marks, pathfinder?” Durik realized
Adelynn was addressing him. He simply nodded, placing the
bone back down and straightening up.
The group stood in silence for a while. Logan caught Durik’s
eye, clearly trying to prompt him into asking the baroness just
how long they would have to stand out in the biting wind.
Durik let him wait. It was clear the baroness wanted to make
an impression – she wouldn’t have dissolved a session with
the town’s wealthiest burgesses otherwise. Besides, prying
ears were plentiful in any barony capital. Anything they said
here belonged only to the wind.
After a while he caught a cry on the wind. He looked
up. The sound had been too distant for the others to hear
but Durik, attuned to the sounds of the wild by decades of
tracking, recognized it instantly.
A second cry pierced the autumn wind. This time the
others heard it. Logan started to look apprehensive and edged
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back to where Damhán and the fat man were standing by the
council chamber entrance. Durik noticed that Adelynn was
smiling, though the expression was a sad one.
A shape, larger than a man, darted around the east face of
the keep, razor-fast. Durik heard Logan give out a little yelp
of shock as it swooped down towards the balcony. At the last
instant it splayed and beat its great wings, the air whipping at
Durik’s pelts and snatching at the baroness’s skirts. The cold
sunlight gleamed brilliantly from the golden feathers of the
great creature as it alighted on the balcony’s edge, its talons
latching onto the scarred stone.
“By the glory of Kellos,” Logan stammered, cringing back
from the avian beast. It resembled a giant golden eagle, its gaze
equal parts haughty and curious as it twitched from Durik to
Logan. It was a roc, and Durik knew that, despite the fact that
it was as large as he was, it was still only an adolescent.
The creature cried out once more, the ear-aching sound
carrying out over Highmont. Baroness Adelynn moved to its
side and reached up, running her fingers through the thick
plumage around its neck.
“Her name is Amara,” Adelynn said, looking back at
Durik and Logan. “After my grandmother. She is almost fully
grown now. In two weeks, maybe three, she will go to the
eyries amidst the Howling Giant Hills, and there find a mate.
Gerold, come.”
The last words she directed at the fat man, who advanced
with obvious unease. Durik realized that Amara had
something clutched in her talons – a ragged carcass, slowly
oozing blood out over the balcony’s edge. Judging by the
strands of matted wool caught in the roc’s lower feathers, the
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remains belonged to a sheep.
Gerold stooped with some difficulty before the great avian
and then, after glancing up as though afraid she was going to
decapitate him with a swipe of her beak, began to examine
the sheep’s remains.
“The blood makes it difficult to say,” he muttered, red-faced
from the effort of straining forward without getting too close
to the roc. Adelynn looked unimpressed, so he dared lean a
little nearer. “The wool appears to be blue-dyed, my lady.”
“Whose herds are blue-dyed?” Adelynn asked.
“Alderman Dalin’s, I believe,” Damhán answered before
Gerold could speak. Throughout the exchange Amara had
remained perfectly still, ignoring Gerold. It was looking
unblinkingly at Durik. He returned the creature’s gaze
steadily, then offered a slight nod. Amara clacked her beak,
making Gerold rise sharply and retreat.
“Make a note, Gerold,” Adelynn ordered him. “The next
livestock reimbursement is to go to Alderman Dalin. Twenty
crowns and six ewes, not too old. You may use the citadel’s
own stock. Be sure the expenditure is fully accounted for, or
I will have the burgesses complaining to me again about the
misappropriation of the town’s market taxes.”
“Yes, my lady,” Gerold said with a bow. Adelynn patted the
roc again.
“Amara, feast,” she said.
Durik watched as the roc deposited the sheep’s remains on
the stone beneath her and snatched it up again in her beak.
Throwing her head back, she began to gulp down the carcass
whole. Adelynn stepped away from her as she did so, drawing
Durik’s and Logan’s eyes.
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“Since I became baroness, I have helped to raise eight rocs
from hatchlings to maturity, continuing the work my family
has performed for centuries,” she said. “The roc is a sacred
creature in Forthyn. They are our friends and our protectors.
Those eight hatchlings are like children to me. Do you have
any children, Logan Lashley?”
“Probably a few I don’t know about,” Logan said, clearly
still preoccupied by the sight of the roc hacking down its
lunch right behind the baroness.
“To lose a child is the cruelest blow a mother can suffer,”
Adelynn continued. “And I have lately had the misfortune to
feel that pain. My child has been stolen away from me.”
“Someone has taken one of the rocs?” Logan asked. Durik
caught his eye and shook his head. Adelynn’s expression was
almost unreadable, but Durik could sense a deep-seated,
tightly controlled grief as she spoke.
“A roc, dear though they are, I might hope to replace.
But not this child. I speak of my own daughter, Master
Lashley. My only daughter, Kathryn, heiress to the Barony
of Forthyn.”
Durik could tell how surprised Logan was by his lack of a
sharp response. The baroness continued.
“Last year was the twenty-fifth summer since Kathryn was
born. As is tradition, she was granted new estates to oversee in
Upper Forthyn. Handling their day-to-day running has been
used as a means to prepare the barony’s heirs for generations.
Three weeks ago, however, Kathryn disappeared. We believe
she has been kidnapped.”
Silence followed Adelynn’s words, before Logan finally
found his voice.
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“You have my sincerest condolences, my lady. May I ask
who is responsible for this outrageous act?”
“We believe the northern clans had a hand in it,” Adelynn
said. “Relations have become… increasingly strained of late.”
Logan looked at Durik, but the orc kept his response to
himself. He had already advised the baroness that he didn’t
believe the clans were responsible – they had nothing to
gain from snatching her daughter, and in the weeks since
her disappearance no one from the clans had come forward.
She was convinced though, and Durik didn’t yet have any
evidence to prove otherwise.
“If that is true then they will be brought to task,” Logan
said. “You have my word!”
“Punishment is my prerogative, Master Lashley,” the
baroness said. “Confine your word to the return of my
daughter. That is what truly matters to me.”
“Of course, my lady,” Logan said, offering another bow.
Behind Adelynn, Amara had finished devouring her prey. The
great beast clacked down from the edge of the balcony and
ruffled her feathers, lowering her head for Adelynn to stroke,
like a child seeking attention. Durik resisted the temptation
to also reach out and stroke her plumage – such an act would
be disrespectful towards the roc’s mistress.
“My lady Damhán and a small number of my personal
guard will accompany you north,” Adelynn said as she ran
her fingers through Amara’s crest. “She makes no pretense to
advise you on the skills that saw you hired, but she will act as
my eyes and ears during the search and will report back to me
regularly. You may also find her particular abilities of use.”
Durik watched Logan struggle to mask his unhappiness at
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the prospect of Lady Damhán’s companionship. For her own
part, Damhán remained inscrutable.
“I suppose it best we discuss the matter of payment,”
Adelynn went on. “As I have already discussed with Pathfinder
Durik, I intend to spare no expense–”
“Baroness, with all due respect,” Logan said, daring to
interrupt, “being of assistance to you in this gravest of matters
is reward enough. Knowing I am serving the future of the
barony and of Terrinoth is the greatest prize I could ever hope
for.”
Durik raised an eyebrow. In his youth Logan had harbored
a hunger for wealth that would have given a Dunwarr dwarf
pause. The orc supposed that, after years of actually possessing
gold, it had lost its allure. Adelynn allowed the merest hint of
a smile to break through her controlled expression.
“Very well. If you have no more immediate questions,
then Gerold will show you to your chambers. I have ordered
lodgings to be prepared within the keep, and a luncheon
will be waiting for you. I must ask, however, that you depart
tomorrow morning. We have already lost precious time
awaiting your arrival, Master Lashley.”
“Time I intend to make back with all haste,” Logan said.
“If you might indulge me, I have one more question though.
What estates were given to your daughter in Upper Forthyn?
Where was she last seen?”
Adelynn glanced at Lady Damhán. She was the one who
responded.
“The town of Fallowhearth, Master Lashley. That is where
our search begins.”
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The reckless pursuit of honor exposes an empire
to demonic invasion, in this epic fantasy novel
of duty and warfare, set in the extraordinary
world of Legend of the Five Rings.
The realm of Rokugan: a land of samurai and mystics,
mad dragons and divine beings – a land where honor is
stronger than steel. The clans have defended and served
the Emperor for a thousand years both on the battlefield
and in Rokugan’s courts. While conflict and political
intrigue divides the clans, the true threat awaits in the
darkness of the Shadowlands, behind the vast Kaiu Wall.
There, in the twisted wastelands, an evil corruption
endlessly seeks the downfall of the empire. The rules of
Rokugan’s society are absolute, and the Great Clans must
always maintain their honor, lest they lose everything in
the pursuit of glory.

CHAPTER 1
Above the mountain peaks, he saw winter closing in on them,
and he knew that this day would be added to the litany of his
failures.
Hida no Kakeguchi Haru had looked back north to check
on the progress of the merchant caravan. The slope of the
path he had chosen through the Twilight Mountains was
steep here, and the train of wagons was stretching out more
than he would like as the horses struggled to pull their laden
wagons uphill. At first, he was merely irritated. Everything
about this journey was taking longer than he had planned,
and every day that passed drew his return to Striking Dawn
Castle shamefully further from what he had promised.
Then he saw the clouds. Heavy, shimmering silver-gray
with threat, they were a wave breaking over the mountains.
Haru had never seen the dividing line of the seasons before,
yet he knew that was what he was witnessing now. Those
clouds were drawing a barrier between the earth and the sky.
When it passed over his head, it would seal away the light and
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warmth of the sun. And white ruin would fall through the air.
Already, the wind from the north was blowing colder. It pried
at the seams of Haru’s armor. He could feel it at the back of his
neck, gnawing. Soon it would be numbing.
A mass of cloud billowed slowly forward, the prow of a ship
spreading the wake of cold. It was the shape of inevitability. It
was the announcement of his failure.
The caravan had left the Summerlands over a week ago.
There was still the best part of a day’s march to Striking Dawn.
A day’s march in clement weather. And it was already the hour
of the horse.
“Will we reach Striking Dawn before the storm arrives,
Lieutenant Haru?” Chen, the head merchant, had seen the
clouds too. Sitting on his wagon, his fingers tight around
the reins, the gray-haired man was looking at Haru with that
expression the merchant thought was properly reserved, but
radiated fear and need. The man disgusted Haru. It was a
constant effort to keep his contempt submerged. The mere
sound of Chen’s voice, rough as if he perpetually needed to
clear his throat, and with a timbre stopping a hair’s breadth
from being a whine, was exhausting.
“We will arrive safely at Striking Dawn,” Haru said. He
disliked speaking to someone of so low a station. To address
Chen was to stoop, and there had been too much stooping in
Haru’s life. Yet reassuring Chen was a necessary evil. The man
was nervous. Unchecked, the anxiety of the caravan’s leader
would spread. What Haru needed more than anything else
was for everyone to focus on making the best speed possible.
“You should have no doubt about the successful outcome of
this journey,” he said.
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Chen’s eyes widened as he realized the insult he had
unintentionally given. “I am sure you are correct, Lieutenant
Haru,” he said. “Please excuse the clumsiness of my question.
I did not mean to imply doubt.”
Haru gave the other man a long stare, then turned away. He
had made his point. Now Chen would be more scared of him
than of the approaching winter. For a while, at any rate. That
would contain the possibility of panic.
As long as everyone else faced forward and did not look at
what was coming.
Ishiko rode up beside him. She was the most veteran
guard in the escort squad Haru commanded. Her armor was
less burnished than his. It showed the tolls of the road more
clearly. Haru’s armor gleamed because of the care he gave
it upon rising every morning. He had fought in almost as
many battles as Ishiko. Yet the ease with which she wore her
armor, as if it were a second skin, as did Fujiki, Hino and Ekei,
the other bushi in the squad, had the effect of heightening
Haru’s insecurity. Ishiko was never insubordinate. She had
never challenged his orders. And still, how often he had
read judgment just beneath her neutral gaze, whether it was
present or not.
“You saw, then?” Ishiko asked. She gave her head a subtle
jerk in the direction of the clouds.
“I did,” said Haru.
“The snow will hit us.”
“I know. So we will march through the snow to Striking
Dawn.” He spoke, he thought, with the right degree of calm
certainty. His anxiety diminished. Delay would be less
significant than the achievement of bringing the last caravan
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home, not before the coming of winter, but through it. He
pictured the arrival, and the sense of accomplishment he
would feel. This was good. This was something he needed,
and for more than his sense of self-worth. It would, he
thought, improve his standing in his mother’s eyes. As heir to
Daimyō Akemi, he needed to do better to show he deserved
to be. Perhaps then Barako might also look at him with favor.
Maybe.
If he was honest, he wasn’t sure which he hoped for more.
“We are approaching dangerous terrain,” said Ishiko.
“Crossing it in a snowstorm will be more than difficult.”
Haru thought about what was ahead. Ishiko was right. The
ridge they would soon reach was completely exposed. The
hope of glory turned slippery in his grasp. He sighed. “This
voyage has been cursed by ill luck,” he said. Days of bad rain
had sent torrents and rockfalls across the path of the caravan
again and again. “One less flash flood, and we would already
be at Striking Dawn. One less wall of debris.”
“We have had our share of obstacles,” Ishiko said.
What does that mean? Do you agree with me? Or is it that
all of these events were predictable and I should have allowed for
more time? Maybe I should have taken a different route? Too
many possibilities. Maybe all were true. Or maybe Ishiko
meant nothing more than what she said, and he was hearing
the voices of his own doubts. He heard them often. They were
loud enough at the best of times.
The rains were not my fault. We could not have gone faster. The
storm is not my fault. It is the risk that attends the final caravan.
This could have happened to anyone. It could have happened to
Ochiba.
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Only it had not happened to the commander of Striking
Dawn’s forces. It was happening to him. What matters is what
I do now.
“We could take shelter here,” Ishiko suggested. They were
in a wide pass. The mountainside to the right was only a few
hundred yards away, and there were numerous overhangs.
They would provide protection from the snow, and some
relief from the wind.
“Nothing big enough for the whole caravan,’ said Haru.
“We’ll be very spread out.” He shook his head. “I don’t want
to be trapped here.”
“You think there will be enough snow to block the pass?”
“Not this one. There are much narrower ones ahead. And
we have no way of knowing how long the storm will last.”
“We have supplies aplenty, if it comes to that. We have
enough for many days.”
The thought of a prolonged siege by the storm was not a
comforting one. “For food, yes,” Haru said. “But for heat? For
how long?” There were so many ways a snowstorm at these
altitudes could be lethal. Cold was the first of them. “I will not
risk it. We push on.”
This caravan is all that my mother will entrust to me. She has
made me a bodyguard to merchants, and how can I blame her? I
deserve no better. If I cannot even complete this task?
What would Barako think if she saw us now? The thought
of Striking Dawn’s other lieutenant of the Kakeguchi was too
piercingly painful. He pushed it away.
I will not fail. I must not.
“Where do you plan to stop for the night?” Ishiko asked.
Haru’s original intention for the day had been to keep going
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as long as possible. He had hoped to reach Striking Dawn
without having to spend another night in the mountains. He
had known that would mean continuing to travel after sunset.
He had hoped to make up enough time that it would not be
necessary to travel long in the dark.
You hoped. Did you really think it was possible?
I didn’t think. Not the way I should have. And here we are.
Where do we stop for the night? He had no good answer.
He could not even guess how long they had before snow
made further travel impossible. “We keep going,” he said,
conscious that he was repeating himself. He looked straight
ahead as he spoke, as if he could already see their goal. “We
keep going for as long as we can. The further we can get, the
better.” The words sounded meaningless even to him. It did
not matter how firmly he spoke. His confidence was a hollow
shell.
Ishiko said nothing. She nodded. He had issued his
commands, and that was an end to it.
Haru almost asked her what she would do instead. Pride
stopped him.
They rode on in silence.
As the hour of the goat began, the caravan reached the top
of the pass and started across a long ridge. It rose gradually
and then descended, tracing an arc a few miles long before
the route entered another pass. The ridge was wide enough
for three to ride abreast with confidence in clement weather.
Haru ordered a single file. The wind was growing stronger,
and the slope to both sides of the ridgeline was steep.
Overhead, the clouds had arrived. They hid the sky
behind a shield of heavy gray. Haru glared at them, silently
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commanding them to hold off, demanding that winter delay
one more day.
In answer, the clouds mocked him. Half an hour after the
last pack horse had left the comparative shelter of the pass,
the first snowflakes fell.
They were few at first, innocuous in their gentle fall, tiny
and light, dancing on the wind, uninterested in ever touching
the ground. They landed one at a time on Haru’s arm,
lingering a bit, then melting away. They posed no threat. They
were barely visible.
The escalation happened gradually. The flakes became
more numerous and more insistent. The wind picked up. Its
gusts turned into blows. Haru fought against them to remain
steady in the saddle as the buffeting increased. The snow no
longer danced on the wind. It flew against Haru’s armor with
a purpose. Though the wind was from the north, mercifully
blowing against the back of the caravan, errant gusts hurled
the snow into his face with stinging force. Flakes caught in his
eyelashes. He wiped them away brusquely, cursing under his
breath as they blurred his vision.
“It’s snowing,” said Chen.
“Merchant,” Haru snapped, “if you have nothing to say
except to point out the obvious, you will be silent.”
Chen shrank from the reprimand. He huddled in on
himself, wrapped in a cloak. He looked as if he hoped he
could disappear behind Ishiko.
The rocky ground began to change from gray to white.
Midway across the ridge, there was enough snow for the
horses and wagons to leave prints.
Haru glanced back at Ishiko. She was concentrating on the
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road ahead, checking behind at the caravan periodically.
“We will manage this,” he said, though she had asked
nothing.
“We are,” she agreed.
For now, Haru thought. That’s what you’re thinking, isn’t it?
The wind picked up again. What seemed like a gust hit,
and kept hitting. Haru looked back in time to see one of the
merchants leading a pack horse slip and fall. Ekei was close
by, and rode up, staying close until the man had regained his
footing.
“The visibility will be a problem before long,” Ishiko said.
“I know.” The pass they had left behind was a blurry
vagueness in the distance. The peaks ahead were the same.
To the left and right, the vista was disappearing into limbo.
It would take the best part of an hour at least, if the snow did
not descend much harder, before the caravan could reach the
next pass.
If the snowfall did not grow worse. If it did, and it became
impossible to see where they were walking, they would be
trapped in the open.
“We should go faster,” Haru said.
“I do not think we can. It has been a long march without a
rest already. The heimin on foot could not go faster even if it
were not snowing.”
Haru almost insisted on driving the merchants harder.
They will be worse off if we do not go faster. The hope of reaching
Striking Dawn was fading with every heartbeat. There were
no good outcomes to the day now. Being caught on the ridge
was the worst of the bad ones, though.
Whose fault is that? You could have stopped when Ishiko
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suggested finding shelter.
Too late for that. We must go on, and we must get out of the
open. There are no choices. It is that or death.
“No faster,” Haru agreed, “but no slower. No pausing. Not
until we are off this ridge.”
Despite his words, he urged his horse forward. If he could
only coax a little bit more speed out of the merchants. Not
enough to be dangerous, just enough to get to the next pass.
Chen would make sure he kept up if he saw Haru pulling
ahead, and the other merchants would do the same.
And then? If we reach the pass, what then?
He had no answer. He pushed the question from his mind.
The snow forced him to concentrate on the present moment.
He had enough to think about to make sure he, and everyone
in his charge, stayed on the disappearing trail.
The light began to fail. The storm declared its intentions,
and sank its claws into the mountains. The clouds descended,
obscuring the mountaintops. The wind howled. The wind
shrieked. The snow came down in blankets. The pass seemed
to recede further and further from view. There was less and
less of the world around Haru. There was only gray instead,
streaked with the implacable white and inhabited by vague,
shadowy masses that might not be real any longer. He could
still see where he was going, though he had to squint against
the driving flakes. He could barely make out the rear of the
caravan, though.
“We will have to stop soon,” Ishiko said, “or we will walk
off into air.”
“If we stop here, we die,” said Haru. Faster. Still a bit faster.
We must be almost there.
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Haru tried to make out the pass. The curtains of snow hid
it from him. And then someone cried out.
He whirled. Fifty yards back, a pack horse had slipped and
fallen. It whinnied in panic, its legs flailing. It began to slide
down the slope. The merchant guiding it was tangled in the
lead rope and fell too. The animal dragged him with it towards
the drop.
Eikei and Hino were close. They leapt off their horses and
ran to help. Hino grabbed the merchant and hauled back,
digging her heels into the deepening snow. Eikei grabbed for
the reins, seeking to free the man’s legs.
The ridge was too narrow to ride past the wagons, so Haru
and Ishiko leapt from their mounts and ran hard. Already, the
snow was deep enough to slow them down. Haru was wary of
his footing, horribly conscious of how long it would take to
reach the position of the accident.
The horse kicked wildly. A hoof struck Eikei in his chest
plate. He fell. He and the horse slid further down, dragging
the merchant with them. Hino could not hold him. She began
to slip too.

CHAPTER 2
Grimacing into the wind, Haru sprinted. The merchant,
Eikei and Hino were moments away from plunging off the
ridgeback. Haru saw the scale of his failure expand. He could
not deliver the caravan to Striking Dawn on time. He could
not reach the castle before winter. His charges were not in
shelter, and the storm was upon them. And now to lose fellow
bushi…
Not like this. Not like this. Not like this.
He tore down the slope, heedless now of the danger to
himself. Eikei was unconscious. The horse was whinnying in
terror. Hino cried out from the pain of the effort to slow their
descent, but she held on.
Haru drew his katana, and launched himself over the last
few yards. With one hand, he grabbed Eikei’s left arm by the
leather plating of his ashigaru armor. With his other hand, he
cut the reins.
The horse disappeared over the edge, screaming. Eikei’s
momentum pulled him forward. Haru dug his heels into the
slope. Snow built up against his boots. He stabbed his blade
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into the ground, a desperate anchor. He finally came to a stop.
Eikei’s legs dangled over the precipice. The weight was
pulling Haru’s arm from its socket. He couldn’t move. If he
tried, he would lose his grip, or he would fall with Eikei. His
grip was uncertain. His fingers began to cramp.
Then Ishiko and Hino scrambled to his side and took hold
of Eikei. Together, they pulled him back up. They carried
Eikei to the front of the caravan and placed him in Chen’s
wagon.
The winds were blowing even stronger. All trace of the
mountains and the pass ahead had vanished. From this end of
the caravan, Haru could not see the rear.
“What is going to happen to us?” Chen asked. “What will
we do? What will we do?” Fear was making him disrespectful.
Murmurs and sobs came from the wagon behind. The
wind was too loud to hear much else. Haru did not have to.
The mood of the caravan was clear.
Hino turned to him, waiting for his orders before heading
back down the line.
“Stop your sniveling!” Haru snapped at Chen. “Do you
have no honor at all?”
“It is so cold. We can’t see.”
“This is snow. It is a snowstorm. It is not the coming of
darkness from the Shadowlands.”
“But what do we do?”
“We do what we have been doing. We move forward.
Would you prefer to stay? You can stay and die, if you like.
That would rid me of you, at least.”
Chen shook his head. “Please forgive me, Lieutenant
Haru,” he said, remembering his place.
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Haru ignored him. To Hino, he said, “Tell Fujiki we keep
going.” The last of Haru’s bushi was bringing up the rear of the
caravan. “We should be less than a mile from the pass.”
The caravan moved on. Though the pass had disappeared
behind the curtain of falling snow, Haru could still see the
ridge for several yards ahead. The way forward was clear,
though it seemed to be a way forward into nothingness. The
wind hammered at his back. Snow drove against his armor.
It fell almost horizontally. Gusts hurled it into spiral dances.
The day darkened to twilight.
The pace of the caravan slowed to a crawl as the horses
struggled to pull the carts through the deepening snow.
Haru lost track of time. Every moment was the same, just
his horse plodding on in the endless whiteness, nothing to
see except the same narrow stretch of ground. The whiteness
grew stronger and stronger. Wind and snow were one and
the same, smothering light and hope. The perpetual strain of
marching forward was hypnotic. The whiteness, a whiteness
that brought darkness with it, closed in, a fist, a curse, a
mockery.
I am winter, the wind seemed to howl. You and your dreams
of a restored reputation are less than nothing. I will show you. I
bring nothing, and to nothing I will cast you.
The cold gnawed at him, a dog with a bone. It pried open
the seams of his armor. It sank through his skin. It congealed
his blood. It nestled into his core and made itself a den. It
would never leave. He shrank in on himself, huddling tighter
for a warmth that was no longer there.
“We have to stop,” said Ishiko.
Haru blinked, startled out of his trance of effort. He
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brought his horse to a halt. The creaking of the wheels behind
him had ceased.
“It’s too dangerous,” said Ishiko.
Haru’s attention had so narrowed, he had been focused only
on the next few feet of snow before him. He had not realized
that was now all he could see. He suppressed a shudder. Ishiko
was right about the danger. It would be easy now to wander
off the ridge, and then fall down the slope into the abyss. Why
was he still riding? What was he thinking?
He dismounted and peered through the whiteness,
searching for some hint of landscape, the slightest phantom
of a mountain. There was nothing. The world had deserted
him. There was only the presence of the void. The terrible
drop waited, hungry, for Haru and his charges. The ground
on which he stood was suddenly a tiny island, and a step in
any direction would be fatal. He struggled against vertigo and
the pull of the fall.
Lead them to me. Embrace the end. You can do nothing else.
Haru shook his head, hard, pushing away the fancies of
despair. Yes, Ishiko was right. They had to stop. Only they
must not.
“We cannot stay here,” he said. “That is certain death.”
“So is walking this ridge blind.”
“I agree. So we must counter the risk of our march.” He saw
what he had to do. A wave of giddiness passed through him.
He bit his tongue to hold back mad laughter, and the sensation
of being glad that death hovered close to the caravan, because
he knew how to save everyone. He did not know how to reach
Striking Dawn safely. He did not even know how to survive
the day. But he saw the way out of the present moment.
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That sufficed for him. It would be a victory, and he would
show that he was capable of leadership. It would be a spark of
light in the darkness of failure, and it would warm him.
“Gather rope,” Haru said to Ishiko. “If there is not enough
rope, tie cloths together. Anything to make tethers so that
every member of the caravan is fastened to another. We will
move forward as one, carefully, one step at a time. I will lead.
If any one of us steps wrong and falls, the others will hold fast.
And then what?
That was the question Ishiko did not ask. She accepted his
command and went to work.
And then what?
The words were Haru’s curse upon himself. He hurried to
put his plan into effect, trying to outrun the question.
Fingers clumsy with cold, it took more than an hour to
finish tying the carts together. No one rode now, and the
merchants fastened one wrist to the animal or wagon they
trudged beside. It would work, Haru thought. The caravan
had the strength of unity now. A single person could make a
mistake. They would be safe, and the caravan would be alerted
to the danger.
By the time they were ready to move again, the cold was
ferocious. When he faced into the wind, Haru experienced
the tempest as a pure, sharp pain. His skin turned numb, but
the pain did not diminish. The snow was knee-deep, turning
every step into a heroic effort.
“We follow in your footsteps, Lieutenant Haru,” Ishiko
said.
Haru grunted, this time sure he perceived her other
meaning: Do not walk us off a cliff. He started forward. Lead
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them. Lead them well. They are following in your footsteps. Show
them that you deserve their faith.
The progress was agonizingly slow. Haru thought carefully
before each step. Behind him, a trail formed, growing more
certain and easier to walk as his followers marched through it,
packing down the snow. For him, though, there was only the
white. The blinding white, the stinging white, the mesmerizing
white that erased the difference between ground and air. He
had no way of knowing, before he set a foot down, if he was
still going in the right direction. All he had was hope, and
precious little of it.
He struggled on. Ishiko was not much more than a periodic
tug on the rope around his waist. When he looked back, the
blast of the wind and the sting of the snow were so strong, he
could barely see her. And Chen was a vague, stumbling shape.
The rest of the caravan was a mere shadow, vanishing in the
whiteness.
He would have to order torches to be lit very soon. He
hoped they would reach the pass while there was still light
enough to walk without them. Without shelter, the storm
would smother any open fire. He was not sure there were
enough lanterns on hand to show the way for the entire
caravan.
Show the way! Show what way?
Onward, slowly, onward into numbness and cold and
blindness and the end of day. Haru was alone on the ridge,
alone in the howling and the white, the white, the white. And
he was glad he was alone. He wanted to be alone. The closer
the ultimate failure of death loomed, the more he wished to
seal himself away from the caravan. But even with his charges
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reduced to less than the traces of ghosts, he felt the weight of
silent judgment. It came from Ishiko, and Hino, and Fujiki. It
came from Chen and his people, though they had no right to
judge him. No one had said a word, and there were no faces
for him to see. It did not matter. He could feel the judgment.
It sat heavily on his shoulders. It forced his feet deeper into
the snow, and made it that much harder to lift his legs to take
another step.
Soon the day would end. Soon the darkness would come,
and they would not be able to move at all. Death would come,
and when it did, it would strip away more than the last of his
reputation. It would destroy his last chance to be the warrior
and the succor he should be for his family. He would journey
to Meido with nothing to show for his life but shame. He
held his rank of lieutenant only because he was heir to the
daimyō. His performance on the battlefield was mediocre at
best. Shameful at worst. He was his own harshest judge in that
regard. No one had accused him of being responsible for the
death of his father ten years earlier, when the Kakeguchi had
repelled an assault on the Wall. But he knew. His strategy had
been poor, his position had been overwhelmed by goblins,
and his father, Genichi, had overstretched his own forces in
rushing to his aid.
No, no one had blamed him. But in every engagement
since, his contingent was either in reserve, or acting in
support of an action led by Ochiba, the captain of the guard
at Striking Dawn, or by Lieutenant Barako. It was as if Akemi
had ordered them to act as his battlefield nursemaids for the
rest of his life.
The worst part of it was that he was grateful.
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The light became more and more dim. Once, twice, three
times, and then four, he wandered off the ridge in spite of
his care and deliberate pace. The snow gave way beneath
him, and he started to slide. Ishiko caught him, and when,
once, she started to slip too, the solid mass of Chen’s wagon
held her back. Haru was able to scramble back up to safety,
the wisdom of his plan justified, yet his dignity even further
eroded.
He had wrapped a scarf around his helmet, but it did not
prevent ice from building up on his eyelashes, threatening to
freeze his eyes shut. He kept having to rub his face to break
the ice, and then the cold would make his eyes water, and the
process would start over again. He was trapped in an eternal
cycle of repetitive, painful, pointless effort. Perhaps he had
already died. Perhaps this was what had been awaiting him
in Meido.
The sound of the wind changed. The snow eddies ahead
became more violent. He squinted, struggling to see through
the billowing, bellowing curtains of the storm, and he saw it.
A mountain face was close on the left. And so was another on
the right.
They had reached the pass.
“We are there!” He had to shout for Ishiko to hear. He
wanted to laugh in the giddiness of victory. He had to remind
himself this was no victory. They were still miles and miles
from Striking Dawn. The caravan had escaped the exposure
of the ridge. That was all.
Even so, he grinned with fierce relief. He claimed victory
over the danger of a single moment. It was satisfying enough.
Were those grateful shouts he heard? Or just his imagination
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shaping the sound of the wind into what he wanted to hear.
He decided there were shouts. He would not be the only one
to seize onto the mirage of safety.
He walked more quickly, struggling at first against the
pull of the rope until, slowly, the rest of his samurai and the
merchants walked faster too, freed from the immediate terror
of falling off a cliff.
“To the right,” he called to Ishiko. The pass was in a sharp
cleft between the mountains. The bottom of the pass was a
treacherous gorge, but the path was on a wide platform of even
ground extending out of the mountain on the west. To Haru’s
left, though he could not see it, he knew there was the sharp
drop into the gorge. But to the right, the ground was level,
and then encountered a vertical cliff wall. With the mountain
at their side they would have a faithful guide through the pass.
And then what?
He had a few minutes before he had to think about that
question again. He banished it from his thoughts.
In the pass, the wind blew stronger, screaming as if at the
prey that had escaped it on the open ridge. The snow was
deeper too, already forming drifts closer to the rock face. The
greater effort seemed a small price as the high, black wall
came clearly into view. Haru approached until he could reach
out and touch the granite. He still could not see forward more
than a couple of yards, but there was no risk of disaster for the
time being.
He would leave the ropes attached, though. If anyone fell
too far behind the rest of the caravan, or wandered off at all
from the path, they could easily be lost. If the snowfall became
much worse, the danger would be a certainty.
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“What are your orders, Lieutenant Haru?” Ishiko asked.
And then what? She was forcing him to think about more
than the next footstep. He resented that, but she was right.
She almost always was, and that was fortunate for him.
“Forward. Always forward.” For now.
“I am grateful for your leadership,” she said, her tone fully
respectful and devoid of any trace of irony. “We are fortunate
that you have a plan in place to deal with the exposed regions
that lie ahead.”
Of course, there were more ridges to come. He knew there
were. He knew very well. But the need for a victory, for any
kind of victory, had narrowed his attention to the present
moment. It was as if he could no longer think clearly about
the future. And he had to, or everyone would die. There was
another ridge between here and Striking Dawn that was even
longer than the one they had just left behind. By the time
the caravan reached it, night would have fallen. It would be
impossible to cross.
Haru realized he was still imagining returning to the castle
without stopping. The fear of what seeking shelter for the
night might mean had made him refuse to countenance the
possibility.
Think this through. You must, or you fail in your duty.
I know. I know. We go no further. That is the truth.
“We must seek shelter here,” Haru said. “We will wait for
the morning, and hope the storm has abated enough for us to
move on then.” And hope that the snow is not ten feet deep and
trapping us in the pass.
There was no shelter here. The cliff was sheer, unbroken.
As he started forward again, Haru racked his memory about
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what lay ahead, trying to remember the precise shape of the
mountain face. You must know it. You’ve gone through this pass
often enough. His memory refused to give up the detail he had
never had reason to notice before. He couldn’t picture the
cliffs any more than he could see them.
He almost asked Ishiko if she knew what was coming. He
stopped himself. The question would be an admission that
he did not know what he was doing, and her answer would
make no difference. The wind was shrieking through the pass,
seeking vengeance for the caravan’s escape from the ridge.
There was no choice but to go on. They had to keep moving
until they found refuge, or they died.
Onward, and the drifts were deeper yet. Onward, and the
light was failing, close to death. Haru tried to move faster,
but the wagons kept getting stuck in the snow. Everyone was
in the grip of exhaustion and cold. Haru was barely able to
lift his legs. The wind carried the moans and weeping of the
merchants to him, the chorus of his failure.
A deeper note entered the refrain, a low, long, sharp
cracking. Then a rumble, a thunder that did not pass but only
grew louder.
“Avalanche!” Haru shouted. “Hurry!”
The merchants took up his cry and repeated it down the
length of the caravan.
It was impossible to tell where the avalanche was coming
from. In the pass, the shouts of the mountains bounced off
one another until directions were meaningless. The thunder
rumbled from everywhere at once. If the snow was coming
down on the caravan’s position, everyone was doomed.
Haru plunged through the snow, praying that in another
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ten feet, or another ten feet, or another ten feet, he would
find any kind of shelter. All he asked for was an overhang.
Anything other than the vertical cliff.
The thunder of the avalanche built in a fearsome crescendo.
The mountains roared their anger. They bellowed their
announcement of his absolute failure. There was no shelter.
And there was no hope.
Then the thunder faded. The wind shrieked to new heights,
assaulted by the passage, swift and violent, of the snow. Where
the avalanche fell, Haru could not see. All that mattered was
that it did not fall here.
He pushed on. The caravan had been granted more time.
He had another chance to save his charges. He struggled
forward another ten feet, and then another ten feet, the wall
of rock mercilessly featureless ahead of him, but visible for so
short a distance that there was always the chance, just a bit
further, just a little bit further, that they would find refuge.
There. There. Was that something different he saw? Did the
rock turn in? Was that the dark line of cleft?
For just a moment, he was able to see almost a hundred
yards ahead before the veil of snow concealed the vision from
him. It might have been an illusion.
It might not be, though.
Haru plowed through snow three feet deep. There was
shelter there. There had to be. He willed it.
The cracking thunder came again, and the roar that
followed, the snarl of a terrible beast. The clamor of echoes
overwhelmed the song of the wind.
Haru did not have to see the avalanche to know that this
time, there would be no mercy. “I see shelter!” he called. It
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did not matter if he really did or not. If he was right, they had
hope. If he was wrong, no one would live to condemn his lie.
The roar, the roar, louder, louder. The onrush of white
death.
He ran, hauling on the rope as if he could yank the entire
caravan after him. His lungs were full of stones. Breathing was
such agony he could not speak. The pains of fear and hope
worse yet. He felt the tug of Ishiko racing too. There was no
need to shout a warning. The entire caravan knew that chance
had become the enemy. The merchants and their horses
would be panicking. There was nowhere to run except for the
dream of shelter, the dream that had vanished as soon as he
had seen it.
Nowhere to run, but nothing to do except run.
Haru ran. He ran through the white darkness, until the roar
descended on them all.

CHAPTER 3
The cries of the merchants filled the smothering dark. The
lamentations were close by, but in the pitch black, Haru could
not see the merchants. They were as invisible to him as he
was to them. For a few moments, he could wrap himself in
oblivion and not confront the cost and the scale of his failure.
For a few moments, though it shamed him to admit this to
himself, he could rest in the illusion of irresponsibility. In this
void, there was nothing he had to do any longer.
“I am here, Lieutenant Haru,” said Ishiko.
He had been named. The illusion was over. He was
summoned to resume his duties.
“I am here,” said Hino. “I have Ekei with me.”
Silence from Fujiki.
“Give us some light,” Haru commanded.
After much fumbling, Chen managed to get a lantern lit.
From its glow, others spread as the surviving merchants
found their lanterns, and the surroundings came into view.
The caravan was inside a deep cave. The entrance, blocked
by the avalanche, was about fifteen feet wide and high. Past
98
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the entrance, the ceiling went higher as the cave bored into
the mountainside, until the cavern became a high split in the
rock, as if struck by a monstrous ax. After the first fifty feet,
the cave narrowed until it was a fissure no more than five feet
wide that vanished into the heart of the mountain.
Haru took a breath and with his bushi began to take stock
and to count the cost.
“A bit more than half the caravan remains,” Ishiko
summarized when they were done.
He nodded. The rest of the merchants were gone. So was
Fujiki. No one said they were fortunate that the losses were
not worse. The shame of what had been lost was too great.
Haru picked up a lantern and strode through the merchants
to the entrance. He looked up at a solid wall of snow.
“We will not be leaving again in a hurry,” said Ishiko.
“There is no need to,” Haru answered. “We are safe from
the storm here. We have food enough, and we can make all
the water we need.” They could survive in this cave almost
indefinitely. “We will dig our way out, however long it takes.
If the storm is done, we move on. If it is not, we wait it out.
Divide these laborers into digging teams. One hour each. That
will give them something to focus on.” He turned and looked
at the merchants. “We are safe,” he said again, more loudly.
“The danger is past. We will prepare a way out for when it
is time for us to resume our journey.” He chose his words
carefully, making the snow seem like a useful tool instead of
an impenetrable wall trapping them inside.
Haru and his bushi led the digging shifts. He wanted to
set the example of industry, of the calm determination that
would re-emphasize the lesson that there was nothing to fear.
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This was what he told himself.
And it worked. It was the right decision. Haru took the first
shift, using one of the spades in the caravan’s supplies. He
scarred the snow with the first cuts himself. The unblemished
whiteness was an ominous sight. It was too final. He dug into
the wall, and turned it back into mere snow. What lay ahead
was a long, arduous task, not an impossibility. The merchants
on his shift attacked the barrier with a will.
The wails that had come with the darkness ceased entirely.
The merchants no longer mourned the lost. They were
grateful to be among the survivors. And they were grateful
also to their savior.
“Lieutenant Haru,” said Chen as he dug into the snow and
added to the pile behind him, “we are in your debt forever.
Your foresight has preserved us.”
Haru grunted. He kept working. He clenched his jaw shut to
keep himself from lashing out at the merchant’s sycophancy. I
do not deserve your thanks.
“Lieutenant Haru…” Chen began again.
Be silent! “Save your breath for work,” Haru said, coldly, but
keeping his temper.
Chen’s thanks grated. They shattered the wall of mindless
ness that Haru sought to create through heavy labor.
Foresight. What a bitter joke that was. If Chen were not
such a spineless creature, Haru would have suspected him of
satire. It would be a pleasant thing, a joyous thing, to say that
he had known the cave would be here, that this had been
his goal all along. Instead, he had only luck or fate to thank.
Both shamed him. He wasn’t sure which made him more
uneasy.
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Chen kept quiet now, but it was too late. Haru attacked the
snow as if it were his guilt given form. He sweated with effort.
His muscles began to ache as he punished himself with the
heaviest load he could take with each spadeful. Nothing he
did let his mind rest.
He kept seeing Barako’s face. She did not look on him, as
he so often wished she would, with tenderness. She looked
at him instead with judgment in her eyes. In reality though,
he had never seen her do that, either. There had never been
anything other than a respectful neutrality in her gaze.
Haru had no illusions about himself and Barako. He
would, in due course, be wed to the woman of his mother’s
choosing, selected for political advantage and the extension
of the lineage. Barako was a warrior, not a courtier. She served
under Ochiba, the captain of Striking Dawn’s guard.
Her political unsuitability was only one obstacle, though.
There was also Haru’s incompetence. He had yet to perform
on the battlefield in a way that would measure up to Barako.
He had never done anything that would earn her respect,
let alone her admiration. That neutral, disinterested gaze
hurt. He would move mountains to see some other emotion
directed his way.
I’ve done that now, haven’t I? I’ve brought one down on us.
No, he had no illusions about Barako. But he had his dreams.
He had been thinking of those dreams when he had pushed
the caravan onto the ridge and away from certain shelter. He
imagined how she would look him when he finally did reach
Striking Dawn, with half a caravan or less. The condemnation
he pictured was another dream. It was a nightmare. It was no
more real than the tenderness he was used to conjuring for
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himself. Barako was the model of honor. She would no more
show her disappointment in him than she would a forbidden
love.
That means nothing. She would not show what she does not
feel.
He dug even harder at the snow. Be silent, he shouted silently,
at himself now instead of Chen. Put this aside. It doesn’t matter.
It will never matter. Those dreams were foolish. Now they’re dust.
Get back with what you can. That’s all that’s left.
Haru threw himself into the work. He would have been
grateful for total exhaustion. The more Barako and thoughts
of shame haunted him, the more ferociously he worked to put
them aside. The dig turned into a backbreaking rhythm. He
worked until the cavern felt like a furnace. The cold of winter
was far from him. He only felt it now and then on the back of
his neck, a single point of cold. It scratched at his mind. The
chill cut through the sweat to make his skin prickle.
Just before his first shift ended, when despite all his efforts,
Barako and who she was loomed in his mind’s eye, he heard
the whisper. Close and far, a breath in his ear and an echo lost
in the stars. When he stopped moving, the whisper was gone.
That was her voice.
No, it wasn’t. You didn’t hear it properly. You didn’t even hear
what it said. You must have misheard.
When his shift was over, Haru moved back in the cavern,
away from the merchants and the other bushi, putting some
distance between himself and the din of the work. Taking up
his watch duty, he listened for the whisper.
He did not hear it again. He did discover why he had felt
cold on his neck. A draft blew in from the depths of the cave.
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It was sporadic, and so gentle it would have been unnoticeable
except that it was so cold. It came after long intervals, a slow
sigh of the mountain.
Haru looked into the darkness of the narrowing cave. He
wondered how far the fissure went.
Ishiko was leading this shift of excavators. Haru watched
her as he waited for the next touch of the cold, and still listened
for the whisper. He began to lose track of time. Ishiko jerked
at one point and looked around, startled, then resumed her
digging.
Haru had heard nothing. He looked at the other bushi.
Ekei was unconscious, and too badly injured to be of use.
Hino was asleep, resting before her turn digging and keeping
watch. Haru waited until the hourglass he had taken from a
wagon marked the end of the shift. It was, as near as he could
guess, the hour of the ox.
Ishiko woke Hino and then came to Haru to relieve his
watch and let him rest.
“What did you hear?” Haru asked.
Ishiko hesitated. But he had not given her the option to say
she had heard nothing. “A whisper, I thought,” she said.
“What did it say?”
“I don’t know. I must have been mistaken.”
“I don’t think you were,” Haru said.
She nodded in understanding of his implication.
He felt the exhalation of the mountain against the back of
his neck again. “What do you make of that draft?” he asked.
“I’m not sure. It might come from another entrance.”
“That is my thought as well.” He wanted to keep the
whisper separate in his mind from the draft. There were other
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possibilities. Neither Haru nor Ishiko wanted to articulate
them just yet. “We need to see how far this cave goes,” Haru
said. “And where it goes.”
Ishiko nodded.
They spoke briefly to Hino. Then Ishiko took one of the
lanterns and they started deeper into the gloom. As the cave
narrowed, it became a tunnel. The ceiling was invisible. Ishiko
held up the lantern. The fissure above them never closed. The
crack seemed to run all the way to the peak of the mountain.
Soon the passage was no more than five feet wide. It turned
sharply, but always straightened, going ever further into the
mountainside. It kept heading west. The sounds of the digging
became muffled very quickly. Soon they were inaudible. Haru
and Ishiko were alone, two ants tunneling through a hairline
crack in stone.
The cold draft came at sporadic intervals.
“Is it stronger now?” Haru asked.
“I think it is,” said Ishiko.
Haru kept listening for the whisper. He wanted to hear it
again, to learn what it was. He hoped he would not hear it,
so he could dismiss it as an illusion that he and Ishiko had
somehow shared at different moments.
The air in the deep mountain was still. It was oppressive. It
was heavy with waiting.
After half an hour, the relentless westward direction of the
passage began to worry Haru. It was also sloping downward.
It had been almost since Haru and Ishiko had left the caravan,
and the descent had been much steeper in the last while.
Ishiko must have had the same thought. “If we keep going
this way…” she began.
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“I know.” They were deep now into the last of the mountain
chain before the Kaiu Kabe, the Carpenter Wall against the
Shadowlands, the region of darkness where all that was evil
dwelled, all the hungry dead and the demonic oni that fell
under the dominion of the fallen kami Fu Leng. “We still have
a long way to go,” Haru said.
He tried to picture the caravan’s precise position. Striking
Dawn was south of the Castle of the Forgotten, midway
between it and Hida Castle. With most of a day’s march still
ahead of the caravan, Haru knew that, relative to the Wall,
the caravan was at a considerable distance to the north and
south from one of the twelve Kaiu Towers. They were parallel
with one of the sections of curtain wall. It was impossible to
patrol every part of that huge length at all times. These were
the regions of the Kaiu Kabe most vulnerable to attacks from
the monsters from the Shadowlands.
Even so, if the tunnel ran all the way through the mountain,
which Haru still wanted to believe was unlikely, then they
would still emerge with the Wall before them. He was facing
enough current disasters without imagining new ones.
The descent worried him, though. He could not stop
himself from picturing this crack going down and down
and down, below the roots of the mountains, and passing
underneath the Wall.
Is it possible? It isn’t likely. But it isn’t impossible.
What if it’s true? To find such a break in the defenses would be
extraordinary.
It would be a way back from the disgrace of failure. It would
mark a return in triumph. A return, also, to the respect and
reputation he deserved. He would have found something
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critical to the survival of the Kakeguchi, and perhaps of the
Wall itself.
Too much imagining. Set this aside. Concentrate.
That was enough fantasizing. Indulging in fantastic hopes
was not the least of his flaws. He lived too much for what he
hoped. That had been his downfall on the battlefield more
than once. Disaster for the Kakeguchi family had been averted
by Ochiba and Barako. And by his father. It was his hopes of
restoring himself in the eyes of his mother, and most of all
Barako, that had made him lose half the caravan. What was
he hoping for now? Something terrible and vast? Anything
he found that was as important as he wanted would also be
something that two samurai could not possibly defeat.
Not two samurai led by me, at any rate. So stay focused. Think
about real consequences.
Consequences. If this passage somehow led all the way to
the Shadowlands, then the cavern was not a refuge for the
caravan at all. But he did not know this. It was still entirely
possible that he and Ishiko would simply find another crack
in the mountainside, perhaps one they could use, perhaps
not, and nothing more extraordinary than that.
The breeze blew again. It was stronger. Haru was certain.
There was more than a frozen touch on his cheek. The breeze
pushed against him. As it did, he heard the whisper.
Haru jerked to a halt, hand on the hilt of his katana. “Did
you hear it?” he asked Ishiko. “The whisper?”
“No. Could you make it out?”
Haru shook his head. That was almost a lie. Though the
breeze made no sound, the syllables of the whisper hid
beneath it, wrapped in its cold, their presence discernible but
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not their shape. Yet there had been two syllables.
A sigh like hunger. Aaaaaaaaaaa.
A cunning moan. Oooooooooo.
That was not my name. I did not hear my name. I’m just
looking for a pattern.
Aaaaaaaaa… ooooooooo…
Not my name. Not my name.
No point in saying anything to Ishiko until he was sure.
Better that she listened unbiased.
It was a little while before the breeze came again. When
it did, it was stronger than ever. Colder. And it lasted longer.
Ishiko gasped.
Haru paused and turned to her. “You did not hear your
name,” he said.
Ishiko stared back at him. “How did you…”
“Because earlier, it was not my name that I heard.”
She nodded slowly.
“This is the first time you’ve heard the whisper since we left
the caravan?” Haru asked.
“It is. You heard nothing just now?”
He shook his head.
“Perhaps it is not our names,” Ishiko said, expressing less a
concession than a hope.
“But it is real,” Haru admitted.
“You think we should go on, Lieutenant Haru?”
“I think we need to know the nature of the threat. If there
is one. We are presuming the worst. We might be wrong to
do so.”
“You believe, then, that it would be a greater risk to the
caravan not to go forward?”
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“I do.” I am aware of my responsibilities. I am thinking of the
consequences. This felt like the right decision.
They moved on, still heading west, still descending. The
breeze soon became a wind. It blew with increasing frequency,
until it became a continuous blast. The breaths Haru had felt
before now revealed themselves to have been the gusts, so
powerful that not all the twists and turns of the passage could
block them completely.
“We must be nearing a way out,” said Haru. He had to raise
his voice. The wind keened in shrill pain.
Snow began to appear. The wind hurled flakes with stinging
force down the tunnel. There were no more whispers. The
howl of the wind sometimes sounded like voices.
The further Haru and Ishiko went, the fiercer the wind
became. Haru had to lean into it. The wind strained against
him, a physical barrier that sought to halt his advance. The
cold pulled his lips back in a frozen grimace. It bit into his
nose and cheeks, its teeth sharp and painful. Then it gnawed
until he was numb.
The tunnel narrowed again. There was barely enough room
for Haru to pass. His shoulders brushed against the frostcovered walls. The wind screamed. His breath hissed with the
effort to move forward.
Haru followed the bend as the tunnel curved to the left,
and suddenly the exit was before him. The wind screamed at
him once more, the snow blinding him. He could just make
out that he was not coming to a cliff, that there was stone
stretching out in front of him. He took another few steps
forward, and then he was outside.
No longer funneled into the passageway, the wind lost
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its strength. It fell back, defeated.
Haru wiped the snow from his eyes.
Ishiko stopped beside him. “What…” she began, staring at
what lay before them.
“I don’t know,” Haru whispered. His throat had gone dry,
and the words came out in a croak.
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A mad surrealist’s art threatens to rip open the
fabric of reality, in this twisted tale of eldritch
horror and conspiracy, from the wildy popular
world of Arkham Horror.

Aspiring painter Alden Oakes is invited to join a
mysterious art commune in Arkham: the New Colony.
When celebrated Spanish surrealist Juan Hugo
Balthazarr visits the colony, Alden and the other artists
quickly fall under his charismatic spell. Balthazarr
throws a string of decadent parties for Arkham’s
social elite, conjuring arcane illusions which blur the
boundaries between nightmare and reality. Only slowly
does Alden come to suspect that Balthazarr’s mock
rituals are intended to break through those walls and
free what lies beyond. Alden must act, but it might
already be too late to save himself, let alone Arkham.

CHAPTER ONE
“The last time…?”
Alden Oakes turned away from the window, staring coolly
at the cub reporter who had paused with his pencil raised
above the pad. Oakes had avoided his questions deftly so
far, employing a defensive combination of small talk and
awkward silences.
“I thought we might start there,” the reporter said, prodding.
He had a deadline.
Alden nodded and resumed pacing inside the hotel suite.
“Strange weather we’re having. First a dense fog, then blowing
mists like gigantic gauzy veils. Now here comes the rain. I
didn’t need to open this contraption all the way here from the
train station this morning.” He tapped the window with the
umbrella he was using like a cane. The reporter had noticed
the famous painter suffered from a slight limp. “The air is
strangely mild for midsummer. Don’t you agree?”
“It beats the heat,” the reporter said. He wasn’t interested
in talking about the weather, but whatever got his subject to
relax and open up to him was worth a try.
114
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Alden gazed out at the gloom as if he were trying to
decipher shapes in the clouds.
“How does it feel being back at the hotel again?” the younger
man asked, poking again softly, wondering if this afternoon
was going to end up being a big waste of time. Usually, there
were two ways to handle it. Either you pushed the subject
harder and risked losing them, or you went all quiet and let
the pressure of no one talking do the trick. He hadn’t made
up his mind which way to go yet.
“The doorman tipped his cap like we were old
acquaintances,” Alden said.
Rain hissed and slithered down the glass.
The reporter decided. He had spent hours trying to pry
stories out of tight-lipped people in places far less pleasant
than the luxurious Silver Gate Hotel. He could afford to
kill a little time here in the comfort of a pricey room. So he
dropped his pencil on his notepad and pushed back from the
hotel room desk, letting out a gentle sigh. Though compact,
the desk setup was more comfortable than his cluttered
cubby at the Arkham Advertiser, where he was forced to
share space with a sports reporter, a habitual snacker who
left coffee rings and doughnut crumbs on everything.
If the artist wanted to play coy, he’d wait him out, saying
nothing. He gazed past the painter at the dim, graying view
of downtown Arkham.
Alden pushed off from the window and smiled. He sat
stiff-backed on the loveseat, his hands resting on the crook
of the umbrella gripped between his knees. Leaning over, he
switched on a lamp, casting light into the room which was
growing noticeably darker despite the noon hour. “Ready?”
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“Yes, Mr Oakes, whenever you want to get started.” Victory!
He snatched his pencil.
Resigned, Alden sank into the pale green velvet sofa
cushions, closing his eyes. “The last time I saw the Silver Gate
Hotel it was burning. I was burning too, or my jacket was,
before an Arkham fireman tackled me to the ground, rolling
me in the grass to smother the little fires climbing my back. I
escaped with my life, as they say.”
“You’re a lucky man,” the reporter said. Now that the ball
was rolling, he just had to keep it going. He might get a decent
story out of this yet. After all, the tragic and suspicious fire at
the Silver Gate had been the biggest news story in Arkham
last year. But Alden Oakes was considered only a minor part
of it, a local celebrity footnote. A celebrity painter, no less.
“I’m sure some people might consider me lucky,” Alden
looked at him slyly.
The young man frowned, confused. Would he have rather
had his bacon fried?
Alden went on.
“This suite we’re sitting in, the one I’ve booked for this
homecoming of mine, survived the catastrophe intact. It
suffered serious smoke damage. The whole place did. But
you’d never guess that judging from the building’s current
appearance. The bricks scrubbed clean, fresh from the
rain, the lobby’s glossy marble floor shining like a giant
chessboard, and those vases full of maroon heirloom roses
and white calla lilies. Such a transformation! Yes, they
worked a real miracle bringing this hotel back into operation
in a little over a year.”
The reporter began scribbling notes. “The grand reopening
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gala is scheduled for tomorrow. Are you surprised the hotel
owners invited you?”
“Why? Because of the rumors? My confinement?” Alden’s
voice rose. “Nothing was ever substantiated. Innuendos and
idle speculation. The press planted theories to sell more
papers. People like you.” He checked his anger, pushing it back
under the surface. “Others influenced them, of course. The
doctors said I needed rest. I suffered from physical and mental
exhaustion. No, I don’t feel guilty about what happened to the
hotel. But I’ll admit it was a surprise to receive the invitation.
Who are the owners, by the way? Do you know?”
The reporter shook his head. “It’s a damned secret. The
management company runs day-to-day business. But the
legal paperwork is vague, a pyramid of companies, mostly
European. Taxes are paid by an anonymous land trust. That’s
all I could dig up–”
“Don’t bother digging. You won’t find anything.” Alden
waved. “It’s not important.”
“But they wanted you here.”
“My presence was demanded.” Alden sat forward. “I just
finished a gallery showing in New York. I have no real home
any more, not in America. I was debating returning to France,
or spending a few months in South America painting frogs
and orchids along the Amazon. I’d gone as far as hiring a
paddleboat with a small crew to ferry me into the jungle.”
“Yet here you are,” the young man said, shaking his head,
incredulous. A trip into the Amazon jungle! Now there was
a place where stories were ripe for the picking. They must
be hanging from the trees like banana bunches. A journalist
could write a big, fat book about it. “Why would you skip a
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trip like that, if you don’t mind me asking? I’d jump at the
chance.”
“Adventure doesn’t require an exotic locale. Only the
proper spirit is needed…”
What the heck did that mean? Well, the young reporter
wasn’t here to argue about foreign travel plans. “Keep talking,
Mr Oakes, I didn’t mean to interrupt you,” he said.
“Not to worry. What’s your name again?”
“Andy. Andy Van Nortwick.”
“Well, Andy, let me ask you a question. How old do you
think I am?”
Glad that the artist’s mood had improved, Andy screwed
one eye shut and appraised his subject. Oakes was slender, his
pale coloring bordering on consumptive, except for a pennysized, raised scar dotting his left cheek. He wore a pencil
mustache. His hair receded in a sandy blond wave curling
back from a high aristocratic forehead. And he dressed strictly
top drawer, a tailored London suit. But his eyes gave it away.
They looked watery and old, crowded by lines of worry,
sleepless nights, and regret. “I’ve never worked at the carnival
or anything, but I’ll guess you’re right about fifty. That’s a nice
round number. Fifty it is.”
“I’m twenty-nine. My birthday was two weeks ago.”
The reporter’s face reddened. “I’m sorry, Mr Oakes. I didn’t
mean any insult to you.”
Alden brought out a gold cigarette case and a banjo pocket
lighter. He offered a smoke to the reporter. Then he lit both
their cigarettes.
“That’s what adventures do to a person, Andy.”
Alden winked and settled back on the sofa. He exhaled
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a plume of smoke into the suite. Andy felt embarrassed.
The Arkham Advertiser reporter kept his eyes glued to his
notepad. He’d been writing for the newspaper for less than a
year. Before that he had been delivering them on his bicycle.
He was eager to be writing any story more momentous than
Mrs O’Reilly’s dog gone missing after chasing the milkman
off her porch. He silently cursed himself for being so raw. A
real dope. He wasn’t like the cynical veteran ink slingers, with
their grimy fingers stuck in every political pie. They wrote
stories as favors or payback. He had no secret agenda. No one
was pulling his strings. Not yet anyway. He only wanted to tell
the truth. When he looked up again, Alden’s expression had
softened toward him.
“It wasn’t easy walking in this place after what happened
to me here the last time,” the painter said. “My heart was
thumping when I checked in at the front desk and got my
key. They’ve got the elevator operator dressed up like a phony
palace guard. So strange. I almost pitied the poor old guy
sitting there on his stool.”
“I saw him too,” Andy said, smiling. “I’ll bet it gets boring
sitting in that box all day, riding up and down.”
“Agreed,” Alden said. “Is it me or do the hotel staff seem
terribly cheerful to you? I wonder how many of them worked
here before the fire. I arrived early to avoid the rush. Most
of the invitation-only gala guests aren’t getting in until this
evening or tonight. As the elevator car rose, I fiddled with my
room key, caressing the brass fob. It’s shaped like the Silver
Gate façade but in miniature. Here, take a look.” Alden slipped
his room key from his pocket, tossing it to Andy.
“It’s heavy,” Andy said, before giving it back.
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“The fire stopped on twelve. The firehoses never reached
this far.” Alden tapped the number on the key. “1481. My
room for tonight. I entered and hooked the chain behind me.
Only smoke invaded 1481 the night of the inferno. Plenty of
it. Sniff about I did, once I locked myself inside. Like a basset
hound following a scent trail I got down on all fours, but
detected nothing more than laundered bed linens and a whiff
of lemon oil wood polish. The new carpet feels different,
spongier than I recall. They’ve repainted. The replacement
color is horribly bland, less rich and creamy than the original.
Your average person wouldn’t notice the difference. But I do.
Demolition might have been a better option. Start over from
scratch. I suppose it all came down to cost. They’ve chosen to
try and cover things up, but the residue is still here, lingering
beneath the surface. Hints and echoes. Before you knocked
on my door, I smelled smoke in the bathroom. I was sure I
smelled it. Fleeting, but distinct, not the scent of cigarettes
but acrid, choking fumes… I investigated but failed to
discover any lasting trace of it, only a bleachy residue rising
from the bathtub. Funny.”
The reporter couldn’t help but take a deep breath.
“You don’t smell anything now, do you, Andy?”
“Not a thing, Mr Oakes.”
“Maybe it’s playing tricks on me,” Alden said. “The hotel,
I mean. Or, maybe, something else….” The painter seemed
lost for a moment, unfocused; his head tilted as if listening
for a muffled, distant sound. But then he returned. “The
furniture appears solid, elegant yet standard: a bed, dresser,
and nightstand. The cozy sofa and chairs, that neat little desk
where you’re sitting writing out my story. My version of the
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events as they transpired… what happened to me…”
“What did happen to you? It was more than a bad fire,
wasn’t it?” Andy’s eyes sparked.
“You’ll make a good reporter someday, Andy. You have the
nose for it, as they say. I wonder if you’ll believe me if I tell you
everything I saw, everything I know is true.”
“Give me a try.” Andy tapped the ash off his cigarette and
licked his dry lips.
“I’ve got a bottle of gin in my bag,” Alden said. He stood up
quickly and moved to the closet. Taking down a red crocodile
suitcase and setting it on the luggage rack, he pulled a small
key from a necklace he wore under his shirt and unlocked the
catches. From the case he unpacked a bottle of bootleg gin, a
shaker, and a pair of glasses. He left the case open. “Hand me
that ice bucket, would you? Thirsty?”
Andy found a full ice bucket sweating on the nightstand.
He brought it to the painter.
“I don’t drink on the job,” he said. “My boss wouldn’t like
me breaking the law.”
“Admirable,” Alden said. “But the martini is for me. Ginger
ales for you are in the desk drawer.” Alden tossed him a bottle
opener. When both men had their cold drinks, they settled
back in their seats. Alden raised his martini for a toast. “What
shall we drink to?”
“Truth?”
Alden shook his head. “Too much responsibility. How
about, my side of things?”
“To your side of things,” Andy said. He sipped his ginger
ale.
Alden took a long swallow of gin. “That’s all I can tell you,
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really. All any of us ever can tell, in the end. Nina would agree.
She’d like you.”
“Who’s Nina?” Andy asked.
“She’s my best friend,” Alden said. “I’ll get to her eventually.
She’s a big part of what this puzzling business is all about. A
writer, too, my Nina, ‘Alden, if you and I don’t tell people
what’s going on, who will?’ she’d say.”
“She sounds like somebody I’d like to meet.”
Alden smiled wistfully. “Nina isn’t here to help us right
now. Words are her strength, mine being colors… pencils
and brushes, paints, canvas. She would’ve been much better
suited to be your source. But you’ve got me instead. Let me
know if you get hungry. We’ll order up room service. Oysters
Rockefeller and shrimp cocktails. Put it on the hotel tab.”
“Swell. I’ve never eaten like a rich man before.”
Alden set his martini down to light another cigarette. He
clicked the lighter dramatically and said, “My curious reporter
friend, I’ll do everything in my power to set things out right.
The dreadful truth of the events as they really occurred, even
the unbelievably scandalous details and most gruesome,
loathsome facts. But you must know that it all started for me
well before that frightful night at the Silver Gate Hotel.”
Andy’s pencil moved mechanically across the blank page,
filling in the lines.
So, Alden began his tale.

CHAPTER TWO
The summer before… well, around two years ago now, I was
watching a hot sun set into a cold glittery sea when I heard
someone calling my name across the beach at Cannes.
“Oakesy!”
Now, my proper name is Wilfred Alden Oakes. But my
father will always be the only Wilfred Oakes, renowned
industrialist and philanthropist, et cetera. Everyone else calls
me Alden. Except for one person. So I knew, before I saw
him stepping through the long shadows stretched out on the
sand, that it was Preston Fairmont walking toward me with a
martini glass gripped in one hand and the other waving as if
he were trying to hail a cab.
“Oakesy! Over here! I can’t believe it’s you. What are you
doing in France?”
I was sitting in a wicker chair beside a small slatted wood
table at a beach café, resting my legs after a day of climbing the
winding cobbled lanes of the old quarter, Le Suquet, in search
of untapped inspiration. Preston grasped the chair across
from me and pulled it free from the beach. A bag containing
123
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my brushes and paints popped out of the seat but did not
spill. Preston removed it from sight. Jubilant and tan, he sat
down, beaming.
“What are you drinking?”
“A rose cocktail,” I said.
“Splendid.”
Preston caught the eye of the waitress. He had a manner
about him that service people always noticed. He exuded
money. The waitress slid another coaster onto my table.
“Voulez-vous quelque chose à boire?”
“I’ll have one of these,” Preston said, pointing to my drink.
The waitress nodded, smiling, but Preston was already
looking away from her at the deep blue waves, the people
lounging on the sand, and lastly, as she departed our company,
at me. Despite my surprise at seeing him, I was instantly
reacquainted with his aloof charm.
“How are you, Preston?” I said.
“Glorious, I’ve spent the day… I don’t know… walking? I
never tire of this place.”
“Staying long?” I tried to sound neutral. It had been a while
since we last talked, and the gap was not entirely by accident.
Preston and I shared a lot of mutual background and friends. I
preferred the illusion that I was unique in the world. He made
that more difficult.
He shook his head. “I leave tomorrow. Sailing in the
morning. That’s why it’s so perfect that I’ve seen you just now.
I’ve been trying to reach you. You are desperately elusive,
Oakesy.”
“I’ve been here all summer,” I said, squinting, shading my
eyes.
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“At the beach? It’s no wonder you haven’t had an exhibition
in ages.”
His comment casually found a way to bruise my pride.
Preston’s cocktail arrived.
I ordered another and requested the check, hoping
to measure our encounter to the most enjoyable length.
“Painting isn’t all getting and spending. Learning the craft
takes time. I’ve grown this year, but finding my own style has
been more difficult than I first anti–”
“Artists throw the best parties,” Preston interrupted. “I’ll
bet you’ve been to a few.”
Preston Fairmont was no amateur about throwing parties.
At college he became a Miskatonic University legend. He’d
started out at the University of Chicago, but his lack of
seriousness as a student caused his parents to want him
closer to home. So, reluctantly, he transferred to MU after a
year. When we roomed together as classmates, he was still
in his hosting infancy and busy establishing himself, keenly
assessing maneuvers in the social terrain. During the Great
War we talked about dropping out to join the navy because we
liked their uniforms. The girls did too, or so we had surmised.
There was something romantic yet viscerally tangible about
the sea. It’s the same reason I’ve always enjoyed painting in
seaside locations. Well, neither of us volunteered to fight, and
the war ended the autumn following our graduation. By then
Preston was a connoisseur of the party scene and a host of
epic renown. I dabbled on the periphery of such events, more
comfortable spending my time slapping paint on canvasses in
a studio or lugging an easel around outdoors.
“Why were you trying to contact me?” I asked.
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“I’m embarrassed to say.”
“Impossible,” I said. Preston had an innate confidence bred
into him. “I’ve never known you to feel that emotion.”
“You’ll see when I tell you why.”
“Go on.”
“I’m getting married.” Preston smiled sheepishly.
“Congratulations! That’s nothing to be flustered about.
Cheers!”
I genuinely felt happy for the old boy, but the joyous surge
was quickly throttled.
“To Minnie Devane,” Preston added.
The empty glass squirted out of my fingers, tumbling off
the table into the sand. Luckily its replacement was due any
second. So here was the sticking point. Minnie Devane had
been my on-again, off-again college girlfriend, my fiancée and
ex-fiancée, my inspiration, the first woman I ever thought I
loved. Now, I could write a book about Minnie, but if I did,
I’d have to burn it before I was arrested for violating the
Comstock Laws. Not that Minnie herself was obscene. See,
she was like a piece of broken mirror. Small and shiny, and
if you weren’t careful she’d leave you bleeding. She reflected
back places in yourself that were better left unexamined. I
fell for Minnie because she had a smart, sassy way of talking
and a wild, fast, shimmery way of whipping herself around a
room so that everybody felt charged up. She was all heat and
energy.
Sometimes that energy exploded. And people got hurt.
“You and Minnie?” It seemed so impossible, and then, even
worse, so obvious.
I picked up the glass and dusted it off.
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“Ain’t it grand?” Preston said. His forehead beaded with
sweat. Dark patches stained his shirtfront. He kept folding
and unfolding his arms. His hands were like a pair of birds
he was trying to keep from flying away. I noticed his color
draining off, like a man about to faint. Was he that nervous
about telling me? I hadn’t thought my opinion mattered to
Preston.
“When’s the big day?”
“Oh, not until next summer. I’ve got… We have a year to
plan,” he said.
The shock of the news still reverberated, of course. I nearly
felt concussed. But I was having a hard time coming up with a
good reason to object or even to feel bad. I liked Preston. And
I liked Minnie. Why shouldn’t I be happy for them?
“I don’t know if you’re looking for it, Preston, but you have
my blessing,” I said.
The more I thought about them as a couple, the more I
saw how they fit better than Minnie and I ever did. I was too
solitary to match their robustly sociable personalities.
Preston and Minnie. Linking them up like that would take
time to get used to.
“Oakesy, that’s real swell of you. I’m relieved.” He didn’t
look relieved. He was scratching his shoes back and forth
under the table, peeking occasionally to witness the progress
of his dig. He looked worse than when he dropped the big
wedding bomb on me. Was there something else? “You’re a
champ. We hoped you wouldn’t be too sore.”
“I’m glad you found each other. Honestly, I think I really
frustrated Minnie. The lonely artist, I guess, living inside his
own head. In an imaginary world. ‘But it’s always raining in
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your world,’ she’d say. ‘That’s the trouble.’ Maybe I was just
too peculiar for her.”
“That’s what she told me.”
Did she now?
Frankly, Preston and Minnie were the kind of people who
typically did as they pleased. If they were inconvenienced,
they might try to patch things up to see that things would go
smoother for them. But they were hardly the type to lie awake
at night wondering about the impact their actions had on
bystanders. I felt sort of honored in a weird way.
“Minnie and I are hoping dearly that you’ll come to the
wedding. It’s in Arkham.”
The unexpected invite dizzied me. Certainly, I might get
used to the idea of my old flame marrying a college buddy of
mine, but did I want to be there to see it happening?
Preston glanced past me over my shoulder. The corner of
his mouth twitched in an anxious half-smile. I turned to see
what he was looking at. It was a woman in a floppy sun hat
with a pink ribbon. Either because Preston had been staring,
or because I turned abruptly, she concealed herself, lowering
the hat’s wide brim to avoid our further attention.
He reached over the table and grabbed my wrist. His look
was pleading. I felt sorry for him.
“Please say you’ll be there,” he said. Why was he acting so
desperate?
“I’ll come to the wedding.” I had time to adjust, and he
wanted me there so badly.
His face stretched in an elastic, white grin. “That’s terrific!
They will be so happy!”
“They? Who are they?” I asked, confused.
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Preston paused, then shrugged. “It’s just Minnie and me.
No one else.”
“Now what about that woman sitting behind me? With the
sun hat?” I thumped his shoulder. “I saw you smiling at her.”
Here I wagged my finger. “Minnie will expect your complete
attention and strictest devotion, if you haven’t discovered that
already.”
Preston swallowed dryly. “Well, she’s the only one for me.”
“Good man! Come next summer, you shall worship the
goddess Minnie!” I joked.
“Ha!” His loud exclamation startled the beachgoers around
us.
The waitress finally came with our drinks. After I signed
the check, I pretended to drop my pen accidently so I could
get a second, better look at the woman in the floppy hat. But
she was gone.
While I was bending over, I happened to glance under the
table. During our conversation, Preston had slipped off one
of his white bucks and drawn something in the sand with his
toe. A cup-like shape balanced on a triangle. Inside it were two
ovals. Next to the cup, and less distinguishable, he’d scratched
a three-pronged fork.
How truly bizarre, I thought.
As I tried to make sense of the upside-down symbols,
Preston dragged his foot through the sand, obliterating them.
Initially he’d come on so very Preston, but now I was noticing
his unease. Perhaps this impending marriage really did shake
his pillars. Minnie had that effect on some people.
“When are you planning to head back to Arkham?” Preston
asked me as I sat up.
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“I have no formal plans. I’ll be in France for a short while. I
was hoping to make a trip along the Spanish coast. My mother
wants me home for Christmas. Why do you ask?”
“Minnie and I are throwing an engagement party. No date
yet. Probably at my parents’ house in French Hill, or maybe at
the Lodge. We’d like you there. We have a lot of new friends
who’ll be attending the wedding. You need to meet them
first. Fascinating crowd. Bohemian types, right up your alley.
Arkham has a vibrant art scene these days, or so Minnie tells
me.”
“That sounds intriguing,” I said. Since when did bohemians
flock to Arkham? “What kind of arts do they practice?”
Preston’s skin turned a clammy gray. No longer the tanned
picture of good health, he gulped his drink and began sucking
on the ice. I worried he was suddenly feeling unwell.
“Are you all right, chum?”
“One too many escargots last night, I’m afraid,” he said,
wiping his damp forehead.
“And a few too many bottles of bubbly to chase them?”
Preston smiled. “You know me, old friend.”
I thought I did.
He asked me to consider a return to Arkham in the fall. He
and Minnie needed to start planning for their wedding bash.
And weren’t the fall trees beautifully colorful around our New
England town? Couldn’t I find something worth painting
closer to my birthplace?
“In any case, get yourself home before all the leaves are
gone,” he said.
“I’ll try my best.”
My answer seemed less than satisfactory to him, but we
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shook hands (his felt like a cold thing washed up on the
beach) and said au revoir.
Our waitress swung by, and I ordered an absinthe.
My nerves felt jangly, my inner wiring frayed. For no real
reason, my senses felt as if they were set on high alert. It was
as if I were living on only coffee and cigarettes.
The water flashed with intricate, metallic-seeming patterns.
I noticed one sailing yacht anchored out in the bay, closer to
the beach than any of the others. She wasn’t the biggest. Her
slim white lines lay just above the water like a bobbing shard
of ice.
Quickly, on an impulse, I grabbed a pencil and pad and
began to sketch her.
Out onto her foredeck stepped a figure visible only in
silhouette. Sexless, ageless, viewed at this distance and in the
failing light, it might have been any person on the planet. I
knew not what drew my eye to it. But I could not look away.
The figure glided along the yacht’s length. It must have been
a sailor carrying ropes, I told myself. Long tendrils looped
from the central body and were cast off into the sea. The
figure appeared to vibrate. Trick of perspective. The water’s
reflection was at play with the abundant shadows. My mouth
felt dry, tasted of salt. A ripple of nausea passed through me
like a sound wave traveling from the middle of the bay. My
hand trembled as I traced long, unbroken lines onto the
paper, attempting to capture the oddity I saw.
The horizon divided into layers: dark blue, indigo, purple,
violet, and smoked gray.
The Bay of Cannes became a sheet of glass.
Those ropes, if they were ropes, retracted. The figure
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elongated, growing taller by half. This sailor, or fisherman,
this distortion of a human form also wore something on its
head.
Huge spikes, in the fashion of a crown, a dark cluster of
bayonet-like appendages.
That’s what they looked like, anyway.
Then the light changed, and soft black fuzz seemed to
sprout from the air itself. The yacht became a normal sailing
vessel at anchor among dozens of others.
I saw no one onboard.
Night had arrived. I looked around me as if I had been
sleeping and wakened in my chair. The corrugated sea came
alive once more with twinkling lights mirrored from the cafés
and hotels ringing the shoreline. People were talking, sipping
aperitifs or cups of coffee.
Normal.
Whatever peculiarity had passed briefly over the bay
vanished.
I contemplated the spot where Preston had been talking
to me less than an hour ago. He might have been a mirage,
a conjuration, a product of my imagination animated in a
dream. I picked up my bag from the sand, then stood to put
away my sketchpad. I swayed, feeling lightheaded. Was it the
liquor? The onset of a fever?
Too long in the sun, I concluded.
I walked back to my hotel in a daze. Falling on my bed, I
didn’t even bother to undress but slept straight though until
morning. I woke instantly at daybreak. The room smelled
stuffy, but I felt revived, energized. I might’ve looked like hell,
but, boy oh boy, was I humming. After my breakfast I told
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the hotel manager I wished to settle the bill. The idea came
to me that I must leave Cannes at once. I had no obligations
but to myself, so I followed this unexplained urge, curiously
compelled to see where it might lead me. I bought a map
of Spain and arranged to rent a car. I gave myself through
the month of August to prepare for my return to Arkham.
If someone had suggested to me, when I went down to the
beachfront for a drink by the sea, that I was going be altering
my plans and heading circuitously back to the USA early, well,
I just might have believed them. But if they had told me that
the reason would be a wedding invitation from Preston and
Minnie, I would have laughed in their face.
Clearly, I might have said no and stayed in France.
Sometimes I’ve wondered what my life would have been like
if I had. Would I be where I am today? And the rumors that
inevitably follow me, what would it be like to live without
hearing them? The horrible deaths, everything we saw at the
Silver Gate event that night, everything that emerged in the
unwholesome chaos…
But such thinking is beyond pointless.
I said, “Yes.”
And nothing that followed will ever be changed.

CHAPTER THREE
I drove along the coast, saying goodbye to France mile by
mile. I had little in the way of luggage, and art supplies took
up most of the space in my sleek yellow Renault. I drove
dangerously. I never was a particularly good driver and have
no sense of direction.
Somewhere between Toulon and Marseilles my map flew
out the window and the mountain winds kited it into a ravine.
How could I get lost? I kept the ocean to my left and drove on,
snaking my way through the stony massifs until it got dark.
I looked for a place to get a hot meal and a soft bed for the
night. There were no villages to be seen. My eyes burned with
fatigue. I considered pulling over to catch forty winks, but
the back roads were far too narrow. I didn’t want to wake up
pasted to the grille of a speeding delivery truck.
To occupy myself I entertained thoughts of Arkham.
Why had I left? What had I missed? How would the city
look when I got back?
I was born in Arkham. My family was rich and socially
prominent, although my parents were getting older and
134
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Wilfred, my father, had turned over much of his company’s
management to his younger associates. He made most of
his money in metallurgy and chemicals. I never understood
the specifics of what his Northside factories produced, nor
did I care to learn more. Father’s life appeared unbearably
dull to me. He ranked the arts somewhere below sports and
marginally above children’s games. I knew the war had been
good for the company, good for my family, as horrible as that
sounds. My mother, Pearl, had her charity work. She wasn’t
overly concerned with helping actual people. Her causes
leaned more toward public places like parks and museums.
I don’t fault her too much. I am certain my passion for
painting was born out of wandering bored one evening into
an exhibition hall during a fundraising dinner. The paintings
leapt out at me! Such colors! I really saw them for the first
time, and I trembled. It was like a religious epiphany without
any religion. Or, I suppose, my god was art. In that instant I
decided the direction of my life. I must do this, I thought with
a zealot’s clarity. I will make beautiful things. I wanted my
work to hang in museums. I wanted people, like my mother
and her friends, to organize fundraisers to hang pictures I
would someday paint and, in return, I’d help people escape
their dreary, tedious lives. Conveniently, I’d discovered a way
out of the suffocating future that lay ahead of me.
Visions of Arkham flooded my brain for the remainder of
my drive, and before I knew it, the world turned blue, then
golden, and finally, an almost blindingly sunny white.
I was not seeking out any singular or heightened experiences
in Spain. I wanted simply to relax. I settled in a rooming house
at the center of a fishing village like many others that exist
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along the coast. I visited churches and strolled the steep,
winding streets, lost in a maze of picturesque dwellings. Like
much of the Mediterranean, the buildings I passed were
whitewashed with red tiled roofs and tall windows shuttered
against the sun’s rays during the hottest hours of the day. Cats
of every stripe and color napped in the shadows and eyed me
with lazy indifference. I moved more slowly and felt myself
adjusting to my old roommate’s unexpected announcement
of what was certain to be Arkham’s social event of the year.
I warmed to the idea of seeing Minnie and Preston together,
and attending their fabulous parties. It would be good to go
home again.
Although I was obviously a foreigner the villagers did not
stare at me, but neither did they ignore my presence. When
engaged they were uncommonly polite. I ate my meals in
restaurants, devouring bread, olives, and plates of various
small, oily fish, guzzling bowls of gazpacho, often imbibing a
glass of Andalusian sherry before slouching off to a soft bed.
My condition became one of blissful isolation. Language was
like a cage I carried with me everywhere I went. I spoke no
Spanish. No one I met spoke English. But I discovered that
a mix of French and pantomime was all I needed to get my
meaning across.
I completed more paintings there than I had in three
months at Cannes.
While they were good, they lacked something almost
palpable, as if the real subject had wandered away just before I
started to paint. Haunted by absences. I put them away.
Preston was accurate when he alluded to my lack of artistic
progress. It was true. I hadn’t had an exhibition in ages. I had
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reached a point of stagnancy, a sluggish creative limbo where
my talent and I sat together like a stale married couple who
lacked the energy to argue. The truth about my artistic gift is
that if I had been born a little better or a little worse, then my
life might have been easier. I was never going to be one of those
artists who sit in tattered overcoats selling their paintings
at weekends on the street in the South Shore of Kingsport.
I had no hustle, no salesmanship. I was born rich, so there
was always money. Slumming seemed false. My skills revealed
a mastery of technique. What I lacked, and what I desired,
was originality. I was a copier, an imitator of the painters who
came before me with superior vision. I felt like a fraud. I had
concluded that the malady I suffered from was an absence of
inspiring subjects to paint. Determined, I left Arkham bound
for Europe. Once there, I was drowning in history, museums,
and galleries, cloyingly surrounded by other artists doing the
same thing I was. What new contribution might Alden Oakes
possibly make? Where was my vision? It was a self-pitying
view, I know, and like all self-pity it quickly grew tiresome.
Even to me.
So I brooded.
I painted realistic representations of fields, forests, and
seashores. Though technically excellent, my work was hollow.
I hated each of them, piling the canvases in the corner of a
shed I rented from a peasant farmer, only to find later that
it had a leaky roof and the paintings I stored there were
ruined. There seemed no rush to produce more. I avoided
the company of other artists and found myself forsaking the
smoky coffeehouses and noisy, cheap cafés. Preston was right
about the parties, but I didn’t go any more. Still, I held out one
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last hope of discovering an ideal subject that would unlock
my inner potential. The world would have to pay attention.
Finally, they would see that I had something unique and
powerfully beautiful to contribute to the world.
Such were my daydreams.
One day I decided to leave the village and venture south to
Barcelona.
Did I ever get to Barcelona?
I don’t think so. I know that sounds peculiar, but I’ve
mentioned my horrible sense of direction. I might have
reached the lesser known outskirts of the city, or gotten myself
sidetracked into an oddly secluded neighborhood. I saw no
La Rambla, no Gothic Quarter, or Basilica de La Sagrada
Familia, in fact no famous landmarks at all. It occurred to
me that I might have mistakenly paid a visit to a completely
different town. The architecture had an overcrowded
ramshackle quality, not at all what I anticipated seeing. I had
gone to the place where I expected Barcelona to be. But no
signpost told me definitively whether I ever arrived there. The
streets through which I drove had the industrial character of
a metropolis. One bizarre thing was this: whichever road I
took, I always sensed I was driving downhill. Even when I
attempted to backtrack, the Renault pitched downward as if I
were trapped in a funnel.
I saw lots of soldiers.
They marched past me in groups, or they lingered in pairs.
I never spotted one out walking alone. Their uniforms were
tannish yellow, and they wore soft peaked patrol caps with
maroon armbands. I couldn’t tell how the civilians felt about
them, but they made me nervous with their blank expressions
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and casually thuggish attitude. I looked for a friendly,
clean-looking hotel. Everywhere I stopped I was told, “No
vacancies.” When I asked for recommendations, the clerks
indicated there were no rooms to be had in the city.
I parked in front of a bank, thinking I might go inside to
exchange some francs and ask the teller to recommend a hotel.
I’d enquire offhandedly if this branch was indeed in Barcelona
proper. I never had a chance; when I tried the doors, I found
them locked.
I cupped my hands to the window.
Deserted, lights out. Nobody home.
It was a weekday. I was sure about that when I left the
fishing village.
I lit a smoke and took a stroll. Noting the particularities
of the street, I made sure I’d be able to find my car when I
returned. Three roads met, forming six corners. A starshaped island with a dry fountain occupied the center of the
intersection.
I went up for a closer look.
Under a layer of foul green water, coins filled the fountain.
Curious, I rolled up my sleeve, dipped my arm into the basin,
and scooped up a handful of coins. A film of yellow slime
covered the coins, which were unpleasantly warm, like little
fingertips grazing my palm. I scraped away a bit of scum with
my thumbnail. I’d never seen such strange currency. If these
were pesetas, they must have been very old indeed. The coins
lacked any numbers whatsoever. The symbols found there
were worn smooth and difficult to recognize, but they depicted
mythological beasts unfamiliar to me. I dropped them back
into the filthy water. Perhaps it was a local custom to make
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wishes and toss these peculiar old coins. This fountain had a
statue in it at some point; now it was missing. Only the empty
pedestal remained. Gazing outward from the font, I surveyed
my directional choices.
“Eeny, meeny, miny, moe…”
I picked one of the six streets and started walking.
No shops were open for business. I saw few people. When
I passed them, they looked away. With regularity along the
avenue there appeared large, dangerous, open holes in the
pavement; the air wafting out of these pits smelled of sewage.
Puzzled and alarmed, I wondered why they were not covered,
reminding myself to use caution on my return journey.
Multiple stairways leading underground offered another
clue that I had reached a city center of some size. I assumed
they connected to an electrified subway. I knew of no
catacombs in this region. But the station entrances bore no
names that I could find. The only things differentiating one
stairway from another were primitive-looking symbols carved
into wooden panels above their subterranean thresholds.
Upon closer inspection these hackings seemed to be graffiti,
the handiwork of an artistic hooligan with a pocketknife.
They reminded me of an exhibit of ancient druidic runes I’d
seen once at the Miskatonic Museum.
Locked iron gates were drawn across the stairways.
If they were used for transport they, like the banks, were
closed.
The deeper into the neighborhood I explored, the more I
noticed the buildings around me falling into obvious stages
of disrepair, their architecture looking less structurally sound.
Fissures creeping along the buildings’ foundations and
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cracks in their facades had me speculating that the city had
experienced a recent earthquake.
The entire scene spoke of disintegration. This could not be
Barcelona!
I had arrived during the early evening, and now, a couple
of hours later, the sun plunged in the west. Light cut through
the alleyways like gold bayonets. I turned at an intersection,
always checking behind me to remember a key detail or two.
For example, up there was a headless manikin dressed in a
red cardigan, leaning forward against a dusty second floor
window. Here, glass blocks frame the etched word Farmacia
over a doorway. Farther on, rows of brown boots are standing
to attention on a rack inside a cobbler’s dimly humble shop. I
planned to follow this trail of breadcrumbs back through the
urban forest.
Crimson streaked the bruised sky whose unraveling
bandages were merely clouds.
I heard voices, many voices, talking excitedly.
So I followed their sound.
Crack!
A gunshot?
I froze.
Then a volley of loud explosions. A scream. People
laughing.
A woman in a black and white ruffled dress ran diagonally
across the street ahead of me. She glanced over her shoulder,
smiling, I thought at me, but then a young man with curly
black hair and a guitar on his back emerged, chasing after
her.
I tailed them to a plaza.
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Here were the dwellers of the neighborhood. Long tables
and kitchen chairs ringed the plaza and branched down
the intersecting streets. In the center of the plaza towered
a pyramid of old furniture, wood scraps, and even an old,
peeling door. Families sat around the tables drinking wine
and eating. Children ran everywhere. A man touched a fat
cigar to a fuse in his fist and tossed the firework high in the air
near the pyramid.
Crack!
The children screamed, laughing, and ran away.
It was a summer festival. I had heard about them from
associates in France. It was common to see midsummer
bonfires around the solstice throughout Europe, dating back
to medieval times or, perhaps, earlier. Many had their roots in
ancient pagan rituals. Harmless, good-natured fun said to be
effective in repelling evil spirits. Who but the bitterest killjoy
could argue against burning pyres and drinking through the
night with friends until dawn?
I must’ve stumbled upon a local custom, I thought. Before
I could question it further, the young woman in the black
and white ruffled dress offered me a glass of sangria, which I
accepted, as her beau whisked her away to listen to him play
his guitar in the shadow of the pyramid. I noticed the soldiers
mingling with the civilians. It seemed they came from these
families. The resemblances between them were undeniable.
So any worries I had about civil unrest died there, as I sipped
my sangria and smoked, wishing I’d brought a sketchpad and
my pencils. Someone offered me a chair. As I sat down, I
discovered my glass being refilled. Such hospitality! Waiting
for night to fall and the festivities to begin… that is when I
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first heard mention of the name Juan Hugo Balthazarr. Oh,
I didn’t hear it strung together like that, but in whispers, an
insectile buzz that infected the crowd. “Balthazarr, Balthazarr,
Balthazzzaaarrr….”
Could they be speaking of the most shocking living painter
in the world?
No, I told myself. It must be a common name in these parts.
Yet I wondered…
Juan Hugo Balthazarr was a Spaniard, born in Barcelona.
He was rumored to live there still, inside the walled,
crumbling ruins of a Gothic monastery. As I looked around, I
convinced myself some of these people at the tables might be
his relatives. But no, it couldn’t be.
Could it?
Balthazarr was acknowledged, most notably and
boisterously by himself, as a genius destined to save the
twentieth century from irrelevant art. Renowned as a
relentless experimenter, he drew, painted, and sculpted with
incredible energy and stamina, often said to spend days, or
even weeks, without sleep in order to complete one of his
outrageously fantastical visions. Critics either hailed his
works as revolutionary or vehemently despised them, but
all agreed his creations were as breathtaking as they were
indescribable. Yes, there was something of Goya in them, and
of those medieval painters who conjured torturous scenes in
Hell. But Balthazarr’s influences remained hard to pin down.
Gustave Doré’s woodcuts and engravings. The Dadaists
and Cubism, of course. Currently, he was a major force in
the Surrealist movement. But he was always his own artist.
Incomparable, prolific, and a young man, barely older than I
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was. How I envied him! If only I could harness the talent I felt
I had within me, if only I might push it into the world with
such confidence, style, and gusto.
People were turning their chairs to stare down one of the
streets.
I looked too.
I had seen only one photo of Balthazarr who, despite his
growing worldwide fame, disliked having his picture taken.
He was tall and well-known for his athletic physique and long
forked beard. I glanced over the heads of the festivalgoers but
saw no one resembling Balthazarr. What a shame! If there was
one artist in the world whom I admired, it was him.
They said he painted portraits of his darkest dreams. He
possessed a perfect memory of everything that ever happened
to him, both awake and asleep. Some claimed he was a seer.
Others derided him as the Devil incarnate.
I met a man in Paris, an English muralist, who swore
Balthazarr kept him hypnotized for three whole days.
Eventually he woke from his trance standing naked on
the ledge outside a Moroccan hotel room window with a
scorpion in one hand and a bag of semiprecious gemstones in
the other. He dropped the scorpion and traded the gems for
money to buy a ticket back to London. When I asked him if
he held a grudge against the painter he laughed, saying it was
the best weekend he couldn’t remember in his life. Then he
told me that Balthazarr still followed him.
“How do mean ‘follow’?” I said.
“Oh, I see him, usually in reflections. Mirrors or windows,
the surface of a pond. Never straight on, mind you. Always
behind me, he lingers. That beard, and those eyes! When I
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turn, he’s gone. I don’t think he’s menacing me. He’s keeping
me company. I only wish he’d stay.”
I thought of no reply at the time.
The muralist seemed a bit mad. He had taut, unhealthy
yellowed skin, and I noticed he wore two different shoes. One
brown, the other black. His fingernails were overgrown and
stained from nibbling red pistachios which he kept in every
pocket of his jacket and trousers. I heard later that he’d been
found drowned in the Seine. But I don’t know if that was true.
He might’ve gone home to England. He was quite a character.
The kind you might believe anything about if someone told
you. Anyway, he insisted that Balthazarr was a mesmerist and
he could, if he chose to do so, bring a roomful of people under
his power without them knowing it. Part of me loved every
wild detail, and didn’t care if they really happened or not.
The sound of drums echoed from one of the narrower
streets, growing louder. People rose from their chairs and
formed a circle in the plaza around the pyramid of items
to be burned in the bonfire. I went with them. The noise
was deafening as the drummers entered the plaza. They
wore rustic costumes. Though simple, they were effectively
frightening, a combination of hooded robes and masks made
from human hair, dyed red yarn, and grotesquely painted
smears of silver, copper, and gold on rough, blackened wood.
It was surprisingly easy to believe that instead of people, the
drummers were subterranean goblins. The sort of creatures
that might’ve lived down wherever those iron-gated stairways
led! They must’ve worn stuffed gloves to make their fingers
appear so crookedly misshapen.
The crowd cheered and clapped.
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Round and round the drummers circled the pyramid.
Finally, a tall figure in a silvery robe emerged holding a
torch.
“Balthazarr! Balthazarr! Balthazarr!” the crowd chanted.
Caught up in the spirit of things, I joined them. A group
rushed in from the rear, blocking my view. Feeling annoyed,
I shouldered my way through the throng. “Excuse me. I’d like
to see,” I said, in English and to no effect. They refused to step
aside. I pushed harder, not caring.
“I want to see Balthazarr! Let me see!”
Finally, I broke through to the front.
There was no way of telling who the tall figure really was,
because over its head it wore the most startling full-head mask,
fashioned like a black sunburst. Each of the daggerlike rays
sparkled silver, as if dipped in stardust. The face was roundcheeked and grim, its mouth and eyes thin slits through
which the wearer could observe without their identity being
revealed. My pulse quickened. Deep interest and anxiety
mixed in my blood.
The mask must have weighed an absolute ton. Yet the
wearer bore it naturally without a sign of physical strain or
restriction.
The robe, I realized, was composed of small mirrors, each
no bigger than a playing card, and shards of broken glass
secured with wire twists sewn onto a background of dark
material. They flashed as the tall figure turned, bending at the
waist and touching its torch to the base of the pyramid. The
wood pile had to have been soaked in gasoline. That was the
only logical explanation for the roar and explosion of flames
that climbed higher than any of the buildings in the little street
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plaza. The tall figure tossed its torch into the conflagration.
The heat caused me to back up and shield my face.
But the other revelers drew nearer.
I don’t know how they stood so close.
I felt my skin tighten as it does after a bad sunburn. The
drummers marched and banged their instruments louder
than before. The crowd swayed and began a chant in a tongue
I did not recognize, but it certainly wasn’t Spanish.
“Ebuma chtenff! Gnaiih goka gotha gof’nn! Fm’latgh grah’n
ftaghu grah’n!”
Over and over they repeated… I dare not call them words,
but these gross utterances.
“Balthazarr! Hafh’drn!” someone cried out.
The tall mirrored figure lifted its arms.
I do not know if I am particularly sensitive to heat. Never
had I noticed any delicacy in my skin or nerves. Yet, in this
plaza, at this moment, I became terrified that I might begin
to burn. That my flesh might melt, sliding off my bones. It
sounds ridiculous, but the pain transfixed me. My spine felt
as though it were hardening, the fluid inside converting to
steam. My marrow bubbled. My panicked brain kicked like a
lobster dropped into a pot of boiling water.
Did I hear my bones snapping? Or was it the sound of
firecrackers?
Firecrackers, it must be. I watched a belt of them writhe
on the plaza floor. A second team of performers entered the
circle around the flaming pyramid. This group was nimbler
than the drummers. They frolicked and skipped, running up
to the crowd and touching them. Why did it make my stomach
lurch to see this? The nimble goblins brandished spinning
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sparklers held aloft on long pikes. As they approached me, I
saw the ends of the pikes were three-pronged forks like the
one Preston scratched with his toe in the sand under the
table. White-sparking wheels spun on the tips of the prongs. I
could not move or look away.
A goblin pushed a wheeled cart to the tall figure who
stooped, picking something up.
Two puppets?
They had to be puppets, or large floppy dolls. The first was
dressed as an adult man and the other as a woman. What
unwholesome effigies!
The curly-haired guitar player strummed his guitar. The
young woman with the ruffled black and white dress danced,
not in any traditional way, but as if she were possessed.
The tall figure raised the puppets. A man’s deep voice spoke
through the mask.
“Ebuma chtenff! Gnaiih goka gotha gof’nn! Fm’latgh grah’n
ftaghu grah’n!”
The crowd squeezed closer to the flames. Someone shoved
me ahead. I tried to protest, but my throat was paralyzed. The
guitar player thrashed the strings. The dancer flung herself to
the ground, and then it was like an invisible hand jerked her
body up again.
On the edge of the flaming pyre, I saw a painting propped
in the flames.
The crowd pushed me in farther. The temperature was
unbearable.
It was a painting of a city…
I strained to see the painting better. But flames licked over
it. The canvas burned.
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The tall figure, whose mirrors repeated images of the
inferno, lifted the man puppet and the woman puppet…
was one of them wailing? He muttered in that awful tonguedefying language. The intense heat must have made those
puppets wiggle and worm.
“Lw’nafh. Lw’nafh. Yuyu-Va’bdaa!”
He spit the final words from his mouth and cast the puppets
onto the pyre. His heavy mask slipped. Under it, I thought I
saw the end of a long, forked beard.
He put the mask back in place.
“Yuyu-Va’bdaa! Yuyu-Va’bdaa!” the crowd shouted.
Facing them now, his resonant voice boomed out like an
almighty drum.
“YUYU-VA’BDAA!”
They pushed me closer. I breathed in the harsh smoke from
the pyre.
Then all was blackness.
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A thrilling epic fantasy adventure in the
astonishing realm of Legend of the Five Rings,
as two rival clans join forces to investigate a
lethal supernatural mystery.

Chaos has broken out in the isolated Dragon Clan
settlement of Seibo Mura. During the full moon,
horrifying creatures rampage through the village,
unleashing havoc and death. When the Dragon samurai
Agasha no Isao Ryōtora is sent to investigate, he faces
even greater danger than expected. To save the village,
he must confront his buried past – not to mention an
unexpected Phoenix Clan visitor, Asako Sekken, who
has his own secrets to hide. The quest to save Seibo Mura
will take the two samurai into the depths of forgotten
history and the shifting terrain of the Spirit Realms…
and bring them face to face with an ancient, terrifying
evil.

CHAPTER ONE
The road to Seibo Mura was steep, and barely deserved the
name. Every half-mile or so, Ryōtora’s pony heaved a great
sigh, as if to remind her rider that she was working extremely
hard and surely deserved a rest. After he patted her on the
neck, she would saunter inconspicuously in the direction of
the nearest edible greenery, until he clicked his tongue and
tugged at the reins, nudging her back on course.
At least she was more talkative than the two ashigaru
escorting him. One trudged along in front, the other behind,
and even after five days on the road, Ryōtora had difficulty
telling them apart. One was named Ishi and the other Tarō,
but they had the same square jaws, the same thinning hair,
the same look of being weathered by sun and wind and snow
until they were as hard as the stone around them. He’d made
one attempt to engage them in conversation the first morning
they set out, but the sheer stiff awkwardness of his own
pleasantries made him want to crawl into the nearest gully
and hide. Before long, he gave up.
He never found it easy to talk to peasants. Not on a normal
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day, and even less so now, on his way to Seibo Mura.
His way back to Seibo Mura.
The pony’s sighs abated as she devoted all her attention
to picking her way down a rocky decline that looked more
like a runoff than a road. Ishi – unless it was Tarō – leapt
from one footing to the next as nimbly as a goat, keeping
clear in case the pony should suddenly fall. That image made
Ryōtora shudder, and at the next opportunity he reined her
in and dismounted. Tarō – unless it was Ishi – took the reins,
and Ryōtora followed the pony and two peasants on foot,
swallowing an undignified curse when a stone turned under
his foot and wrenched his ankle.
At the bottom of the slope, one ashigaru held the reins
while Ryōtora remounted. The other said, “Would my lord
like to press onward, or find a campsite for the night?”
Ryōtora was no delicate lowland flower. His duties took
him through the hinterlands of the Dragon Clan’s provinces,
from one peasant village to the next. But for the last two days
there had been no villages at all, and so they’d had to sleep
rough. Even at the height of summer, that wasn’t a comfortable
option – especially when the clouds above the higher peaks
told Ryōtora a storm was building there.
“Press on,” he said at last, hoping he wouldn’t regret it. “We
should be able to make Seibo Mura by nightfall.”
If the road had been in anything like good repair, they
would have. But it was poorly enough maintained that
Ryōtora mistook a level stretch of ground for the real path,
and didn’t realize his error until they’d spent precious
daylight traveling in the wrong direction. And as they retraced
their steps, the storm caught them.
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He hunched his shoulders beneath his straw cloak, trying
not to read an omen into this ill luck. But everything about
this journey felt cursed, and had from the start. If only I hadn’t
been in Heibeisu when the message came…
He wiped water from the tip of his nose and tried to banish
such thoughts. This was his duty, and Regret was one of the
Three Sins. If it was the will of the Fortunes that he return to
Seibo Mura, then so be it.
The clouds and the high wall of the mountains meant the
light faded fast, and the moon was too close to new to be in
the sky. Ryōtora would have given up on reaching the village
and just made camp, but no suitable location offered itself. He
dismounted again to lead the pony, letting her set the pace as
she carefully chose her footing in the increasing gloom, and
tried to be grateful that at least the chill of the rain was easing
the throb in his twisted ankle. If they didn’t find shelter soon,
they would have no choice but to stop where they were, and
at least wait for the rain to pass.
At last the ground leveled out. And not too far away,
Ryōtora thought he saw lights glimmering.
Spirit lights? he wondered. Such things liked to lead travelers
astray – or over cliffs. But he felt like they had reached a valley
floor, and these had the warm glow of true flame.
Without warning, one of his ashigaru shucked his pack
and readied his spear with a speed that made the pony sidle.
A moment later a voice came from the trees: “Stop! Name
yourself!”
Ryōtora swallowed the rapid beating of his pulse. With his
thoughts on spirits, and the tale he’d heard in Heibeisu… but
the voice was young, and heavily laden with the thick accent
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of the north. Though it did its best, it didn’t quite succeed at
sounding fierce. A sentry, he realized. And a determined one, to
be out in this weather.
He raised his chin, showing his face as best as he could in
the murk. “I am Agasha no Isao Ryōtora, sent from Heibeisu in
response to your message. These two ashigaru accompanying
me are Ishi and Tarō.” He silently promised the Fortunes that
he would learn to tell them apart.
His words produced a brief silence. Then a rustling,
followed by a thump as the sentry dropped out of a nearby
hemlock. Ryōtora couldn’t see much, but now that the voice
wasn’t raised in strident challenge, it sounded female. “Just
you?”
“And two ashigaru,” Ryōtora said – though how much use
they would be, he couldn’t guess. It depended on what was
happening in Seibo Mura.
She stood quietly for a moment. When she spoke again,
she sounded discouraged. “I’ll take you to Ogano’s house.”
“You don’t need to stay here and keep watch?”
“No,” she said, her tone going flatter still. “I was looking out
for you, not the monsters.”
Even in the dark and the rain, Ryōtora could see the damage.
The light cast from a few houses picked out the silhouette
of a burned building, jagged timbers still pointing accusations
at the sky. Ryōtora’s guide, muttering a brief warning, led him
around the edge of a pit torn into the ground. Rough-hewn
beams propped up the roof of another house whose side wall
had been ripped away.
She brought him to what he suspected was the largest house
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in the village. It spilled light from the edges of the shuttered
windows along the raised veranda, as if the owner didn’t care
about saving lamp oil for the winter. As if he didn’t expect to
still be here when that season came.
When Ryōtora’s guide knocked at the door, no one opened
it. Through the steady patter of the rain, though, he thought
he could make out a sudden flutter of voices inside. His guide
knocked again, and after a moment a nervous-sounding man
shouted, “Who is it?”
“Rin,” the girl said. “With a samurai from down south.”
The voice got closer, but the door still didn’t open. “How
do I know it’s really you?”
“Because the moon ain’t full,” the girl said, in a tone that
barely avoided appending you idiot to the answer.
That seemed to be persuasion enough to unbar the
door, but it only opened a crack. Although the figure that
appeared in it was an unreadable silhouette, Ryōtora felt
a suspicious gaze weighing him. “What’s your name? And
who sent you?”
Ryōtora repeated his introduction, adding, “I was sent by
the governor of Heibeisu.”
“You could be lying,” the man said. “I know the stories.
Women asking to come in from the snow. Babies crying in
the fields. All tricks, to make us let our guard down.”
Yōkai. Many people went their whole lives without ever
meeting such a creature outside of the tales told around the
hearth at night. But if the reports out of Seibo Mura were to
be believed, this man’s caution was justified.
“I am going to pray to the kami,” Ryōtora said. “If they
answer me, it will take the form of…” What should he
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choose? What would this man not interpret as a sign that he
was a yōkai?
Casting his gaze around, Ryōtora made out a broken pick
lying on the ground, the sort of thing a miner would use in his
work – or in his defense. “The haft of this pick will be made
whole.”
He knelt and linked his hands into the sacred shape of a
mudra, murmuring a prayer in a low voice. That done, he
laid his palms on the broken pieces and brought them into
alignment, then plucked a few strands of hair from his head
and wound them around the haft. The earth kami within the
wood remembered being a whole stick, and remembered
growing from the tree; it wasn’t difficult to convince it to
grow together once more.
When he lifted the heavy pick, the girl made a muffled
sound of surprise. While Ryōtora had introduced himself as an
Agasha, not all who bore that name were shugenja, especially
not in the vassal families. Plus, it was entirely possible these
people had never seen even so minor a wonder before.
But the man, when he spoke, didn’t sound impressed. “I
suppose you’d better come in.”
A rural house like this one didn’t have a finer entrance for
honored guests. Ryōtora murmured a formulaic apology
for intruding as he stepped across into the earthen-floored
working area. To his left rose a stretch of wooden planks,
with a cheery fire burning in the sunken firepit – that was the
source of most of the light. But the sliding panels that gave
access to the rest of the house were closed, and Ryōtora saw
no one else.
That seemed unlikely. The headman of the village – which
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this certainly must be – would have at least a few servants
working for him, not to mention family.
As Ryōtora wiped rain from his eyes, he saw that his guide
was a girl of no more than fourteen, her hair braided behind
one ear, with a short sling coiled in her hand. The man could
have been anywhere between thirty and sixty, and possibly
cousin to Ishi and Tarō. “Just one of you?” the man said.
Ogano, according to Rin and the records in Heibeisu. The
headman of Seibo Mura. The records had said nothing about
him being so rude.
“And two ashigaru,” Ryōtora said, nodding at Ishi and Tarō.
“Ashigaru are like a quarter of a bushi. A half at best. And a
bushi was no use to us last time.”
The disturbances in Seibo Mura had begun over a month
before. A panicked messenger had come to Heibeisu, babbling
of monsters and spirits tearing the village apart, and the
governor sent a magistrate to look into it – a bushi, Mirumoto
Norifusa. But the chaos lasted only three nights; by the time
Norifusa arrived, it was all over. He’d searched the area and
found no sign of anything untoward. So he’d returned to
Heibeisu, writing it up as a tragic incident. Random, and
unexplained.
A month later, it happened again.
Ryōtora said, “I assure you, headman, that I will do my best
to–”
“To what? To bring our dead back to life? To restore the
houses the monsters have destroyed, the mine shaft they
collapsed? If you can work miracles on that scale, shugenja,
I’ll be the first to bow my head to your feet.”
Nothing about Ogano hinted at the possibility of bowing.
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Elsewhere in the Empire, his hostile insolence toward his
social superior might well have earned him a beating. He
should have immediately offered to hang up the samurai’s
cloak, brought him a towel to wipe himself dry with,
escorted him to a seat by the fire. Not accused Ryōtora of
uselessness while he dripped onto the packed earth of the
working area.
Even in the dark, though, Ryōtora had seen enough to
understand that the peasants of Seibo Mura had suffered
horrors. They were used to long winters, harsh snows,
avalanches and rockfalls and the hazards of a life based around
mining… but these “monsters,” whether they were yōkai or
something else, were a different matter.
“I will do my best,” Ryōtora repeated. “If the pattern so far
holds, you have nothing to fear until the next full moon – but
I won’t trust that it will. Beginning tomorrow, I would like to
speak to every inhabitant of this village in turn, however old
or young, to learn what I can of what’s been happening. And
I will see about creating defenses, so that if the problem does
recur, you will be more prepared for it.”
Ogano scowled. “Defenses. Well, that’s more than the
other one offered.”
From behind one of the screens came a new voice. “I assume
you mean that bushi from before.”
It slid aside to reveal another man, this one far too welldressed to be any resident of Seibo Mura, in a kimono
embroidered around its hem with a motif of climbing vines.
Behind him crouched all the people Ryōtora would have
expected to see in a household like this one: a woman who
was probably Ogano’s wife, four children, and an older man
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and woman he guessed were servants. The man who’d spoken
made a reassuring gesture at them and then slid the door shut
behind himself, as if thin paper and wood could grant any
protection if trouble should arise.
“Asako Sekken,” the man said, bowing. “From Michita
Yasumi – my mother is the steward of the Kanjirō Library
there. And you are?”
He would have heard Ryōtora introduce himself outside,
but to bypass the formalities would be rude. And the elegance
of his bow… his manners were as courtly as if they stood in
the home of a daimyō rather than a village headman. What
was a member of the Phoenix Clan doing here?
Ryōtora gave his name for the third time, almost stumbling
over it. Everything about Asako Sekken might have been
purposefully crafted to throw him off-balance. A samurai from
an influential family, rather than a mere vassal; a refined scion
of the court, rather than an itinerant shugenja; an outsider in a
village suffering from troubles no outsider should know about.
And with his pointed chin, his arched eyebrows, his
bony hands and wrists that made a graceful dance of every
gesture… he reminded Ryōtora far too much of Hokumei.
“It is a pleasure to meet you, Sir Ryōtora,” the Asako said
with another bow. “I’m afraid I arrived last night and took the
room that should be yours. But four and a half mats should be
enough for us both – I promise, I don’t sprawl. Or we could
lay our futons in that room instead.” He gestured at the larger
chamber behind him, where Ogano’s family and servants still
hid.
Ryōtora gathered his scattered wits. “Forgive me, Lord
Asako, but what brings you to this village?”
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“Why, the same as you, I imagine. Whatever has been
going on in this place.”
“So the Phoenix know about these events?”
It came out too sharp. But Sekken merely smiled and said,
“One of us does, at least.”
His words weren’t very reassuring. The Dragon and
the Phoenix were on cordial enough terms, and often
found common ground in their shared interest in spiritual
matters. Like any close neighbors, though, they sometimes
squabbled over those same points of shared interest –
particularly when the Dragon granted free rein to something
the Phoenix deemed heretical. Or when the Isawa decided
that, as the greatest shugenja family in the Empire, they were
the only ones who could be trusted to handle some issue
properly.
He’s not an Isawa. Which meant Sekken was not, in fact,
quite the worst possible Phoenix to have shown up in Seibo
Mura.
Before Ryōtora could say anything else, Sekken turned to
Ogano. “I think we’ve established that he’s not some kind of
malevolent shapechanger, yes? In which case, we should let
your family out of hiding. Come on!” That last was directed to
the people in the room behind him – Sekken had opened the
door again without waiting for Ogano to reply.
That’s more than the other one offered. Ogano hadn’t been
talking about Mirumoto Norifusa, but his unexpected and
unwanted Phoenix guest.
The women and children crawled out onto the wooden
floor of the main living area and bowed low, touching their
heads to the polished boards. Given Seibo Mura’s isolated
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location, it was entirely possible they’d never seen two
samurai at once before.
For a while the situation took on something more like
the bustle of a normal household. The elderly woman went
outside to see to Ryōtora’s pony, while the wife brought
Ryōtora a towel and then hastily prodded up the hearth in
the earthen-floored workspace to cook something for her
new guest. The oldest son helped her; the youngest child, fatcheeked and of indeterminate gender, sat near the firepit and
stared unblinking at Ryōtora.
The older man turned out to be Sekken’s own servant Jun,
a wiry man with a receding hairline. The Phoenix put him to
work moving some of his baggage out of the other room to
make space for Ryōtora, while Ogano crossed his arms and
glowered – a spectator in his own household.
Ryōtora felt like he should do something about that, but
he couldn’t figure out what. It took all his will not to stare
at Ogano’s square face, at Rin’s stubborn chin, and wonder:
Could that man be my father? Could that girl be my younger
sister?
The governor hadn’t realized, when he assigned Ryōtora to
handle matters in Seibo Mura, that he was sending him back
to the village he’d been born in.
Because no one spoke of such matters. Ryōtora prayed that
no one here would recognize him – or if they did, that they
would have the sense to keep it to themselves. The last thing
he wanted was for Asako Sekken to catch wind of that history.
Ryōtora was already going to have enough to do, finding out
the cause of the disturbances here and putting an end to them,
without adding an overly-curious Phoenix to the mix.
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Better if I get him out of here, Ryōtora thought. Then deal
with the problem and leave as soon as possible.
But he doubted it would be as simple as that.

CHAPTER TWO
For the first time in months, Sekken’s sleep was undisturbed.
He woke around dawn, disoriented; it always took his
mind a few moments to catch up with his body in waking. All
the more so now, when he half-expected a phantom weight
on his chest, invisible bands locking his body tight. But he
could move freely, and the only other creature in the room
was the Dragon shugenja lying on a second futon just out of
arm’s reach.
He let out a slow, steady breath. A night without troubles.
What did that mean?
Headman of his village Ogano might be, but his house
was still a simple rural structure, built more to resist winter’s
trials than to provide elegant surroundings. The room Sekken
and Isao Ryōtora slept in had no translucent paper screens
for its outer walls, only solid wooden shutters, which let in
almost no light. Warded somehow? Sekken wondered, before
dismissing it. He’d slept in plenty of warded rooms since his
problems began, and none of them had protected him. Some
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isolated Dragon peasants were unlikely to know techniques
the Isawa did not.
At this point night of peaceful sleep felt luxurious. Yawning,
Sekken scratched his fingernails through the thin stubble
along his jawline and stretched, heels dragging across the
tatami matting beneath his futon.
The shreds of light seeping in through the cracks around
the shutters were pale enough that he knew it couldn’t be long
after sunrise. This was one of the many ways he’d never fit in
well with the more courtly sorts; during his education, his
peers had teased him that if he wanted to wake so early, he
should go train with the bushi. While Asako scholars weren’t
as idle as the Doji, who were rumored never to rise before
noon if they could help it, they weren’t required to beat the
roosters out the door, either.
But Sekken roused naturally early, and always had. “Blessed
by Amaterasu Ōmikami,” his mother liked to say. Even when
he slept poorly, he woke at dawn.
The shugenja at his side showed no sign of such blessings.
Sekken hoped the man wasn’t always as monosyllabic as
he’d been the previous night – though to be fair, if Sekken
had shown up looking like a wet kitten, only to find another
samurai there to witness his embarrassment, he too might
have been a little curt. Isao Ryōtora’s hair had dried in the
night and now fanned out across his futon and the tatami
mat below; Sekken almost put his hand on it when he pushed
himself upright. It softened the cut planes of the man’s face,
which last night had looked as unforgiving as the mountains
themselves.
Ryōtora probably wouldn’t thank his unexpected
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roommate for rousing him early. Sekken got silently to his
feet and retrieved his kimono from the bar he’d shoved
through its sleeves last night, tying his sash with a simple
knot. Hakama and a short robe would be better in a place like
this village, but his baggage was somewhere else – wherever
Jun had put it.
The door out to the living area squeaked as Sekken slid it
open, and he winced. Fortunately, Ryōtora showed no sign of
stirring. Sekken hastily stepped out onto the polished floor
and shut the door behind him.
Ogano’s wife was coming down the steep wooden steps that
led to the farmhouse’s loft. She and the rest of the family had
relocated up there last night, except for Ogano; he took the
larger tatami room with Jun and the shugenja’s two servants.
When she saw Sekken, her foot missed the bottom step, and
she almost slipped. He lunged forward instinctively, but she
caught herself, attained the safety of the floor, and promptly
knelt on it, bowing her face to the boards. “Forgive me if I
disturbed you, my lord.”
The accent of deep-mountain Dragon peasants was
different from the accent of deep-mountain Phoenix peasants,
but Sekken could follow it well enough. His first assignment
after his gempuku had been with a scholar who studied
the dialects of Rokugan. She said that the words to some
ancient songs showed a change in Rokugani pronunciation
in the thousand years since the great Kami fell – a borderline
heretical claim, to those who insisted the Empire had attained
perfection under its early Emperors and thereafter ceased to
change, or those who felt that any deviation from the ways of
their ancestors was an unforgivable lapse. It was a silly thing
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to object to, but his superior got in an argument with the
wrong Matsu at court one day, and Sekken’s family had to call
in favors in a hurry to keep him from being exiled along with
her to a backwater posting.
He’d fallen down the well of his thoughts, as he so often did,
and Ogano’s wife was still on the floor. “You didn’t wake me,”
he said. “I always get up early. Will I be able to get breakfast
here, or…” His voice trailed off. Inns were as unknown as
the ocean to this place, and it wasn’t like the monasteries
he’d visited, where everyone ate in a common refectory. If he
couldn’t get breakfast in this house, he didn’t know where he
would find it, unless he wandered outside and found some
kind of berry bush. Jun was a faithful servant, but a miserable
cook.
“I was about to stir up the fire,” the woman said. She was
still on the floor, which was absurd – but belatedly, Sekken
realized she probably saw a samurai once a year, if that. She
didn’t know what was absurd and what wasn’t.
“Please get up,” he said. “You don’t have to bow like that,
especially not if I’ll be living here while I’m in Seibo Mura.
You’d never get anything done.”
She scrambled upright, bobbed an awkward little bow, and
shoved her feet into the rough straw sandals that waited on the
earthen floor. To avoid making her feel even more awkward as
she worked, Sekken found his own sandals and went outside.
After the darkness of the house, the early morning light
lanced into his skull, but he took a slow breath of the cool
mountain air and tipped his face upward, welcoming
Lady Sun’s touch. When he opened his eyes, he found a
stupendous view all around: the rugged peaks of the Great
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Wall of the North, here thickly furred with trees, there baring
great stretches of rock to the sky. A waterfall plunged over
a precipice to the west, and not far to the north of that, the
ruins of a shrine clung to the mountainside, as if placed there
for the purpose of enticing a painter.
Sekken hadn’t brought any paints or suitable inks with him.
But he could make some charcoal sketches, and paint the
scene when he got home. Though that would lead to people
asking him where the scene was, and then he’d either have to
lie – pretending he’d invented the view – or admit he’d gone
well beyond where he ought to be.
I have permission to be in Dragon lands, he thought
defensively. What his travel papers actually said was that he
could visit Quiet Stone Monastery, to use the library there.
Not an obscure village three-quarters of the way to Yobanjin
lands.
He found a plain ribbon inside his sleeve and used it to
tie his hair back, then set out for a brisk walk around the
village. It would work up his appetite and give the headman’s
wife time to make breakfast. Sekken passed the village well
and wondered what the bathing facilities here were like – or
if there even were any. He very much doubted there was a
bathhouse here, but he might be able to hope for a hot spring.
Unsurprisingly, he wasn’t the only one awake. The peasants
gave him awkward glances and even more awkward bows as
they went to fetch water from the well or shouldered tools
of various kinds. He saw much less activity than he would
expect, though; Seibo Mura seemed to be a very small village.
Not entirely in ways that could be blamed on the
disturbances, either. The house he’d seen the day before,
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the one that had burned down – that was definitely a recent
problem. Other houses, though, seemed to have fallen into
disuse and ruin years before, judging by the caved-in shingle
roofs and the moss painting their walls. On the northern edge
of the village he found one house that had become nothing
more than a mound of brambles, barely recognizable as a
former structure at all.
It suggested that whatever misfortunes were going on
here, they might have their roots further back in time. A
generation, at least. Much more recent than what he’d found
in the monastery’s library, but much older than Sekken’s own
troubles.
For months an inugami had been haunting his sleep, the
dog spirit sitting on his chest while invisible bands of metal
bound him tight, and it had defied all attempts to banish it.
The search for answers as to why had led him to Quiet Stone
Monastery and the records there… and then, while he was
researching, there came three nights were the inugami barked
at him without respite.
Three nights that later turned out to correspond exactly
with the first round of disturbances in Seibo Mura.
It seemed too much to be a coincidence. As soon as
word reached the monastery of what had happened in the
mountains, Sekken set out immediately, not waiting for any
kind of permission. On his way north, he suffered through
three more nights of barking, almost one month after the
original incident. He’d wondered even then if it meant a
renewal of the problems in Seibo Mura, and wasn’t surprised
to learn that it did.
Clearly witchcraft was at work in the village. But until
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Sekken knew more – most particularly, why he of all people
had been dragged into this – he would go on pretending his
interest was purely idle, and see what the Dragon shugenja
uncovered.
Directing his steps back toward the headman’s house, he
began to notice other, less ordinary things. Next to one of the
thick-walled storehouses, a rowan tree that ought to have been
in full leaf was withered and bare, as if struck by frost, though
summer was well underway. One farmhouse’s door bore deep
gouges in the wood, only slightly faded by the passage of a
week or two. The waterwheel of what he presumed was the
millhouse was broken – and not just broken, but shattered,
as if struck by an unthinkably powerful blow. Two men were
working to build a replacement, their steady hammer blows
punctuated by some kind of working chant.
No – not a working chant. A shift in the mountain breeze
brought their words to Sekken’s ears.
Shoshi ni kie. Shoshi ni kie.
The mantra of the Perfect Land Sect.
Sekken tensed. That heresy, here? It wasn’t the witchcraft
he’d expected – though he supposed that nothing prevented a
peasant from being a seeker of the Perfect Land and a witch.
The sect claimed Rokugan had entered the Age of Declining
Virtue, and they blamed samurai for that fall. They also
believed their mantra would help them escape the wheel
of rebirth, freeing them to pursue enlightenment in some
mythical paradise created by Shinsei, rather than seeking it
through proper study in the mortal world.
When one’s theology was wrong to begin with, a further step
into ancient magical practices would hardly be unexpected.
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He almost strode forward to denounce the men. It was the
accent that stopped him: the rural Dragon speech that almost
slurred the final word into a single syllable, kye. He wasn’t in
Phoenix lands… and in this clan’s territory, the Perfect Land
Sect wasn’t illegal.
He scowled and made himself walk onward, as if he hadn’t
heard. But inside, his thoughts whirled.
Back at the house, there was no sign of Ryōtora having
risen, but the headman’s wife had breakfast ready. Sekken
wondered if she, too, sought the Perfect Land. Had the whole
village gone heretical? That was often the case, the Phoenix
had found. Even those peasants who still followed the forms
of orthodox Shinseism saw no harm in chanting the kie as they
worked – because they were too unlettered to understand the
harm.
Sekken knelt silently at the table as she served his meal.
She’d fried up some kind of little fish and served it alongside
a bowl of pungent barley miso soup. No rice, he noted. A
deliberate insult to her unwanted guest? It was the kind of
thing a Perfect Land follower might do. But she’d used what
he suspected were her best bowl and plate. It was probably
another signal of this village’s poverty – or just the perennial
problem of living in Dragon Clan lands, which were hardly
prime agricultural terrain. Still, he would expect at least the
headman of the village to eat rice.
Despite his troubled mood, a faint groan from behind the
screen that closed off the sleeping room made Sekken grin.
From the sound of it, his reluctant roommate was an even
more reluctant riser.
But he wiped away his grin long before the door finally
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squeaked aside to reveal Isao Ryōtora. It was impolite to admit
one had heard anything that happened behind closed walls,
and he already had the feeling the shugenja was a stickler for
manners.
To his surprise, Ryōtora showed no sign of having dragged
himself awake. The man looked perfectly well-composed,
if one allowed for the slightly rumpled state of his kimono
and hakama, which had suffered that undignified wetting
the night before. Ryōtora bowed at the sight of Sekken, and
hesitated only a moment before joining him.
The headman’s wife hurried to bring him soup in a less fine
bowl, with an expression that suggested she’d been hoping
Sekken would finish his own in time for her to rinse it out and
re-use his bowl for her other samurai guest. Ogano’s bowl?
Sekken assumed so. The headman must have risen and left
while Sekken was out, because his sandals were no longer
lined up on the earthen floor.
“Good morning,” Sekken said cheerfully. “I hope I kept
my promise and didn’t sprawl at you in the night.” He used
to do that kind of thing, winding up halfway off his futon
by morning. The hauntings, and the feeling of metal-bound
limbs that accompanied them, had put a stop to that. But
there had been no haunting last night.
Ryōtora looked like he would dearly prefer not to be having
any conversation at all this soon after rising, but he answered
politely, in a deep, rich voice that would have done well at
court. “You did not trouble me in the slightest.”
“Wonderful. We’re off to an excellent start.” Sekken was
babbling, which he did when he was nervous. Fortunately,
Ryōtora didn’t look like he was in any state to even remember
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that travel papers were a concept, much less ask to see
someone else’s. “I heard you say last night that the governor
of Heibeisu sent you. Is that where you live?”
A sizzle of oil heralded another fish frying, presumably
for Ryōtora. The shugenja’s answer was stiffly formal. “I am
itinerant. My father lives in Yōmei Machi, and I travel there
each year for the Bon Festival, but I maintain no home of my
own. I go where my duties take me.”
“And what might those duties be? Do you swoop about
Dragon lands like your clan’s namesake, smiting spiritual
problems wherever they rear their heads?”
Ryōtora’s suspicious gaze seemed to be weighing Sekken
for mockery. Finding none, he said, “No. I… visit outlying
villages, which otherwise would never see a shugenja.
Ordinarily, though, the work is much quieter than this.”
The brief hesitation gave away the existence of a deeper
answer, but not what it was. The Dragon tended to be far too
tolerant of heterodox theologies, claiming that each person
must be permitted to find their own way, but that didn’t mean
they were utterly lacking in heresy-hunters of any sort. Maybe
Ryōtora’s duty was to keep an eye on fringe sects, making sure
nothing too dangerous was taking root in the hinterlands –
like the Perfect Land.
“What of you?” Ryōtora said, after the headman’s wife
served up his fish. “What duty has your lord assigned you?”
He either wasn’t very good at hiding the accusing note in
his voice, or didn’t care to try. Sekken said, “I’m a scholar of
spiritual matters. Not gifted at speaking to the kami, as you are,
but at least a student of such things. I was studying at Quiet
Stone Monastery when we heard of the troubles here.” It was
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true without being the whole story – an art every courtier
learned. Let Ryōtora think him an idle dabbler; it was safer
that way. Until recently that had been his life, and as soon as
he resolved his problems, he looked forward to returning to
it.
“So you decided to come see the troubles for yourself.
Or perhaps you think the Dragon incapable of handling the
matter?”
I’m not an Isawa. Sekken kept the thought behind his teeth.
Ryōtora was a shugenja, trained by the Agasha family; he
would have memorized prickly defensiveness toward Phoenix
interference along with the lists of suitable offerings to the
kami. Instead he said mildly, “I wasn’t aware the problem
was a recurring one. News of only the first disturbance had
reached the monastery when I left. But since it is, I believe it
would be a failure of Compassion not to offer what aid I can.
Do you not agree?”
Ryōtora stiffened as if Sekken had slapped him. Had his
mother perhaps been a Lion? All samurai were expected
to abide by the ethical code of Bushidō, whether they were
warriors or not… but some of them took it more seriously
than others, weighing every action against the seven virtues,
and taking offense when anyone questioned their own.
Dragon usually weren’t that prickly, though.
The headman’s wife finally stepped outside, leaving the
two of them alone. Sekken didn’t know how long she would
be gone, so he spoke rapidly, in a low voice. “It may aid your
investigation to know the Perfect Land Sect is in this village.”
Ryōtora’s chopsticks paused in the middle of tugging apart
the fish. “That’s hardly unusual.”
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His tone was more suited to Sekken announcing that some
of the villagers were carrying on illicit affairs with people they
weren’t married to. “You don’t find that suspicious?”
“How so?” Ryōtora stared at him, honestly perplexed. “You
think it has something to do with the troubles here?”
Every reply Sekken could think of sounded rude even in
his own head, so he confined himself to a nod.
Ryōtora went back to pulling apart the fish. “Thank you,
Lord Asako, but I doubt your theory. The Perfect Land has
found followers in many Dragon villages, without any of
them suffering the kinds of attacks Seibo Mura has seen. I’ll
certainly keep an eye out for any sign of trouble from that
quarter – the more militant believers can cause problems, it’s
true – but I’m sure the cause lies elsewhere.”
How can you be sure? Sekken wanted to ask. Perfect Land
believers wanted to overturn the order of the world. It wasn’t
hard to imagine them so disturbing the spiritual atmosphere
that something went awry.
He felt irritation and impatience rising like bile, and made
himself breathe evenly until they subsided. One good night of
sleep wasn’t enough to erase the strain of these past months,
but that strain didn’t justify getting off on the wrong foot with
the local authority. And the status of the Perfect Land Sect
was a long-standing point of contention between the Phoenix
and the Dragon. Poking his finger directly into that bruise was
a bad way to begin.
“Forgive me,” he said, offering Ryōtora a seated bow. “I
have spoken thoughtlessly, and in haste. Please allow me to
retract my words.”
Then inspiration struck. “Instead I should say, I defer
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to your authority here, and I only hope you will accept my
knowledge and assistance in dealing with these troubles.”
His eldest sister, trained as a bushi, had taught him the trick
of throwing someone to the ground: first you resisted, and
then you gave way. There was no audible thump as Ryōtora
metaphorically fell, but the man’s answering bow amounted
to the same thing. “That is generous of you, Lord Asako. Once
I have had a chance to begin my investigation, I will let you
know how you may assist.”
How my family would stare. Sekken didn’t actively dodge
responsibility; he didn’t have to. His parents and his sisters
had all achieved influential enough positions that he, the
youngest child, had the unthinkable luxury of more or less
doing what he wanted. Another man in his position might
have dissipated himself with drinking or gambling, but since
Sekken’s preference was to bury himself in ancient scrolls,
everyone let him be. It meant he wasn’t exactly in the habit of
volunteering for work.
But he needed Ryōtora and everyone else to see him only
as a helpful visitor, brought here by compassion, and staying
because it would be churlish to walk away.
And if he had some task to carry out, it would give him the
cover he needed to conduct his own investigation – into the
dogs of the village, into the witches who might be using them,
and into the followers of the Perfect Land. Those things had
to be connected in some fashion, and Sekken would find out
how.

CHAPTER THREE
Ryōtora wasn’t especially subtle in separating himself from
Asako Sekken after breakfast, but then, he wasn’t trying to
be. A failure of the virtue of Courtesy, perhaps – but the last
thing he wanted was a stranger watching over his shoulder as
he began his investigation.
For now, Sekken was busy trying to arrange water for
bathing, after being disappointed to find the local hot spring
had dried up the previous year. Meanwhile, his manservant
and Ryōtora’s ashigaru were working out the logistics of their
accommodations now that it was no longer nighttime and
raining. That manservant had a pony, too, and Sekken himself
had a proper horse; what they were all going to eat, Ryōtora
didn’t know. The horse especially. It wouldn’t fare as well as
the mountain ponies on the rough foraging available around
Seibo Mura, but the villagers hardly had much grain to spare
for a samurai’s fine mount.
The best solution was to solve the problem here and leave
before feed became an issue. To that end, Ryōtora went in
search of Ogano.
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His ankle ached from its twisting yesterday and his head
felt like a bag of sand in the piercing sunshine, but he was
used to the latter. Mornings had always been difficult for him,
ever since childhood. Years of early rising had failed to change
that; every day was a struggle, dragging himself off his futon
when his body just wanted to sleep.
But it didn’t matter how hard it was. His duty demanded
that he get up, so he did.
Haru, Ogano’s wife, had told him where to find the
headman – and why. Ryōtora paused on the edge of the
village’s cemetery, his gaze sweeping across the headstones
of the family plots. They were well-carved; Seibo Mura was
primarily a mining village, and clearly some of the people
here worked stone for artistic purposes as well.
Some of the graves were overgrown, though, as if no family
had come to tend them in years. Others were all too fresh. Here
and there Ryōtora saw the bright wood of a commemorative
marker, far too clean and new at this time of year, when the
Bon Festival was still three months off. One plot didn’t even
have a headstone yet; Ryōtora wondered who it belonged to,
that they had no ancestors here in the village.
And what of my own ancestors? Which of these graves holds
their ashes?
Ogano wasn’t hard to find. His family had been the leaders
of Seibo Mura for generations, and so their grave had the
largest and most elaborate monument. The current headman
knelt in front of it, but his hands weren’t clasped in prayer.
Instead he just stared wearily at the stone, hardly blinking.
Although he must have seen his samurai guest coming up
the path, he hadn’t moved. Ryōtora’s jaw tensed. It wasn’t
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inherently polluting for a shugenja to walk into a cemetery –
he cleaned his adoptive family’s grave each year alongside his
father, as a son should – but it was rude of Ogano not to rise
and greet him. Especially when the conversation they needed
to have wasn’t exactly appropriate for this quiet place.
But Haru, apologizing for her husband’s lack of courtesy
the night before, had explained. Ogano’s younger brother
Ogura had died during the second round of attacks. The fresh
dirt in front of the headman showed where the urn with his
ashes had been interred.
Courtesy. Compassion. The tenets of Bushidō had guided
Ryōtora since childhood, and they gave a clear answer now.
He approached quietly and knelt at the grave, placing a
stick of incense in the small holder in front of the headstone.
A whispered invocation to the fire kami lit it, the smoke
vanishing almost immediately in the mountain wind. Ryōtora
placed his palms together and prayed for the swift journey of
Ogura’s soul through Meido.
When he lowered his hands, Ogano said, “We did the best
we could with the funerals. But my brother’s soul is probably
wandering lost.”
Ryōtora frowned. “No monk has come to see to your
dead?” The Brotherhood of Shinsei routinely sent monks
through the rural areas for that purpose, so that bodies would
not have to wait too long for proper rites. He assumed one
would have come through even so remote a place as this by
now.
Ogano jerked his chin at the new grave, the one without a
headstone. “He’s over there. Thought he could deal with the
problems. Got himself killed instead.”
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Even at the height of summer, the wind was cool enough
to raise the hairs on the back of Ryōtora’s neck. “I see. I…
will do what I can for them.” Funerary tasks were usually
left to the Shinseists, because death was a source of spiritual
pollution, which interfered with prayers to the Fortunes and
the kami. There were no corpses here, though, and Ryōtora
could cleanse himself of any lingering impurity afterward.
The dead of Seibo Mura, on the other hand, could do nothing
for themselves.
His offer earned him a grunt from Ogano. It sounded less
hostile than before. Ryōtora said, “Let us go someplace we
can speak, and you tell me what has happened here. From the
beginning.”
Ryōtora had read the account in Heibeisu, but that had been a
summary, written by someone who believed the disturbance
was over. The description he’d gotten of the second round of
attacks had been both incomplete and garbled: the messenger
had left Seibo Mura after only one day of three, and spoke
incoherently of chaos and “monsters.” Ryōtora needed the
full story.
The first night, at the beginning of the full moon more than
a month ago, hadn’t seemed too serious. People heard strange
sounds, both in and around the village: footsteps in lofts or
empty rooms, banging on the walls, splashing or the rattle of
spilled beans, in places where there was no water and no fallen
beans. Singing in the woods, and the voices of people who
later turned out to be somewhere else entirely. One person
reported the clash of a gong – but no such instrument existed
in Seibo Mura.
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The second night, things got worse. Dishes smashed
themselves, and paper screens tore. The length of fabric Haru
was planning on turning into a new winter jacket for Ogano
took flight around the room and tried to strangle her. No one
was seriously hurt, but the entire village panicked, and turned
to their headman for guidance.
Ogano wasn’t spiritually wise. He didn’t say that part to
Ryōtora, but it came through in how he related his tale. Up
until that point, his duties as headman had involved settling
disputes between the villagers and making sure they delivered
their shipments to Heibeisu twice a year. He’d done his best
to address the situation, though. That day they made offerings
to every Fortune and spirit that seemed at all relevant, from
Jizō, the Fortune of Mercy, to the kami of their hearths and
fields. Because the worst troubles had occurred inside houses
the previous night, Ogano advised everyone to sleep outside,
with people taking turns to keep watch.
That was the night the monsters came.
Ryōtora had brought his portable writing kit with him and
took notes as Ogano talked, but the kit’s wad of ink-saturated
moss ran dry before the man finished. Pressed for details on
the “monsters,” he described a dizzying array of creatures
ranging from the bizarre to the terrifying: walking masses of
hair; a giant head; an enormous cat with two tails, each tipped
with eldritch fire. The villagers fled into their storehouses and
barricaded the doors, but two of those who were caught in
the open died.
The next day, Ogano dispatched the best runner in the
village to Heibeisu. The fourth night everyone took refuge in
the storehouses… but nothing happened. Nor the night after
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that, and so on until Mirumoto Norifusa arrived.
Norifusa, it seemed, hadn’t told anyone in Seibo Mura what
his conclusion was. The report he wrote back in Heibeisu,
though, suggested it might have been mass delusion. The local
mines produced cinnabar and realgar, which Ryōtora knew
well were dangerous ores; working with cinnabar had killed
one of his Agasha sensei. Norifusa presumed some kind of
venting from the mines was responsible for the chaos.
But while such things could damage both the body and the
mind, they didn’t cause hallucinations. Nor could it possibly
explain what followed one month later.
This time there was no prelude. After days of peace and
stability, the monsters struck without warning. The burned
house Ryōtora had seen went up on the first night, and a
woman whose hook-filled hair moved on its own tore apart
one of the inhabitants when he escaped the flames. An
invisible whirlwind similarly shredded the village blacksmith,
who nearly died. Something that looked like a cross between
a bat and a monkey was found stealing the breath from
a grandmother, whose deafness meant she was sleeping
through the chaos; she survived because her granddaughter
chased the creature away.
The next day, after Ogano dispatched his runner again, a
handful of the villagers decided to leave Seibo Mura. Days
later, one of the children discovered their bodies hanging
from the trees a short distance to the south.
His brother Ogura and the monk died on the third night.
The monk, Yugaku, had met Norifusa on the latter’s journey
to Seibo Mura, and he chose to stay after the samurai left,
hoping to bring some serenity back to the village. When that
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serenity shattered, he and Ogura agreed to find the source of
the problem and subdue it.
Both of them were dead by morning, their bodies bent into
a rictus by poison.
At the beginning of his tale, Ogano spoke in the flat,
dull voice of someone rendered numb by the trauma he’d
suffered. As he went on, reliving that trauma made him more
animated, fright and horror and fury braiding themselves
together. When he got to the death of his brother, though…
Silence fell, except for the mountain wind, and the faint
sounds of the village below. Finally Ogano said, “That’s it.
That’s what happened. And it will happen again, if you don’t
stop it.”
Ryōtora didn’t doubt him.
After Ogano left, Ryōtora remained on his boulder, looking
out over the village and trying to master his feelings.
He’d maintained his composure while the headman was
talking, because it would be both a loss of self-control and
a dereliction of his duty to Ogano if Ryōtora showed the full
extent of his horror – and his fear. But what the man had
described… it went far beyond anything Ryōtora had ever
faced, or knew how to address.
He deliberately clenched his hands, then made them relax.
Courage. Duty. He was far more prepared to deal with such
things than the villagers were. If they could maintain that
much cohesion in the face of such threats, he must do no less.
The creatures Ogano described sounded like yōkai.
But that didn’t get him very far; saying “this was caused
by supernatural creatures” was like telling a patient “your
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symptoms are caused by a disease.” Which creatures? And
why?
What baffled him was the sheer array. Ryōtora couldn’t
identify everything Ogano had described – Ogano hadn’t
given enough detail to identify many of them anyway – but it
made no sense for so many different creatures to show up in
the same place at the same time. A traveler might encounter a
nure onna on the bank of a river, or a faceless nopperabō along
a deserted road, or an akaname in a filthy bathing chamber; he
didn’t encounter all three of them, and dozens more besides,
in a mountain village that had never done anything to attract
such supernatural attention.
It sounded like an eruption of influence from Senkyō, the
enchanted realms that existed alongside the mortal world.
Most likely creatures of Sakkaku; that group of yōkai liked to
play tricks on people, and sometimes the tricks became lethal.
But he couldn’t discount the possibility of Yume-dō, either.
Ordinarily people only touched the Realm of Dreams in their
sleep… but if it somehow bled through into waking life, the
villagers’ fears could have manifested as terrible monsters.
Perhaps. If the villagers knew tales of all these yōkai –
though given how obscure some of them were, he doubted
that.
Or perhaps they had offended a kami. But which one? If
the mines had somehow disturbed the kami of the mountain,
Ryōtora would have expected different consequences: a cavein, maybe, or crops failing. The earth kami weren’t known
for indulging in capricious trickery. But he wouldn’t expect
any air kami around here to be powerful enough to cause
something like this.
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Regardless, at least he had avenues of inquiry to follow.
He could ask whether anything unusual had happened in the
days leading up to the first incident, and question the villagers
for more specifics on the yōkai, to see if he could discern any
kind of pattern in them. He’d also promised Ogano that he
would place wards – probably not necessary yet, as the attacks
had so far happened only on the three nights of the full moon,
but he didn’t want to take any chances.
Because Seibo Mura was valuable to the Dragon Clan. The
cinnabar mined here was used to make vermilion pigment,
useful particularly in crafting beautiful red lacquerware, which
the Dragon traded all across the Empire. And the alchemists
among the Agasha had many uses for the quicksilver they
extracted from that ore.
The clan’s policy for the last generation or more had been
to consolidate its declining villages, relocating peasants
from remote areas into more central and productive lands.
Ordinarily, a place as isolated as Seibo Mura would have been
high on the list for consolidation. But before Ryōtora left
Heibeisu, the governor had said he was thinking of moving
peasants into the village, to increase cinnabar production and
make up for the declining population here. Ryōtora would
not find a welcome waiting for him in Heibeisu if he instead
evacuated Seibo Mura… but if he couldn’t solve this issue
before the full moon, then for the sake of the people here, he
would have to do exactly that.
And hope the problems didn’t follow them south.
Closing up his writing kit and tucking the scribbled sheaf
of paper into his kimono, Ryōtora prepared to head back
down to the village. As he rose, though, he caught sight of
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Asako Sekken standing outside Ogano’s house. The Phoenix
was looking toward a cluster of women washing laundry in a
large tub.
The wind was from the wrong direction for Ryōtora to hear
anything, but he’d been in enough isolated villages to know
what Sekken must be hearing. Followers of the Perfect Land
often chanted the kie to provide a rhythm while they worked.
Over breakfast this morning, Ryōtora had ascribed
Sekken’s suspicion merely to the usual Phoenix prejudice.
Now, watching him watch the peasants, a worse possibility
occurred to Ryōtora.
What if he’s an Inquisitor?
Ryōtora’s sensei had run afoul of an Inquisitor once, which
was the only reason he even knew the name. Many clans had
groups dedicated to stamping out heresies, but the most
secretive of them all were the Phoenix Inquisitors. Their
target was not merely simple heresies like the Perfect Land
or the cults of Lord Moon, but truly blasphemous practices –
like the blood magic known as mahō.
Ryōtora had been thinking of the disturbances in Seibo
Mura as some kind of spiritual accident. He’d never considered
that someone might have done this on purpose.
He felt as if someone had placed a dagger of ice against
his heart. Ryōtora knew very little about mahō; he didn’t
want to know more. Its use tainted the mahō-tsukai with the
corruption of Jigoku, and the stories whispered that even
familiarity with its principles tempted one to reach for that
power. But he did know that Jigoku’s taint, once embedded in
a person or place, could spread.
Down in the lands of the Crab Clan, where they fought
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a constant war against creatures from Jigoku far worse than
simple yōkai, sometimes that meant slaughtering whole
villages and burning them to the ground to root out the taint.
If such a thing took hold here…
Ryōtora jerked his shoulders, trying to dislodge his unease.
It was a theory, nothing more – one that wouldn’t have even
crossed his mind if Asako Sekken hadn’t been in Seibo Mura.
If someone had caused this, it didn’t necessarily follow that
they had done so by means of mahō. And even if blood magic
were at work in the village, he was leaping well ahead to
assume that stopping it would mean destroying everyone and
everything here.
Another clench and release of his hands helped to steady
his thoughts. One thing at a time. The bodies of the dead had
been cremated – a precaution, Ryōtora remembered, that an
Emperor had instituted centuries ago to prevent mahō-tsukai
raising corpses from their graves – but he needed to make
sure their spirits had moved on, lest they too begin to haunt
Seibo Mura. Then he needed to create wards. Then question
people, and find answers.
And pray to the kami and the Fortunes that any Spirit
Realms influencing this place had no connection to Jigoku.

CHAPTER FOUR
One of Sekken’s sensei used to hit him with her fan every
time he turned to look at something, rather than using his
peripheral vision. As he stood outside, gritting his teeth at
the sound of some washer-women chanting the kie, a breeze
carried a giggle to his ear. He didn’t turn, but out of the corner
of his eye, he saw a cluster of three young women, watching
him from beneath a nearby tree.
Such courtly subtleties weren’t really needed here. Sekken
faced them properly and nodded, and they burst into giggles
again, one ducking behind her friends.
From what he could see, they ranged in age from a girl too
young to have passed her gempuku yet if she were a samurai,
up to one who could have had a daughter almost that age,
if she’d started early enough. Too old to be mooning after a
visiting samurai; she ought to be married by now. Not that
marriage necessarily precluded mooning – but in Sekken’s
experience, rural villages tended to be stricter about that sort
of thing than the jaded society of court.
By the standards of that society, Sekken was no beauty. He
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was too bony, and not good at the kind of elegant innuendo
and double meaning that won praise at court. When he alluded
to poetry, it was usually something too old and obscure for
others to catch the reference. Still, he was a samurai in his
early twenties, which meant he had good skin and long hair
and all his own teeth. It wasn’t the first time village girls had
come out, in what he presumed were their best clothes, to try
to catch his eye.
It was, however, the first time their laughter had a tinge of
desperation to it. Attracting a samurai lover always meant the
chance of favors and valuable gifts… but in this place, at this
time, it might mean he would take his lover with him to safety
when he departed.
If Sekken were inclined to take any of them as a lover –
which he wasn’t, for a host of reasons beginning with their
gender. He began walking, hoping they would take the hint
and leave him in peace. Otherwise he would have to say
something, and even if these rural bumpkins didn’t realize
how embarrassing that would be for all involved, he would
know.
He chose his direction at random, and realized too late that
Ryōtora was descending the path ahead, from what looked
to be the village cemetery. Turning away would be far too
obvious, so Sekken bowed when the other man came within
range. “I heard you were talking to the headman. Have you
learned anything of use?”
Ryōtora hesitated, then said, “It’s clearly an infestation of
yōkai. The question is why – and why such a bizarre array –
and once that is known, how to put a stop to it. But first, I
must see to the dead.”
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Sekken recoiled. “Don’t tell me they haven’t cremated the
bodies yet.”
“Oh, they have. Unfortunately, there was no one to see to
the rites. I will have to settle their spirits, or the village risks an
infestation of ghosts along with everything else.”
His words were almost flippant. His tone was anything but.
“Will that pollute you spiritually?” Sekken asked, frowning.
“Obviously you won’t be touching the bodies, but even so…”
“The stain will be minor at worst,” Ryōtora said. “And there
is no one else here who can do it. I believe it would be a failure
of Compassion not to offer my aid. Do you not agree?”
A near-perfect echo of Sekken’s own retort that morning.
For a man who apparently spent his days traveling the
hinterlands of Dragon territory, Ryōtora was quite good at
the art of verbal combat. For one heartbeat Sekken teetered
on the edge of offense; then he chose, very deliberately, to
instead give a rueful chuckle and an acknowledging bow.
“Indeed. Then you will need to purify yourself afterward, I
imagine. I saw a splendid waterfall when I stepped outside
this morning; would you like me to ask whether there’s a path
that leads there?”
“No, thank you. I can take care of it myself.”
Sekken waited. Ryōtora was very good at keeping his
expression serene, but tension showed in his body, hinting at
the argument being carried out within. Sekken could guess
at its content. The Dragon didn’t want an outsider present at
all, much less involved in this situation. But time was already
slipping through Ryōtora’s fingers; in fifteen days, at the next
full moon, the chaos would presumably return. Delay now
could mean disaster later.
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Finally Ryōtora said, “I’ll be telling Ishi and Tarō to begin
gathering stories from the villagers, so that I can piece
together a more organized account of what’s happened here.
But they aren’t scholars, and you are. Can I ask you to write up
what they learn? What creatures have been seen, and where
and what they were doing.”
Sekken bowed almost before Ryōtora was done talking. Not
only had the Dragon taken him up on the offer of assistance,
but the task was easy enough even Sekken could do it.
In fact, it opened the door to suggest something even more
useful – for them both. “Gathering stories will go faster with
three instead of two,” Sekken said. “That way, I won’t be sitting
idle while I wait for them to be done.” Animal spirits like
inugami were included under the general header of “yōkai.”
He could search for any such thing here, without it seeming
unusual.
He added, “Would you like me to note my own guesses as
to the names and natures of the yōkai? I’ve read about them at
great length. I may be able to identify what’s appeared here.”
Ryōtora nodded. “That would be useful. Now, please
excuse me – I have funerals to conduct.”
Back at Ogano’s house, Jun had unpacked the saddlebags.
Sekken changed into hakama and tied his hair back again –
certain strands always wanted to slip free of their tail – and
smiled to himself. That would be useful, Ryōtora had said.
Not something Sekken was accustomed to hearing.
Now he had to decide how to approach his task. If he’d
been the only one questioning the villagers, he would have
arranged himself at the table here and had the villagers come
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to him one by one. Less effort on his part, and they shouldn’t
complain at the disruption to their work, when the point of
the exercise was to save them from monsters.
But Ryōtora’s ashigaru seemed to assume that their master
wanted them to visit people wherever they might be. Sekken
had to grant that would seem less like a tribunal than having
people called before a set of three questioners. Unfortunately,
it would also mean going to the mines, to the fields lower in
the eastern part of the valley that provided food for the village,
and into their houses.
He certainly didn’t want to go into the mines. In the fields,
he would have a difficult time taking notes, unless he simply
gave up and sat in the muck. Which left the houses.
On the bright side, it offered him more chance to observe.
Did any of the households keep an unusually large number of
dogs? Witches usually weren’t solitary; the whole family had
spirit familiars, passing them down from one generation to
the next. Would any of them try to hide things from his gaze?
How many people in Seibo Mura sought the Perfect Land?
Houses it was. He sent one ashigaru to the mines and the
other to the fields, and set out through the village.
Before the first hour was up, he regretted that decision.
He’d passed through villages before, but he’d never paid
much attention to them. And in paintings, this kind of life
looked simple and bucolic. The reality turned out to be simple
enough, but as for the bucolic part…
However dark and inelegant Ogano’s house seemed, it
was palatial compared to the rest of the village. The headman
of Seibo Mura was the only one who owned tatami mats;
everyone else made do with wooden planks or, in the very
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poorest houses, nothing but packed earth. They slept all
together in tiny enclosed rooms that were hardly more than
boxes – which would be warm in the winter, he imagined,
but must be stifling in the summer, and noisome regardless
of season. The upper floors beneath the steeply pitched roofs
were used for curing meat, of which the peasants seemed to
eat an appalling amount, and the smell permeated the whole
structure.
Their behavior was no better. The first man he questioned
burst into tears halfway through his story, in a display of
emotion that made Sekken embarrassed for them both.
Peasants weren’t held to the same standards of composure
as trained courtiers, of course, and certainly the man had
been through a great deal – but even so. Quite a few people
cried, though none of them as loudly and dramatically as that
one, until Sekken wanted to crawl under the nearest table to
escape it.
Some of the discomfort came from his own end. Although
Sekken thought of his indigo-dyed cotton hakama and
cloud-printed kimono as simple clothing, they would have
been festival finery for anyone here other than perhaps the
headman. Even his writing kit, finely carved and lacquered
with vermilion, was probably worth more than everything
some of these people owned. They might mine the pigment
here, but they couldn’t afford to use it.
He took refuge from those thoughts in the tasks at hand –
both the one Ryōtora had given him, and the one he’d set for
himself. Quite a few of the peasants owned dogs: tall, sharpeared, and thickly furred, not much different either from the
hunting dogs he’d seen in Phoenix lands or from the inugami
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haunting his sleep. Some of the dogs barked at Sekken, but
only in the way any guard dog might bark at a stranger. None
of them behaved in ways that suggested they might be a
witch’s bound spirit.
Sekken wasn’t surprised to find many of the reports
muddled, people giving contradictory accounts of what
had happened when and to whom. But he found that kind
of challenge soothing. Taking meticulous notes in tiny
handwriting – he’d brought a limited amount of paper with
him, and didn’t want to run out – he began to get a sense of
what had happened in Seibo Mura.
Ryōtora was right to call it a bizarre array of yōkai. Dozens
of creatures, and most of them didn’t belong anywhere
near here. The jami was appropriately characteristic of the
mountains, but the hyōsube belonged in the sultry climate
of the south, and the kerakera onna was a creature of towns,
being created from the miserable lives of prostitutes.
Not that the peasants knew most of those names. The
people of Seibo Mura were accustomed to blaming illnesses
on the baleful influence of jami – and true enough, in the
household that told Sekken about seeing a ghostly blue thing,
like a tiger but with no hind limbs, everyone was sick. Many
people in Seibo Mura were, because multiple yōkai could
cause disease; one young man, a fellow called Fubatsu, was
feverish enough that he couldn’t even rise from his bed. The
other yōkai, though… there was no reason for these people
to know about them, much less ever see one.
And for every yōkai that made sense, there were a dozen
that didn’t. The charred beams of the house that had burned
down showed clear signs of having been eaten, as if a basan
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had been at them – but why would one of those mystical birds
leave its home in an isolated bamboo grove to harass human
beings, instead of vanishing the moment someone came
near? Why would an ao nyōbō, born from the death of a failed
court lady, be found in a village whose closest brush with the
elegant world of court was probably Sekken’s own arrival?
Then there were the things he couldn’t identify. Sekken
couldn’t tell whether those were due to the panic of the events,
muddling the observations and memories of the survivors,
or whether some of the yōkai harassing Seibo Mura were so
obscure even he had never heard of them.
Or perhaps something had interfered with their memories.
Sekken wasn’t aware of anything that could do that… but
in one house he found a young woman who had lost her
memory entirely.
She was one of the three that had been giggling at him
earlier, the one in the middle age-wise. Her mother had
apparently found her and dragged her back home, worried
to the bone about her daughter’s condition. “Are you also a
shugenja?” the mother said, reaching for Sekken’s sleeve as if
to clutch at it. He stepped back before she could. “You’re a
Phoenix, ain’t you? Can you bring her memories back?”
“I am a Phoenix,” he admitted, “but not a shugenja. Tell me
what happened.”
A boy – the girl’s brother, he assumed – hurried forward
with a cushion for Sekken. Trying not to think about how
dirty it might be, and almost grateful for the dim light that
made it difficult to see stains, he knelt on it. The padding
inside was so flat it was hardly softer than the packed earth
beneath.
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The mother wrung her hands and said, “It was during the
last full moon, on the final night. We were in the house, with
the door barred shut, but–”
She choked on the words, and the boy patted her shoulder,
making encouraging noises. “I’m sorry,” the woman said,
rubbing her arms as if she were cold. “Even remembering
it – we all got terrified. We were afraid before, but not like
that. We panicked and started tearing at the beam we’d used
to brace the door, even though we knew those things were
out there.”
“Buruburu, perhaps,” Sekken murmured. It was too dark in
the house to make a note, but his memory was well-trained.
“Invisible, generally, and they cause fear.” They weren’t the
only yōkai who did, but he’d found that people seemed oddly
reassured by him putting a name to the horrors they’d faced.
As if that shrank them somehow, turning them into a known
problem with a known solution.
Of course, the difficulty with that was, people immediately
expected him to have a solution. “Is that what took Aoi’s
memories?” the woman asked eagerly. “Do you know how to
get them back? She didn’t even recognize me when we found
her – her own mother –”
“Tell me what happened after you became afraid,” Sekken
said. It wouldn’t divert her for long, probably, but it would at
least delay him having to admit he had no idea how to return
someone’s lost memories.
The son took up the story. “We ran. Pulled the door open
and just scattered. I went toward the stream, and there was
this girl there, covered in wet leaves and such. She had hold of
Yoshi and wouldn’t let him go.”
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Sekken had already spoken with Yoshi. He’d apparently
gotten into the clutches of a nure onago – which, fortunately
for him, was less dangerous than the related nure onna. “But
your daughter,” he prompted the woman. “Where did she
go?”
“We don’t know,” the mother said, stroking the girl’s hair.
“I didn’t see; I was too busy running. The next morning we
found her by the mill. Just sitting there, like nothing had
happened.”
The mill was built alongside the stream, a short distance up
from where the brother had seen Yoshi. In the dark, though,
he might not have seen his sister – definitely wouldn’t have,
if she’d been on the far side of the building. And while some
of the yōkai described by the peasants were huge, most
were human-sized or smaller. Something could have been
happening at the mill, without him seeing.
But that didn’t tell Sekken what creature could have taken
the girl’s memories.
He turned his attention to her. She’d sat quietly through the
whole conversation, hands clasped in her lap, gaze demurely
on the ground. It wasn’t just the polite deference of a peasant
in the presence of a samurai. Most people felt awkward when
discussed by those around them as if they weren’t there, but
she didn’t even look at her mother or brother. Nor did she
fidget with her hands or shift position. Sekken’s own sensei
would have given her full marks for composure and patience.
What had the mother called her? Aoi, that was it. “Aoi, you
may look at me.”
She lifted her gaze to his. Not directly – she gazed up at
him through her lashes – but she showed no hesitation. He
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had the unsettling feeling that, along with her memory of her
family, she’d forgotten the entire social structure of Rokugan,
the gulf that separated peasant from samurai.
“Tell me what you remember,” he said.
She shook her head. “Nothing. It was morning, and I was
sitting by the mill. Then a man found me, and he called me
Aoi. So I thought that must be my name. He shouted for other
people, and they came running.” A small movement of her
hand indicated her mother and brother. “These two hugged
me and began weeping. She called me ‘daughter.’ They told
me what had happened, but I really don’t recall anything from
before that morning.”
Her voice was low and melodious. She spoke carefully –
and with only traces of the accent that marked the speech
of the other two, or for that matter, the rest of the villagers.
Under other circumstances, Sekken might have suspected her
of trying to mimic courtly manners, to sound as elegant as
possible in order to appeal to the visiting samurai.
But everything about that felt off. She was being elegant,
yes, and a little flirtatious… but unless some random traveler
had taught her fine manners, this wasn’t how he’d expect a
young woman from the back corners of the mountains to
angle for a man’s interest. Nor was she showing a fraction
of the concern Sekken would expect from someone who
couldn’t remember anything before the last month.
“Will you come outside with me?” he asked.
Aoi stood without protest, and all four of them filed out into
the bright sunlight. Sekken made a show of taking her pulse
and examining her eyes, as if he were any kind of physician,
capable of diagnosing an ailment by such measures. Mostly he
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was observing Aoi’s behavior. She stood as straight as a young
tree, and neither flinched nor blushed when he touched her,
though she drew closer than the process required. In a voice
pitched only for his ears, she said, “You’re very kind to help
me like this. I’m sorry for worrying you.”
She had him worried, all right. But not, he suspected, in the
way her mother wanted.
Three possibilities presented themselves. The first was
that some yōkai unknown to him had indeed interfered with
this young woman’s memories: possibly just clouding them,
but more likely eating them. Plenty of yōkai fed on fear or
laughter or devotion, and a few of the more dangerous ones
consumed the life essence of their victims. No memory-eaters
had appeared in any of the scrolls Sekken recalled reading,
but admittedly, that would be only fitting.
The second possibility was that Aoi was, for reasons of her
own, lying to her family. The mother didn’t seem abusive, but
Sekken had only observed them for a brief time – or perhaps
the abuser was somewhere else in the village. She might, by
feigning amnesia, be trying to escape whatever situation she
was trapped in.
The third was that she’d become possessed.
“Has she been ill since then?” he asked the mother, who
shook her head. “And has she been eating normally?” This
time he got a nod.
He’d never seen a case of possession himself, only read
about them. Suiko could do it, though they more commonly
drained their victims of blood – and there had indeed been
such a victim in among the village’s dead. Furthermore, Aoi
had been found on the banks of the stream, and suiko were
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a more dangerous kind of kappa, likewise associated with
water. Then again, there were other yōkai who fed on blood,
so it was no guarantee… especially not when he had another
answer ready to hand.
Fox possession was well-known throughout Rokugan. It
could happen for a number of reasons – one of them being
the active malice of a witch.
Aoi’s situation didn’t match the symptoms of kitsune
possession. She had no fever, no odd appetites, and her
mother surely would have said something if her appearance
had changed. What did possession by an inugami look like,
though?
“Let me try something,” Sekken said, and went back inside
for his satchel.
With the small knife from his writing kit, he cut a narrow
strip of paper, appropriately sized for a talisman. Then he wet
his brush and wrote on it, There is nothing magical about this
message.
“Place this under your pillow when you sleep,” he said to
Aoi. “I fear you are very vulnerable right now, and it may help
protect you.”
He handed her the strip, politely turned so the writing
faced her. Aoi accepted it with a bow. Most of the peasants
in Seibo Mura would be illiterate, with only the headman
and perhaps a few others knowing enough to handle the
necessary records, but those possessed by kitsune sometimes
gained the ability to read.
Did her expression flicker as her gaze fell on the message?
Even with all his courtly training in reading the behavior of
others, he couldn’t be sure. If Aoi knew the “ward” was a hoax,
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she did a very good job of hiding it. The mother immediately
knelt in thanks, yanking at her daughter’s kimono until she
knelt as well. Brushing off their thanks, Sekken escaped as
rapidly as he could.
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